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INSIDE DISM.1'L\1\D

Like Alice stepping Through the Looking GlAss, to step throu;sh
the portals of DISNEYLAND wi 11 be like en t e r in~ nnother world.
~thin a few steps the visitor will find himself in a small midWestern town at the turn of the century.
· 1HE RAILROAD STATION, situated at the main ent ranee to DISNEYLA!t'D,
is recormncnded :-1s a starting point for t],e visitor. Here, you may
tOflrd a 1/3 scale trrtin pulled by ~ 12 ton steam engine, six feet

fuah.

11/E RAILROAD TRAIN, !t•i th its bc;~rJt i fully appointed coaches, takes
you on a skyline tour arouna DISNEYLAND, where you will see from
your window MAIN STREET, TRUE LIFE ADVENWRELA1l'D, The WORLD OF
10/~IORIXJW I LILLIPUTIAN LAND, FANTASY ~AND, TiEC.P.EATION PARK I
FRONTIER COUNTRY, TRE;1SURE ISLAND, the home of the A!ICKEY A!OUSE
a.JJB, nnd HOLIDAYLAND ?nd back to CIVIC CENTER.
At the start of Alain Street is CIVIC CENTER, with its Town Hall,
Fire Station, Police Station and the old Opera Youse, which houses
tiic broadcest ing theatre for the WALT DISNEY TELE~'ISION SHOW. From
Civic Center you can take a horse-drawn street car up Jfain Street
ar hire a surrey and driver.

~iAIIN

STREET

MI1IN SIREET has t};e nos t al5 ic quality that m;.~kcs it everybody's hometown. It is Main Street, U.S.J... Th ree blocks long, it is the main
shopr-ing district of DISNEYLAND. It J..!js a bcnk and a newspaper
office, and the little icc cream Farlor with the marble-topped tables
and wire-backed chairs. There is a penny arcAde and a Nickelodeon
v.hcre yo•1 cnn sec old time movies.
On the corner is the grea.t DISNEYLAND EMPORIUM where you can buy alllost any tiling and everything unusual. Clothes, cowboy boots, toys,

records, books, ceramics, old fasl:ioned candies, jaw-breakers and
licorice whirs. Toys from all over the world. Gifts for the pt~rson
who has 'everytl1in~·. Or you can get the big mail-order catalogue
~nd ~zrchese by mail.
The MAIL-ORDER CATALOGUE will picture everything for.sa l e in the
Emporium or at any place in DISNEYLAND. If you want a real pony and
cart or a mininturc donke}' tltirty inches high }'OU' 11 find it in the
catalogue. Or if you want th-:: latest Disney book or toy you can order
by mrtil and the gift'will arrive wraJ:ped in a special Disneyland paper,
bearing the postmC~rk DISNEYLAND, CALIFORNIA - direct from the Disneyland U.S. Post Office.
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find qurdnt little restaurants on Slain Street wit}; fr~mily style
cooking, and 11 bakery sl:op where Johnny can watch the baker write J,is
name in icing on J~is birthday cake. Down one of the side strc~ts is
The Little Church Around the Corner. NePrby you will sec the MAyor's
House .•. a bo~Jrdin~ ],ouse for guests and a Little Old Red ScJ.ool House ...
Continuing along M~in Street past the intriguins shops, you arrive at
the !lub.
}'ou' 11

-. THE HUB

THE HUB is the cross roads oi the world of DISNEYLAND. StrAight ahead
lies FANTASY LAND, to your left is FRONTIER COUNTRY, "The World of
Yesterday - P.nd to your rig~t is ·rhe WORLD OF TOMORROW. But between
these central spokes of the ~1ecl are other exciting avenues of
adventure.

TRUE-LIFE ADVENTURELAND
TRUE-LIFE ADVENTURELAND is entered throu~h a beautiful botnnical garden
of tropic8l !lor,~ and fauna. /Jere you cr.~n sec magnificently plumed birds
And fantilsitc lis/; from All over tf,c world, And which f!'IAY be rurcJ-.r~~?d
and shipped anywh!'re in the U.S. if you so desire.
If you wish refres/;mcnts that ?.re in keeping with your surroundings,
there arc fresh pineapple sticks, crisp cocoAnut meAts and exotic fruit
l?unches mAde from fresh troricnl fruits.
A r ivcr bcrders the edge of TRVE-LIFE ADVENW~ELA.ND, whert> you Amb-?rk
in r1 colorful Explorer's Boat with a na.t l.ve guide for ~ cruise down the
River of Romance. As you glide through the Everglades, p:1st birds and
animals livin~ in their n?turnl h~bi ta.t .... alligAtors lurk Along ti.e
b:qnks, and otters and turtles pl-:Jy in the w~ter about you. Monkeys
chAtter in the orchid-flowered trees.

THE WORLD OF TO!t!ORROW
"This is the home of the exciting WORLD OF TOJ!OI?ROW TELEVISIO!/ SHOW.
A MOVING SIDEWALK carries you effortlessly into the lforld of Tomorrow
whc·re the fascinAting exhibits of the miretcles of science ~nrl industry
Clrc displ;Jyed. The theme for tf,e World of Tomorrow is tile f::1ctual -~nd
scientific exposition of Things to ComP.
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P.1rticipating in this are the Industries such as:
Rul:ber, Steel, Chemical, electrical, Oi 1, 1Uining,
Foods.

Transportation,
trJre ;:md

At~ r icul

Amon~

the exhibits, th~t will change from time to time, are The
J!cch :::m ical Brain ... A Divin~ liell ... f,fonornil Train ... The Little Parkway system where children drive scale model motor c::1rs over a modern
frec wr)y . . . ~locle ls of an atomic submarine, a Flying S::tucer . .. The Jfagic
/louse of Tomorrow, with mechanical fer)tures that obey the command of
your voice like a Genic. You s;:,y 'Please' and tl1e door opens, R polite
'Thank you' will close it.

TlH~ r£> ar e shops lor th~ scientific toys, chemical sets and model kits.
Here the imaginative boy will find a space helmet to suit Ids needs for
inter-planetary travel.

And if you are hun~ry, conveyor-belts will carry your food through the
· .electronic cooking device of Tomorrow where you will see it cooked inst~ntly to your liking.
Wl ;en you enter the gigantic EOCKET SPACE SHIP to the Moon, and arc
s a fety-belted to yrnzr seat, the trip through 'space' will be scientifically correct. The roaring ride through the universe will depict the
explorling stqrs, constellation~, planets and comets exactly as charted,
and lJe no less thrilling for being authentic.

..

LllLIPlTIAN LAND

~

A Lnnd of Little Things ..•• A miniature Americana village inhabited by
mechanical Feople nine inches high who sing and dance and talk to you
as you peek through tf,e windows of their tiny shops and home s.
In LILLIPUTIAN LAND there is an Erie Canal barge that takes you through
the famous canals of the world, where you visit the scenic wonders of the
world in miniature.
Here, a little diamond-stack locomotive engine 17 inches hig~ steams into
the tiny railroad stfjtion. l'ou sit ou top of the Pullman co-3ches like
Gulliver, and the little 9 inch engineer pulls back the t},rottle taking
you on the big~est little-ride in the land.
)..nd for t he little people who J-.m:e little BJ=.pct i tes - you can get miniature ice-cream cones, or the V~orld's smnllest hot-doa on a tin}' bun in
LILLIPUTIAN LAND.
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FANTASY LAND is n woncerful land of l"::tiry t;;rlcs come true within
the w,1lls anc.' grounds of ry ~rec"'t medicvfll castle wl,ose towers 1oom
seventy fcC!t in the ."fir. In the r:dddle of the C.=:t stlc grounds st;mds
!!f magnificent c;,rousel in - ti·e theme of King Arthur :~nd his Knights.
In tlJis land of

fant~sy

we fine the settin:5s from the fairy tales.

RIDE-THROUGH SNOW WHITE'S ~dvf'nt'..Ires in tl,e Seven Dwnrfs m1n1ng car ...
throut)• tlJc c'ir1mond mines - the c.nch;ntcd forest - past tl1e cot tagc of
thC' Seven Dwarfs reliving Snow ;:.J-rite's adventures.
WALK-THROUGH tl.c wonderful cxJ:-er icnces of ALICE IN WONDERLAND, as the
White RaLI:it t~kcs you down the r:-bbit-i1olc, through the maze of doors,
titc Rabbit's House, p.?st The Sine:Jing Flowers, Dodo Rock, the A!!ld Hntter's
Tea Party, clim~xing in the courtroom of tl1e Queen of HcrJrts.
FLY-THROUGH tf.e ~ir with PETER PAN, over London ... past Eig Ben clock .•.
bcyonc.' the second s fqr to the r iJjht for Nf:ver-Never LAnd. Fly over
CrJpt~in Hook's srllJ. ••• the Indi~n encRmpmcnt .•. the Crocodile ... Merm-· dd L~goon. . . Through Skull !\ock . •.
PINOCCHIO SQUARE ••• with 'Gcppetto' s clock shop ..• Stromboli's p ,1ppet
Sl1ow, -3 miniature tr:::tvelin& crz-nival ..•.

A Leisure Land - ~ sh::Jdy pCJrk set aside for reservations by clubs,
schools or otner grours for ricnics ::~nd srecial outinds. A catering
serl'ice surtlies special fooas or lunct.~in-;t-basket.
There is a little old-fRsldoncc t-ancistand and a pavilion for dancing
and entertain~ent ana an area for ~ames.

FllOI\TIER OOUNIRY
••. . Where the STAGECOACH meets tl-;e TEAIN and tl•e RIVERBOAT for its trip
down the river to New OrlcPns.
Alon~ FRONTIER STREET is a Harness Shop and a Blacksmith Shop, Livery
Stable, Assayer's office, Sheriff's Office and the jail. You can get
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reH.l r;'estcrn food flt the- Cnuck K'n,2on, i111(} cowboy clothes, siX- shooters
or a silver-mol1nted snddle for your horse or rony flt the General Store.
TJ,ere is /1 shootin~ gnllcry, t},c '/.'ells Far&o Express office nnd an old
!lfshioned saloon with the longest little bar in the world serving rootbeer Western style.
Rice shotgun on the STAGE COACi/ES ••• past GRANNY'S FARM, a practical
working f/Jrm o~erated wit}, real live miniature horses, cows, oxen and
donkeys ..• through the pine forest, fording streams into Indian country
and through the P~1inted Desert.
CArry ti,c mail on the PONY EXP!tESS TliDE arotmd the little track ••• .-md
take a MULE PACK RIDE with an old r-rospcctor for a guide through the
colorful mother-lode country of the pioneer days.
At tr;.e end of Frontier Street is tl1e boatlanding for the RIVERBOAT
RIDE. The old stern-wheeler takes you downstream on a nostalgic cruise
past the romr.~ntic river towns, Tom Sswyer's birtbplr~ce, and the old
Southern plr~ntations.

MIOiliY MOOSE

(llJ8

J!ickey Mouse, tl1e best known personality in the world has his JIICKEY
MOVSE CU/B ;-,e-" ldCuPrters in DIS!.'EYLAND. Locc:tted on Trensure Island, in
tl-:e middle of ti.e river, a f:mt~stic hollow tree and trechouse serves
as tl.e Club rreeting pl::Jcc. The llollow tree is several stories hi,Jh,
wi th• in·terest ing rooms F-tnd lookout spots for club members. There is a
PirrJte cove rtnd buriec trensure on ti.e Island ... and direct from this
locAtion tlte Clul:· presents THE ,f!ICKEY MOUSE CLUB TELEVISION SHOW.

HOLIDAY LWl
HOLIDAYLAND is a showplrtcc of SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS th:)t clumge with the
se!lsons. Its theme is as current As ti;e calend:Jr. Its decorAtions,
entertAinment or exhibits follow the flowers in SPRING with the Flower
FestivAl ... tl:c Mr•rdi GrAs .... nr.' s:.cci~l Easter ::,ctivities . .'t!other's D~y ...
St. Valentine's DRy ..• Poy Scout week ...
SUMMER brings the Fourth of july. . . 8nd Ci r eus Time. . . wi tJ-, a Circus
PArr.m'e down Main Street ••. ~nd under the bi~ top, A one-ring circus
with special ~cts from all over the world.
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FALL usi .ers in ti,e Harvest Fest ivai ... .'lalluwe' en .... Gir 1 Scout
week •.. Thanksi1iv ina ..•
And WINTER with its ice sknting rink, sleigh rides and Bob-Sled
Ifill with real snow ... and ChristmAs Tree Lane that leads to
Snnta' s home at t!1e North Pole.

DISNEYLAND wi 11 be ti1c essence of Amcr ica as we know it. .. . tile
nost~lgia of the past, with exciting glimpse s into the fl•t~zrc.
It Till give meanin~ to the pleasure of -the children --- and pleasure to the experience of adults •..•
It will focus a new interest upon Soutl1ern California through the
mediums of television and other exploitation ..•
It will be a place for California to be at home, to bring its
to demonstrAte its faith in the future ..•

~ucsts,

And. mostl}·, as stated at the beginning - it will be a place for
people to find happiness and knowledge.
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RIDES AND AMUSEMENTS

Public Relations Dept.
Disneyland, Inc.
1313 Harbor Blvd,
Anaheim, Calif.

MAIN STREET

Santa Fe & Disneyland passenger train, the E. P. Ripley, a capstack
locomotive carrying 300 passengers in six cars.
Disneyland Fire Department -- horse-drawn hose and chemical equipment.
Disneyland Street Railway -- four horse-drawn cars.
Horse-drawn station wagons (four).
Disneyland Penny Arcade
Arcade Machines
Shooting Gallery
Main Street Cinema
Six performances of old silent movies with piano accompaniment,
running continuously and simultaneously.
TOMORROWLAND
Autopia Freeway --

32

cars plus four police cars, one Disneyland

Autopia Special and three extrA cars,
Speed Boat Rides - 14 boats.
TWA's Rocket Ride to the Moon (Luna and Diana accotmnodating 104
passengers each).
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea - Exhibit.

Space Station

X~l

FA.~ ASYLAND

King Arthur Carrousel - 72 horses.
Peter Pan ride - seven galleons.

-more-

2.

Public Relations Dept.
Disneyland, Inc. ·
1313 Harbor Blvd.
Anaheim, Calif.·

RIDES AND AMUSDiENTS

F ANT ASYLAND

-SnowWhite ride- 8 cars.
Mr. Toad's Wild Ride - 8 cars.
Dumho, aerial ride - 10 Dumbos (flying elephants).
Casey Jr. Train Ride - 2 trains.
Mickey Mouse Theatre - 400 seats.
Canal Boats of the World - 8 boats.
Mad Tea Party - 8 cups,
FRONT! ERLAND

Davy Crockett
'~ark

muse~theatre.

Twain - river boat carrying 300 passengers.

Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad - freight.

A 5/8 scale diamond stack

locomotive pulling six freight cars and 300 passengers.
Pack Mules - two packs - one lead horse and nine mules in each pack.
Disneyland Stage Lines - 3 stages - four horse hitch.
Golden Horseshoe - floor show.
Conestoga Wagons, Surreys, Buggies, Buckboards
ADVENTURELAND

Explorer's Boat Ride - 7 boats.
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The Purpose of this book is to ESTABLISH APPitOVED TEillviiNOLCGY,

FACTS, AND INFOrtHATIOt\ ABOUT DISNEYLAND, and is primarily desiened for
TRAINING

Pl!~~osES.

At the opening of the Park, Walt Disney pointed out
would never be completed, and the record

certai~y

t~at

Disneyland

shows that it is a

continually growine adventure, as is this booklet.
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ORGANIZATION

Walt Disney productions has been a multi-headed business since its inception
in 1938 when several Disney ent~rprises, including comic strips, merchandising
licensing and movie cartoon production, were consolidated.
Today, it is a myraid of integrated world-wide ventures, of which Disneyland
is a small part. The chart an~ the followin~ excerpts from an article in
the January 4, 1958 issue of "The Wall Street Journal 11 will illustrate this
point.
"The Disneys and their 1,500 employees are more than movie monguls, of course.
They're television entertaine~s and educators, comic strip creators, master
merchandisers and operators of Disneyland, a unique amusement park that vies
with u. s. national parks in popularity. And somewhe.t'e along the li1 c they've
even gotten into such unlikely activities as oran~e growinp: and perfUJ.,e making."
The article states further, "Integration is the key word around here; we don't
do anything in one line without giving a thought to its likely profitability
in our other lines, says Roy Disney.

•·

To see what Roy means, consider "Sleeping Beauty", a cartoon epic currently
in the WDP works~ This 70-or-so~inute film already three years in the
making, won't hit theatre screens until Christmas of 1958. But the fairy
tale is already paying off for Disney.
'

)

For example, at Disneyland, basic artwork from the film has been transformed
into colorfully-animated dioramas complete with trick photo~raphy to make
them come ''alive". Children and adults line up for the 10-minute walk
through the "Sleeping Beauty" attraction.
Another Disney department, merchandising licensing, also has gone to work
on Sleeping Beauty, lining up toy makers, garment producers and others
interested in making articles based on Sleeping Beauty characters. Disney
actually doesn't make any of this merchandise; but it will collect S% in
royalties from the wholesale price of each item, with a usual ~uaranteed
minimum of $5,000 per year per product, or line, ,Rayable in advance."
To further illustrate our point, the article tells about Sleeping Beauty's
build-up treatment on the publishing front with various versions pouring
into the nation's bookstores, using Disney characters and artwork, and
the plans for special adaptations of the story for TV viewing followed by
\®P' s phonograph record division spewing forth platters based on music from
the film, and about six weeks before the movie is released, the Studio's
comic strip artis.ts will launch the Sleeping Beauty story in Disney's own
syndicated newspaper cartoon strip, the widely circulated Treasury of
Cl~ssic Tales.

f .}
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The article continues, "But Sleeping I3e<1'lt.1 won't fade away after the movie r s
shorling. The cycle will run through again in much the same fashi on in country
after country until nearly every ·moppet in the free world has had the chance
of seeing the movie and b~ine a doll, re ading a book, followinr, a comic strip
and hearing a tune based on Sleeping Beauty.
Even then there will still be life - and profits - left in Sleepinf Beauty.
Seven years after her screen debut, Sleepinp Beauty, in the form of a reissued film,again will make the rounds of the world's Theaters.
Master negatives of Sleeping Beauty will be kept along with all other Disney
films in a specially built, two story concrete "vault" at the Disney Studios.
Tn this valuable vault inventory are some 17 cartoon features; 11 full-length
live-action features; 4 full-length "true-life" pictures; and· nearl ~r 500
short subjects, mostly cartoons and travel pictures from Disney's People and
Places series.
In addition to its theatrical features, Disney's yearly film o"Gtput also
includes about five cartoons and five shorts for its P~ople and Places
series. Then there's the output for television, ;yhich currently calls
for 26 hour-long shows yearly for the weekly Disneyland program, 130 halfhour sequences for the daily Mickey Mouse Club program and 39 half-hour
shows for the weekly Zarro adventure episodes. Disney produces and owns
these programs. The shows are sold to ABC television network which in
turn sells them to sponsors.
~alt

Disney productions' 16mm rental division helped launch Disneyland
park in 1955 and also, within the last decade, Disney has organized its
own music division to publish sheet music and records, its own teen-age
magazine to promote Disney activities and a parts-making department to
supply and maintain Disneyland Park.
The use of one Disney product to exploit others reaches a high degree of
efficiency in tlelvision. Seldom nowadays is a Disney theatrical product
released without a substantial buildup on the Disneyland TV program.
Television also has given a big boost to Disney's merchandise-licensing
activities.
\mile nowhere near the income-developer of its TV siblinf, rN[)p ' s music
division also demonstrates the "team spirit" of Disney enterprises. Most
of its tunes come straight from Disney films. In taking on non-Disney
products, WDP's music subsidary is pursuing the same strategy as another
Disney offshoot, the Buena Vista Film Distributing Co., set up in 1954
to take over distribution of Disney movies in the U. s. from RKO Radio
Pictures, Inc. Buena Vista will distribute several films made by independent producers, and music rights to most of these films will be reserved
for the Disney music enterprises.
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Disney activities are a~ F!lobe-girdlin ~.. ~s those of almost any !T. s . industrial company. Its cartoon characters, for instance, are licens8d in
31 nations. Disney also uses the built-in exploitation features of its
products to boost profits of its foreign operations.
Disney characters have been put to 'JOrk in educational films for a iJide
variety of c ompanies and orr.anizations, and even the roverrunent, in safety
films and advertisinc, from a '..Ito painting to ma tre .~s9s."
Our own Disneylan:i park brinr~ in profits from fun-seekers who s pend money
on rides and ad!niC'sions, food, drink A.nri merchandise. Disne.yl-1nd has e \'en
led t·JDP into growinP' oranf""es on property not yet used hy the ever-expandinr.
park and into bre'..;in~ a perfume to be sold at the Art Corners.
"Disneyland collects advertisinr fees from about 65 conpani'3s who use
the park to publicize their wares, ani collects rent from those who
lease space in the Park to sell their wares."
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WALT DIS HEY . f't GAN IZATI ON

DISN1~LAND,

INC. .

Disneyland is part of the Disney organization. Our headquarters are in
Burbank, California; locally, Disneyland is operated by a committee called
the Park Operations Corr~ittee which is made up of the Disneyland Division
Directors. (See chart on next page.)
ABOUT DISNEYLAND PERSONNEL

1. From 1,500 to 3,500 Disneylanders workinr on 73 different payrolls,
representine 106 crafts, trades and professions are employed in the
Park.
Summer (Peak Season) Approximately 3,500
Winter (Off Season)
2.

includin~

lessee personnel.

Approximately 1,500 including lessee personnel.

It takes a crew of over 300 men - carpenters, craftsmen, artists
and artisans, painters, electricians, janitors and gardeners, to
keep Disneyland spotless and in perfect operating order at all times.

3. u8 Security Officers and 6 Firemen are employed on a full-time
basis at Disneyland with others on call to protect the Park,
its employees and its guests.

Ai30UT STUDIO PERSONNEL
In addition to the Disneyland, I~c. employees, you will probably run
into many members of the Disney ream fron the Walt Disney Studios.
You will meet artists, designers, and other specialists who will be
here on particular assignments.
Hembers of WED Enterprises, Inc. and Walt Disney Productions have done
all of the creative and design work in Disneyland.
ABOUT LESSEES
The Disney Team is much larger than just the Disney organizations. In
addition, we have over sixty-eight other firms playing a vital part in
our team effort to bring happiness to our guests.
Some are small, specialized individual operators; some are huge companies
such as Swift & Co. - the Bank of America - United Paramount Theater3
(which you hear as UPT) - Carnation - Richfield - General Dynamics - Crane
- and many others.

.
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING
PAYROLL &:
TIMEKEEPING
ADMISSIONS
CASH CONTROL

SOUVENIR SALES
WHOLESALE SALES
MAIL ORDER
HOB BYLAND
FOOD ADMINISTRATION

ENGINEERING
NEW CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
JANITORIAL

-r J £ S

OPERATORS (Rides &
Amusements)
LIVESTOCK
PARKING LOT
TICKET . SELLERS

ADVERTISING
PUBLICITY
GROUP SERVICES
YOUTH ACTIVITIES
MAGIC KINGDOM CLUB

· GUEST RELATIONS
TALENT
SPECIAL EVENTS
SOUND
TOUR GUIDES
ANALYSIS &:
PUBLIC OPINION
TRAINING
EMPLOYEE PUBLICATIONS

LESSEE.
COORDINATION

WALT DISNt.r

OH.GAN IZATIOi~

WALT DISNEY BIOGRAPHY

A creative genius who has the capacity
Walt Disney has made his bi~gest one a
Kingdom of entertainment for people of
of joy and inspiration to everyone who

to make his dreams co)":l e true,
reality. He envisione d a IV'ap:ic
all apes that would become a source
came to see it.

The resul~ is Disneyland, a $30,000,000 wonderland in Anaheim, California,
dedicated to happiness and knowledge--a land where fantasy and ima~ination
are companions with history, and a concrete visualization of the future
is not out of place. This wide range of imaginative reality is in keeping with the Disney scope of activities and is typical of the man himself.
· When he came to Hollywood in 1923, Walt Disney's assets consisted of
$hO.OO in cash and a boundless ima?ination. He and his brother, Roy, a
partner in all Walt's ventures, includin~ Disneyland, managed to borrow
enough money from an uncle to set up a cartoon studio back of a real
estate office. Later--much later--he was dealing in millions to set up
Disneyland, his grandest venture in puclic entertainment.
The creator of Mickey Mouse and founder of Disneyland was born in Chicaeo,
Dec. S, 1901. His father was Elias Disney, Irish-Canadian, and his mother,
Flora Call Disney, was of German-American descent. He has three brothers
and a sister. He went to public school in Chicago and Kansas City and
attended art school in Chicago. He is married to the former Lillian Bounds
of Idaho. They have two daughters--Diane Marie and Sharon Mae. Diane Harie
is married to former S.C. football star, Ron Miller. The Millers are
parents of a young son, Christopher Disney Miller, and two daughters,
Joanna Sharon Miller, and Tamara· D~ane Miller. Sharon was married this
year (1959) to Robert B. Brown, an interior designer.
Both Walt and his wife enjoy moving pictures and in his Holmby Hills home
he has complete projection equipment and runs pictures three and four nip.hts
a week.
Walt is also one of the nation's most ardent railroading fans. His interest
in this diversion ranges from miniature equipment to scale model operation
on track laid around his Holmby Hills estate. Railroadin~ elements often
are incorporated in his pictures, and three 5/8 scale locomotives, pulling
six cars each, are in daily operation at Disneyland as the Santa Fe &
Disneyland Railroad. The third train, an excursion special, has been added
to take visitors through Disneyland's )06-feet long diorana of the Grand Canyon.
In business, Walter Elias Disney has been a life-lonp partner with his elder
brother, Roy, President of Walt Disney Productions.

WALT DISNEY C. GANIZATION

WALT DISNEY

BIOGR~HY

(Cond't)

When the Disney brothers first set up shop, Walt's proficiency as an
artist and self-taught animator was the basis of the undertaking - the
founding of an institution which today is housed in a multi-million dollar
studio in Burbank, California.
Plans for Walt's 160 ·acre "Magic Kingdom" in Anaheim, California, first
appeared on paper as far back as 1932.
The opening of this wonderland on July 18, 1955, marked the pinnacle of
a life-long dream for its creator. He has described it as "a fabulous
playground --- something of a fair, a city from the Arabian _Nights, a
metropolis of the future, a show place of magic and lovinrr. facts, but
above all, a place for people to find happiness and knowledge.

'
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ARTICULARS

PLA NNING
In Earlv planninF stages of Disneyland, it was necessary to make a
coMplete study in order that decisions on location could be made.

t

1.

It was decided that it sho uld be near Los Anreles, bu t just
where or ho-w near was decided after extensive st,1dy and research.

2.

Some of t he many things taken into consideration were:
a.

Population trends, fre eway patterns, envir 0nmental
characteristics (s uc h as, summer and ~1/ in t er tempera t 11res,
smog, etc.), zoning, and tax rates.

b.

Land was disqualified in which t here was: Intensive
improvement and build-up, producing oil wells, and oil
leases, poor topographic features, municipal parks, rol f
courses, airports and land under government control.

c.

Available blocks of land had to meet severe criteria:
of size, desirability of neighborhood, price, utilities
availability, topo~raphy and accessability.

'

3.

Finally, Disneyland management purcha sed the tract that ra nked
fir~f, 160 acres near Anaheim, adjoini n? the Santa Ana Freeway,
about twenty minutes driving tL~e from metropolitan Los An~eles.

NOTE:

Additi onal purchases of land have been made since 1954 , and
some adjacent land is leased by Disneyland, Inc.

DESIGN ANJ MOTIF
Disneyland was designed by WED Enterprises, Inc. under the perso :1al
supervision of Walt Disney.
Disneyland is so designed that an actual walkin~ distance of oneand-one-quarter (lt) miles takes you through the park.
Each of the (5) realms of Disneyland have been designed with a motif
of the era which it represents.

1.

Town Square & Main Street U.S.A.
A re-creation of a small American town at the turn of t he century,
approximately 1910.

'

'

The Plaza - At the end of Main Street is a hub, or plaza, from
l.•'hi;ch all lands evolve.
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DISNEYLAND . ·.RTICULARS

)
DESIGN AND MOTIF (Cont'd)

2.

Adventureland
The motif is that of the tropical regions of the worli with
jungle rivers and bazaars.

J. Frontierland
The period is approximately 1790 to 1876 and represents America's
frontiers, from Revolutionary days to the great Southwest settlement.
Frontierland includes 8 areas, or eras of American history:
• Stockade Area - Entrance Stockade is composite de$ign of 1790 log
stockade.
All logging material was brought from Lake Arrm-Jhead
and assembled by Oregon loggers •
• Rainbow Caverns Area - The Town is built in miniature with forced
perspective on the side of Rainbo~ Mountain, and is
designed with the flavor of a minin~ town of the
Mother-lode country of the period •
• Mexican Area -

Is designed with the motif of the Southwest of over
100 years ago.

• New Orleans Area - The motif is that of New Orleans of the period
up to the Civil War •
• Tom Sawyer's Island -A romantic interpretation of the Tom Sawyer story
• Magnolia Park - Consists of a shaded area with a bandstand and
seats much like that of towns of that period
• Fowler's Harbor- Represents a -shanty town that may have been
found on the Rivers of America ~uring this
period. It is the site of the b ·1 ilding of
both the Mark Twain and the Columbia, and is
named for Rear Admiral, Joe Fowler, USN, Ret.,
who was in charge of the construction •
• Indian Village -

2.2

Is a composite of an American Indian encampment on the Western plains of over 100 years
ago.

DISNEYLANL' PARTICULARS

DESIGN AND 110TIF (Cont'd)

4. · Fantasyland
The time of Fantasyland is Storybook Time - from the days of
King Arthur practically up to the present.
5.

Tomorrowland
The perioa is in the year 1986.
Comet is due to return.

This is the year when Halleyts

A giant TI~£X clock gives world time, and is a landmark at
the entrance to the land.
CONSTRUCTION
1.

Scale
The only thing in Disneyland that is built on the 5/8 scale
is the Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad. It is pretty well
as~nmed, however, that the entire Park is built on a 5/8
scale -but this is NOT TRUE. For instance:

2.

a.

The lower buildinr-s are about 9/lmths, second floor is
8/lOths, and third floor is about 7/lOths.

b.

The Mark Twain River"Joat is an authentic scale of the
old Mark Twain Riverboat.

c.

The Autopia cars are 5/8 scale version of the modern sports
car.

Original Construction
Original construction was begun July 17, 1954 -completed
July 17, 1955.

).

a.

~-

b.

Attractions - 22 major attractions

$17,000 1 000

Additional Construction
Walt Disney has said, "Disneyland will never be completed,"
and each year since 1955, new attractions have been added.
a.

Cost to Date - Over $30,000,000

b.

Attractions - 47 major attractions in 1959

2.3
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CONSTRUCTION (Cont'd)

·4. The Berm
Disneyland is encircled by an earth wall called, the "Berm.''
Walt Disney's purpose is to make Disneyland a place separate
from the world of today.

5.

6.

What Things Are Made At The Studio?
a.

All animals, animated and non-animated

b.

Super-Structure of the Mark Twain

c.

All vehicles: Stage Coaches, Buckboards, Surreys, Horsedrawn Streetcars, etc.

d.

All railroad cars and re-building of engines.

e.

All art work, posters, etc.

f.

Dark rides are made and tested at the Studio.

Lighting Fixtures
a.

All fixtures are placed in correct motif.
Many are authentic antiques. (Main Street gas lights
were taken from actual use from Philadelphia, Baltimore,
and Los Angeles.)

,

DISNEYLAND . J\RTICULAHS
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AC!lliAGE
1.

Amusement Area
Covers sixty-five . (65) acres

2.

Holiday land
Covers nine (9) acres

J. Parking Lot
Covers one-hundred-five (105) acres
Has capacity of 9,000 cars, 50 buses and one helicopter at
one time.
Is the largest in Orange County and one of the largest in
the country.

4.

Pony Farm
Covers ten (10) acres

5. Nursery
Covers a little over two (2) acres

6.

Additional Acreage
a.

In Citrus - a total of 65 acres (all but 20 acres are
owned by Disneyland)

b.

Unused - 5 acres owned by Disneyland - 20 acres leased
by Disneyland

ENTRANCES
· 1.

Main Gate and Ticket Booths
a.

There is only one Guest Entrance - it is located at the
South end of the Park, facing the Parking Lot.

b.

Security Gate (Nain Entrance)

c.

Pass-out exits (Nain Entrance)
are situated at the East & West sides of the Main Entrance
-Guests may have their hands stamped for re-entry.

2.

Service Entrances
. a.

Situated off West Street; Harbor Blvd. and off Winston Road

DI SNEYLAtiD . :.RTICULARS

)
ENTRANCES (Cont'd)
).

Employees Entrances
a.

2.6

Situated off Harbor Blvd. and off West Street

)
PLAQU~S

1. ·

I~1 ain

Street &!trance

Sign over East entrance tunnel
Here you leave today ••••
and visit the world of
yesterday, tomorrow, and
fantasy.
2.

Town Sauare
Dedication at the Flag Pole
DISNEYLAND
To All Who Come to This Happy Place
TNELCONE

DISNEYLAND is your land. Here age relives fond
memories of the past ••• and here yo,~th ma_y sa";or
the challenge and promisa of the f ~~ture. Disney- ·
land is dedicated to the ideals, t he drearr:s, and
the hard facts that have created America •••• ~ith
the tope that it will be a source of joy and inspiration to all the world.
July 17, 1955

2.

Frontierland
At Entrance Flag Pole

TO
Tlfal t Disney

In recognition of outstanding Assistance and
cooperaticri · in extending Humane ideals to people
throughout the world.

FROM
The American Humane Society
July

195'5
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PLAQUES (Cont 1 d)

3. Frontierland (Cont' d)
In New Orleans Area

PETRIFIED TREE
from the
Pike Petrified Forest, Colorado
Diameter 1 ft 6 inches
Weight S tons
Estimated height of original tree 200 ft. ·

55 to 70 million years ago this huge petrified tree
was part of a sub-tropical forest in what is now
Color~do - said by scientists to have been of the
redwood or sequoia species.

.

During some prehistoric era, a cataclysmic upheavel
caused silica-laden water to overspread the living
forest - wood cells were changed during the course
of time to sandstone - opals were formed within the
tree itself.

'

Presented to Disneyland
by

Mrs. Walt Disney
Dedication plaque on Mark Twain

MARK TWAIN
of
DISNEYLAND
Christened this 17th day of July, 1955 by
Miss Irene Dunne on the Rivers of . America
in Disneyland
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FLAGS

There are many flags flown. in Disneyland - atop buildinps, flag poles
and many of Disneyland's boats. There are American flags of today and
flags of our nation's historical growth, and flags of other countries.
There are also Mickey Mouse flags and the official Disneyland flag.
There are only two (2) 49-etar flags in Disneyland:
Center . of Town Square - Retreat is observed at sun-down every day
the park is open. Kusic is provided by
· the Disneyland Band.

• Center of the Court of Honor at the entrance to !tomorrowland •
1.

Main Street
ALL flags on Main Street ha~ 45 stars in keeping with the turnof-the-century era. Located atop:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
2.

Main Street Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad Station
City Hall
Emporium
Swift's Market
Carefree Corner

Adventureland
a.

Jungle River Boats carry flags:
Boat
"Congo Queen"
"Swannee Lady"
"Amazon Lady"
"Nile Princess"
"Hekong Maiden"
"Irrawadi Woman"
"Orinoco Adventuress"
11 Zambesi Miss"
"Yangtze Lotus"
"Ganges Gal"

Congo Free State
Confederate
Brazil
Egypt
Siam
Burma
Venezuela
North Rhodesia
Free China
India
Firs~

;.

DIS NEYLJd~D
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FLAGS (Cont'd'

3 •· Frontier land
a.

Entrance - Flag Pole - Original Betsy Ross (13 Stars-1790)
Stockade - Original thirteen colonies' flags

b.

Golden Horseshoe - 37 stars - 1867

c.

Fort Wilderness - Original "Star Spangled Barmer"
15 stars, 15 stripes - 1795

d.

Sailing Ship Columbia - 13 stars - 1777

e.

Keel Boats -

f.

Mark Twain Steamboat - 34 stars - 1861

2~

stars - 1822

g. · Mark Twain Dock - Eight (8) flags depicting

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

John Cabot or St. George Cross
Kings Colors (English Flag)
Continental Flag
Pine Tree Flag or Washington's Cruisers
Grand Union Flag or Cambridge Flag
Betsy Ross (orieinal 13 stars & 13 stripes)
Star Spangled Banner (15 stars & 15 stripes)
8) First "Old Glory" (24 stars & lJ stripes)

4.

Fantasyland
There are no flags in Fantasyland, only"pennants and bar.ners

5.

Tomorrowland
Entrance - Court of Honor - 49 star American Flag
Court of Honor - fla~s of each of tr.e 49 states

6. Disneyland Flags
a.

The official Disneyland flag is copyright Walt Disney Proiuctions

b.

Located:

Main Street Depot
Above City Hall .

2.10
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FLAGS (Cont 1 d)

?. Mickey Mouse Flags
a.

The Mickey Mouse Flags are copyright Walt Disney Productions

b.

Located:

Main Street Depot
Police Station
Fire Station
Mickey Mouse Club Theater

2.11
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DISNEYLAND PARTICULARS

DISNEYLAND FLEET

)

~f;-

ove~hips,

Heading the Disneyland Fleet of
boats and submarines,
is Rear Admiral Joe Fowler, USN (Ret.), Vice ~resident of Disneyland,
and Director of Construction and Maintenance Division.
All ships and boats in Disneyland EXCEPT the ?-lctor Boats, which are
guided through a controlled channel, and the Keel boats, war Canoes,
and Tom Sawyer Rafts are operated on guide rails.
On one day in the month of August, 1958, Disneyland's visitors took
a total cf 5,600 boat trips on the Park's nine (9) water rides.
.
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1. Columbia
J

4

-

_,

-l t:.iJ · l· 3

Official dedication - June 14, 1958
Is a 3-masted, full-rigged sailing vessel, and with the
exception of a few necessary deviations, the ship has been
copied after the original armed merchant vessel, "Columbia."
. which was tr.e first sailing vessel carryinv. the United States
flag to circumnavigate the globe •

v

. The . original "Columbia" was constructed in Plymouth,
Massachusetts in 1787, and was owned and operated by New
England Merchants.
a.

Powered by submarine batteries and operates alternately
with the Mark Twain Steam Boat on a guide rail 2,450, ft.
long on the _Rivers of America.

b.

Capacity 275 passengers

c.

Design
.1) . Original blueprints designed by Raymond E. Wallace
of Palos Verdes. Research from the book "Voyae;es
of the Columbia" and a 1~" steel engraving of the ship
were the basis of his blueprints.

d.

Construction
1)

HULL was built by Todd Shipyards; MAINMAST required
special lathe and was made by Cliff Wavel; BLOCKS,
DEAD-EYES, and OTHER SPECIAL RIGGING was made by
Bagby-s Wire Rope & Splicing Service.

2.13
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DISNEYLAND FLEET ( Cont t d)
1. · Columbia (Cont 1 d)

2.

2)

Completion of Ship's carpentry, assembly and painting
was done at the park by Disneyland personnel under
the direction of Joe Fowler (In Fowler's Harbor Frontier land)

3)

Dimensions - Overall 92 Ft.; Bowsprit
Beam 26 Ft. 6 Inches.

45 Ft.; Mainmast 84 Ft.;

Mark Twain Steamboat
Launched on July 17,

1955

Is an authentic reproduction ~/4 SCALE) of the old ~ark Twain
River Boat which operated on the Mississippi River.
a.

Powered by twin steam engines which operate stern wheel
(the boiler uses diesel fuel), and operates alternately
with the Columbia on a guide rail 2,450 Ft. lonp. on the
Rivers of America.

b.

Capacity 300 to 350 passengers

c.

Construction

1) SUPERSTRUCTURE was built at Walt Disney Studios;

Hull
was built at Todd Shipyards; Entire boat was assembled
and completed at Disneyland under the direction of Joe
Fowler (In Fowler's Harbor - Frontierland)

2)

Dimensions -Overall length 105_ft.; Height (Keel to
Pilot House) 28 ft.; Draft 2 ft. 3 inches;
Beam 26 ft. 6 inches; Displacement 125 tons.

3)

Dedication plaque on the Mark Twain (located behind the
engines)

MARK TWAIN
of
DISNEYLAND
Christened this 17th day of July 1955
by Miss Irene Dunne on the Rivers of
America in Disneyland.
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DISNEYLAND FLEET

3. Jungle River Boats
Explorer boats operating on the Jungle Rivers in Adventureland.
a.

There are

tlt boats:

Names
Congo Queen
. Swannee Lady
Amazon Belle
Ganges Gal
Nile Princess
Mekong Maiden
Irrawaddi Woman
Orinoco Adventuress
Zambesi Miss
Yantgze Lotus

4.

Congo ·Free State
First Confederate
Brazil
India
Egypt
Siam
Burma
Venezuela
North Rhodesia
Free Chtna

b.

Powered by Gray marine engines on guide rail 1,640 ft. long.

c.

Capacity 35, including guide (operator)

d.

Construction:
1)

Built by Glasspar Company

2)

Dimensions - Overall lenpth 27 ft.; beam 9 ft.

Motor Boats
Operate in Fantasyland over rapids and rouRh rivers
a.

- b.
~

There are fourty (40) boats.
Powered by one-cylinder water cooled gasoline engines and operate
in a controlled channel

c.

Capacity 3 per boat

d.

Construction:
1)

Built by Robert Dorris Boat ·Horks

2)

Dimensions - overall length 12 ft. 6 inches; Beam

3)

Built of plywood and fiberglass

5

ft. 2 Inches

2.15
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DISNEYLAND FLEET (Cont'd)

5.

Canal Boats
· Operate on the canals in Fantasyland's Storybookland area.

6.

a.

There are twelve (12) boats.

b.

Powered by electric motors and operate on puide rail.

c.

Capacity

d.

Construction:

14,

including operator.

1)

Built by Robert Dorris Boat Works

2)

Dimensions - overall length 15 ft. 9 inches; beam 5 ft. 8 inches

Keel Boats
Operate on the Rivers of America_ in Frontierland, and are like
those used in Walt Disney 1 s "Davey Crockett" s_e ries.
a.

There are two (2) boats:
11

7.

Gullywhumper" - "Bertha Mae"

b.

Powered by Gray marine engines and DO NOT operate on ruide
rail.

c.

Capacity 36, including operator.

d.

Construction:
1)

Built by Walt Disney Studio

2)

Dimensions - length 36 ft. 6 inches; Height 10 ft. 6 inches
above water; Beam 9 ft. 8 inches

War Canoes
Operate on the Rivers of America from the Indian Village, and
are simulated birch-bark canoes like those used by the Plains
Indians over 100 years ago.

2.16

a.

There are six (6) canoes

b.

Powered by manpower (Real Indians share the paddling with
guests.)

DISNEYLAND PARTICULARS

DISNEYLAND

FL~ET

(Cont'd)

7. War Canoes (Cont 1 d)

8.

c.

Capacity 20, including Indian(s)

d.

Construction:
l)

Built by Oldtown-Rebuilt by Disneyland .

2)

Dimensions - len~th 34 ft. 6 incr.es; beam 4 ft.

7!

inches.

Tom Sawyer Rafts
Are romantic reproductions of rafts frorr the Tom Sawyer story
and operate on the Rivers of America as a ride and as transportation to and from Tom Sawyer's Island.
a.

There are four (4) rafts
Tom Sawyer; Huck Finn; Becky Thatcr.er; Injun Joe.

9.

b.

Powered by Gray marine engines and DO NOT operate on guide rail

c.

Capacity

d.

Construction:

45,

including operator

1)

Built at Disneyland

2)

Dimensions - 23 ft. 6 inches x 14 ft.

Submarines
Operate in lagoon and flooded buildinr in Tomorrowland. Circling
the lagoon and entering the flooded buildinf- throuf-h a waterfall
with simulated "dive", trip takes you through an under-water world
of sunken ships and salvage divers, animated sea life, and tr.e
ruins of the lost continent of Atlantis.
a.
b.
c.

There are eight (8) submarines
Powered by diesel electric engines and operate on a guide rail
ft. long.

1,550

Capacity 38 passengers

2.17
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DISNEYLAND FLEET (Cont 1 d)

9. Submarines (Cont 1 d) d.

Construction:
1)

HULL built by Todd Shipyards; COMPLETED and assembled at
Disneyland, under direction of Joe Fowler.

2.18
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DISNEYLAND WATERWAYS
Disneyland has nine (9) water rides opera~1ng on six (6) man-made rivers
and lagoons (includinr, Glacier Lakes on the Matterhorn). All of t he
various rivers and waterways except two are joined together forminf! a
continous flo~ing gravitational ~ater system• The hi~h point of the
system is in Fantasyland and the lovl point is in the Rivers of America
in Frontierland. From Frontierland the v.ater is pumped undere-round back
up to Fantasyland. The two exceptions are the Submarine voya~e and
Matterhorn Mountain water systems. They are independent circulatinr
filtered water systems with an operation similar to a swimm i ng pool
These waterways represent a total of over 22,000,000 pallons of water.
1.

Jungle Rivers (Adventureland)
Operating on this waterway are ten (10) Jungle River explorer's
boats

v

a.

The waterway represents the tropical jungle rivers of the
world and includes rapids and a huge v.'ater fall (Schv.Iei tzer
Falls).

b.

Is landscaped with dense tropical plantings and "populated"
with animated jungle animals and natives; crocodiles; Hippos;
Water Buffalos; a Python; a Gorilla; and Elephant; A Giraffe;
Lion, and Head Hunters.

c.

Sound effects - are tape recordings of actual sounds
(Twenty-four in all)

d.

Dimensions - length 1, 640 ft.; Depth S ft.; vJidth Average JO ft.

e.

Contains 3,000,000 gallons of water, and has gunite bottom.

f.

Maintenance - Is periodically drained and cleaned

I

Defrosters set on rafts in the "Jungle" are
necessary during winter nights in order to
protect the River's tender trop~cal plantings.
Maintenance of the under-water animated animals
requires regular inspection and re pair by Disneylands "frogmen. 11
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DISNEYLAND WATERWAYS ( Cont' d)

2.

Rivers of America (Frontierland)
Operating on this waterway are five (5) water rides (The r~ark
Twain and the Columbia, 2 Keel Boats, ·4 Rafts, and 6 War Canoes).
It is the busiest waterway in Disneyland.

(.

a.

The waterway represents the Mississippi and the Hissouri
Rivers of the 1840's and circles Tom Sawyer's Island.
I

b.

Is landscaped with trees and shrubs typical of the His~issippi
River rep,ion and includes a typical old shan~y town at Fowler's
Harbor which marks the spot where both the Colum~ia and the
Mark Twain were built, and serves as dry dock for the two craft.

c.

Dimensions -length is short of one mile; depth is 5 ft.;
width 100 ft. averape.

d.

Is stocked with small fish -Glue Gills, Perch, etc.

e.

Contains 9,000,000 gallons of water, and has clay bottom.

f.

Maintenance - reqnires periodic draini:1p. to be cleaned.

3. Storybookland Canal (Fantasyland)
Operating on this waterway are twelve (12) storybooklanj Canal boats.

2.20

a.

The waterway takes you through a land of make-believe in miniature,
representing in detail, stories from Walt's full length cartoon
hits, and each setting has appropriate musical background
(on tape)

b.

Is landscaped in the same scale as the settings (1 inch to the ft.)

c.

Dimensions - length 1, 000 ft. ; . Width 25 ft • ; Depth 4 ft.

d.

Contains

e•.

Maintenance~

1,ooo,ooo

gallons of water, and is gunite bottom.

requires periodic cleaning.

DISNEYLAND PARTICULARS

DIS~EYLAND ~vATERWAYS

( Cont' d)

4. Motor Boat \-/aterway (Fantasyland)
Operating on this waterway are forty (40) motor boats.

5.

a.

The waterway consists of a series of rapi:l.s and rour.h
containing many huge boulders.

b.

Dimensions - Leorth 1,800 ft.; Width JO ft.; Dept h

c.

Contains 1,000,000

d.

Maintenance - requires periodic cleaninp.. :_

Submarine Lagoon

~allons

4

~-1ater.

ft.

of water and is gunite bottom.

(Torr.orrowland)

Operating in this waterway are 8 submarines t·Jhich operate
on a guide rail 1,500 ft. long.
a.

The waterway consists of a lagoon whicr connects with
an "underground" river and is entered through a huve
waterfall.

b.

The "Underground" river is actually a steel and concrete
building covered with earth and landscaped. The building
contains specially built undersea life and ruins such as:
1)

Sunken ships and animated salvage divers.

2)

Animated moray eel, squid, rare deep water fish, a
sea serpent and a mermaid.

3)

An underwater earthquake and "firery" lava in the
lost Continent of Atlantis.
~··lidth

c.

Dimensions- (Lagoon): Length 750ft.;
Depth 10 ft.

140ft.;

d.

Dimensions- (Underground River): Length 800ft.;
Depth 10 ft.; ~idth 70ft.

e.

Contains 9,000,000 gallons of filtered water and is completely
guni ted.

f.

Water in Lagoon and Underground River is ~ompletely separate
from all other waterways and is filtered so that all underwater scenes are clearly visible.
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DISNEYLAND HATERHAYS (Cont 1 d)

6. Matterhorn Waterway
There are four (4) water ways made up of Glacier lakes and
water falls.
a.

Contains 40,000 gallons of filtered water.
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DISNEYLAND RAILVJAYS
Enlarging a hobby that began as a tabfe ~top "0 1' p:uage railway, progressing to a larger bac~ard plaything to four 15-ton operations
is not a thing most men would attempt. With Walt Disney, however,
it was the natural thing to do.
Walt Disney sometimes sits at the throttle of the E. P. Ripley to
take the train on its trip around the Park.
Disneyland has four 5/8 scale steam locomotives operating on the
Santa Fe and Disneyland tracks surrounding the Park, two sleek
Monorail trains of the future, two Western Nininp: trai.n s, and two
Casey Jr. trains. Total footage of railroad track in Disneyland
is 14,189 feet.
1.

Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad (Main Line)
WED Enterprises, Inc., a division of Walt Disney Productions,
owns and operates all of the Santa Fe & Disneyland trains, and
has about 70 "WED" payrollees working as engine crews and ticket
sellers. Additional railroad crews and personnel are made up
of Disneyland, Inc. personnel from · our Operations Division.
The Santa Fe & Disneyland Main Line comprises a mile-and-onequarter of 36 inch guage railroad and 9,000 feet of trackage
(including sidings) circling the Park. The Rail Road is operated according to a standard book of rules.
a.

Locomotives
There are four (4) 5/8 scale, 15 ton, steam locomotives
(1890-1910) in Disneyland's rolling stock.
#1-c.K. Holliday
Named for the founder of the Santa Fe Railroad.

!zE! - 4-4-0· (4

front wheels, 4 drivers, no trailing

truck)
Construction

'.._)

SKETCHES, PATTERNS and other DETAIL work was done at
the Walt Disney Studios; FABRICATION (wheels, frames,
boiler and other like parts) were constructed by outside contractorsJ Final ASSEMBLY at Disneyland by Round
House crew (insulation on boiler, sand domes and steam
domes); CAB and STACK were made at the Studio.
2.23
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DISNEYLAND RAILHAYS ( Cont 'd)
a.

Locomotives (Cont'd)
#2-E. P. Ripley
Named for one of the early Presidents of the Santa Fe
Railroad.
Type - 4-4-0 (4 front -wheels, L. drivr::rs, nc trailinq
truck)
Construction
SKETCHES, PATTEill~ and other J£TAIL ~crk ~&s done at
the Halt Disney studios; FAB ~ IC.t. TIO~-; (.,~r.eel~, fra:-r.es,
boiler and other like parts) were constr~ct~d by outside contractors: Final ASSEr-<ELY at Disne~/la:1i by ~r:und
House crew (insulation on boile r, sand Cl~;" t::S c..r:d stea::.
domes); CAB and STACK were made at the St~dic. ·
#3-Fred Gurley
Named for the Charirnan of the Board of t!:e Sc;nta :?e
Railroad in _l958.
Type - 2-4-4-T (2 front wheels, 4 drivers, 4 wr.eels
on the trailinp. truck, and tender is part of
the _engine.
Construction
ENGINE is a rebuilt engine originally manufactu~e::i
by the Baldwin Co. in 1894 for a Ne·..: Orleans Flantation owner. Rebuilding -was done under the direction of Roger Broggie.
Engine was located for Disneyland by Jerry 5est,
Vice President of the Railroad and Loco~otive
Historical Society, and had been r.a,llinf. S ~fa r
cane on the Lafourete Raceland & Lonfport Railway in Louisiana.
#4-Ernest S. Marsh
Named for the President of Santa Fe Railroad fl?S9).
Type - 2-4-0 (2 front wheels, 4 drivers and no
trailing t ruck.)
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DISNEYLAND RAILWAYS (Cont'd)
#4-Ernest

s.

Marsh (Cont'd)

Construction
ENGINE is a rebuilt engine originally manufactured
by the Baldwin Co .. in 192.5.
Engine was located for Disneyland by· Jerry Best,
Vice President of the Railroad and Locomotive
Historical Society.
b.

Trains
There are three (3) trains in Disneyland's rolling stock
which are pulled by the four (4) en?ines.

1)

Passenger Train
a)

Is authentic reproduction of train of this era with
the wooden type cars (steel under-frames for safety)

t)

Capacity- 300

c)

Is made up of the follol-Iinp::
Wells Fargo Express & Baggage
Navajo Chief.
Colorado Rockies
Land of Pueblos
Painted Desert
Grand Canyon (observ. car)

2)

#101
#102
#103
#104
#10.5
#106

Holiday Special
a)

Is authentic reproduction of train of this era
with wooden type cars (steel framing for safety)

b)

Capacity - 300

c)

Is made up of the following:

3 cattle cars
2 gondolas
Caboose

#301, #302, #303
#401 and #402
#SOl

d) Cars weredesigned by hiED Enterprises, Inc. and constructed at l.rlDP.
2.25
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3)

Excursion Train
a)

Designed especially to carry pas senf- ers thro ug-h
the Grand Canyon Diorama, and is patterned a f ter
the Narragansett Cars which carried p as s en~ e rs on
excursions in the Eastern United States aratmd the
turn of the Century.

b)

Capacity - 300

c)

Is made of the following:

5
d)
2.

cars (Open Narragansett)

Cars were designed by WED Enterprises and constructed at Walt Disney Studios.

Rainbow Mountain Mining & Exploration Co.
(Mine Ride-Frontierland)
This railroad with its open ore cars takes passen~ers on
a trip through the Painted Desert and mother-lode country
of the old West, through Rainbow Caverns with its multicolored fountains and falls.
a.

Powered by 530 amp electric batteries

b.

Capacity -

c.

Construction

64

Designed and built at Walt Disney Studios

3.

Casey Jr. Railroad (Fantasyland)
A.little train that takes you over rivers, trestles and
bridges and climbs mountains in Storybook Land.
a.

Powered by Gasoline driven engines.

b.

There are two (2) trains each consisting of:
Enr,ine; 1 Calljope; 2 animal cars; 2 Chariots; 1 Caboose

c.

2.26
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4.

Disneyland-Al~eg

Monorail (Tomorrowland)

Sleek Monorail trains of the future patterned after those
no~ in use in Germany.
Trip takes you over lagoons, the
Autopia Freeways, and circles the 1/100 scale "Matterhorn
Nountain."
a.

Powered by t~o (2) 55 HP electric motors and operates
on a single rail 3,800 ft. long; Maximum speed 20 mph.

b. · capacity- 86 per train

3/4 full sized trains

c.

Scale is approximately

d.

There are two trains wi tr. -) cars each

e.

Construction
Steel & Aluminum trains - Concrete beamways
DESIGN£D by - WED, Inc. - Basic design of train, beamway
and Piers by Alweg Co. of Cologne West
Gennany.
BUILT by - Studio

5.

Disneyland Round House
Disneyland's Round House is probably th~ only square or
oblong "Round House" in the world, and is located in the
service area off West Street.
a.

Serves as garage for the four (4) steam locomotives
of the Santa Fe & Disneyland Main Line Railroad.

b.

This is where -the boilers are steamed up every morning,
and after the day's run, the machine shop crews bEgin
their daily inspection, cleaning, lubrication,and repair
if necessary, on all of Disneyland's rolling stock.

c.

Not more than 30 minutes in lost operation time on the
trains since the Park opened.
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DISNEYLAND 'LIVESTOCK AND \VILD LIFE

1.

Livestock
a.

Disneyland operates a 10 acre Pony Farm whe~e 200 head of
livestock are quartered (horses, mules and ponies).

b.

The ages of the animals range from 3 yrs to 16 y"rs.
(average age 10 years).

c.

Disneyland horses punch time cards - no horse, mule or
.Pony is allowed to work over 4 hours a dav or more than
6 days a week, and each is signed "in" and !'out" by the
timekeeper.

d.

Two kinds of horseshoes are used on Disneyland stock:

1) Iron sboes - for the horses and mules on unpaved areas
in Frontierland.
2)

Rubber Shoes

for the horses and ponies on paved
areas of Main Street.

r:~ .

All animals and their quarters are inspected regularly
by officers of the SPCA.

f.

Livestock handlers - 74 livestock handlers are required
to maintain the Disneyland stock
during peak season (34 drivers and
40 harness cleaners and stablemen).

g.

Feed Requirements - Over a ton (25 bales) of hay, 1/2 ton
of alfalfa and mollassas, and 400 lbs.
rolled barley are consumed daily during
peak seasons.

~

~

.
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&

\flLD LIFE ( Cont' d)

Wildlife
Most of the wild life at Disneyland is not "wil::l" nor is it
"live", but the results of the combined efforts and talents of
studio artists and are "life like" reproductions of real animals.
However, some of Disneyland animal life IS real.
a.

Wild Geese and Ducks
Wild geese, mallards, and other birds around the island and
. mainland in Frontierland migrated here, and the white ducks on
the Rivers of America were raised by Disneyland.

b.

Swans
The white, and the black swans residing in the moat around
the Fantasyland Castle were a gift from the Hollywood 1urf
Club.

c.

Fish
Many small fish are planted in the Rivers of America
(Blue Gill, Perch, etc.) so that Disneyland's "s~all
fry" anglers may have the chance to really catch fi~h
from the Island's dock.

d.

Other Animals
Other animals such Moose, Elk, Bear,. Coyote and Wild Cat
on the banks of the Rivers of. America, and the Hippos,
Water Buffalo, Python, Elephant, Giraffe and Gorilla in
the Jungle Rivers area are all fait~ful reproductions of
wild life and are animated for added realism.
The wild life of the Grand Canyon Diorama are real specimans
of Wild Turkey, Mountain Lions, Skunks, Porcupine, Desert
Mountain Sheep, and the Golden Eagle.
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DISNEYLAND LANDSCAPING
With rare exception, all of Disneyland's plants were purchased in
Los Angeles, Orange, San Bernadino and San Djego Counties. However,
nearly every corner of the world is represented, and every type of
plant obtainable has been utilized wherever .possible within the area
they best represent, and in perfect scale with that area.

1.

2.

Types of Plar.ts
a.

Plants of the Nile River of Africa, the Amazon of South
America are used in Adventureland's Jungle.

b.

Plants native to the Mississippi River region of North
America are used in areas in Frontierland.

Scale
a.

The Disneyland's plants are chosen to fit the scale o£ the
area in which they are u~ed:
Example:

3. Disneyland

The scale of the Storybookland area is 1 inch to
the foot - and so the plants, as well as their
leaves and flowers, even the blades of grasses
are as fine as can be obtained.

Nurse~

a.

The nursery contains 2 acres next to the Pony Farm on
Winston Road.

b.

Grows a total of over 100,000,000 individual plants.

c.

Approximately 100,000 annuals, 5,000 perennials, 2,000
bulbs and 20 ~ounds of seed were grown in one year for
use in the Park.

d.

In one year, 73,500 pounds of high analysis plant foods
are used.

e.

In preparation of soil and nursery work, 15,000 cubic
feet of wood shavings are used in one year.
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4.

Watering Systems
a.

5.

To water all the Park planting areas in any one day
requires ·the operation of approximately 225 autom£tic
and manual valves, plus considerable hand watering.

Other landscaping functions
_a.

Camouflage of animation, screening of service areas, crowd
controls, erosion control and frost control.
1)

Frost Control

during the night hours o.f the winter
months, the Nursery personnel set up
rafts on the Jun?.les Rivers with frost
machines to protect the tender tropical
plants used in that area.
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DISN~YL AND ? AH TIC UIJ~.R S

Unique addition to Disneyland presents diversified types of attractions,
s ~ ows and exhibits and arranrernents for ~roup activities - ranging from
company picnics and outings, dances, and ot her s pecial events. ·
1.

.2~

Facilities
a.

Nine acres of completely fenced-in, landscaped gro unds.

b.

Private entrance to Disneyland.

c.

Tt.'orld' s largest candy-striped circus tent.

d.

Reserved parking area at regular Disneyland :fee (25¢)

e.

Newest, specially designed and exclusive children's playground equipment

f.

Regulation softball diamond, horseshoe pits, and volley-ball
court (Equipment supplied by Holidayland)

g.

Complete food and caterinf services.

h.

Tables and benches for seating 2,400 people at one
shaded or under the "Big Top"

i.

Complete first-aid facilities, staffed by Holida 'rland.

j.

Picnic

k.

Dance floor and stage inside "Bif"

1.

Complete public address system.

m.

Disneyland entertainment available;

n.

Protection of Disneyland Security Officers

pla~ninr

ti~e,

all

services
Tor.~"

Reservations
Reservations and information regarding the use of Holidayland
facilities may be obtained from Group Services of the Public
Relations Division.
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DISNEYLAND HOTEL
The Disneyland Hotel was built in 1956, and is t he Official Disneyland
Hotel.
The Hotel is owned and operated by Jack Wrather Or ganization, on land
leased from Disneyland, I nc.
1.

2.

Facilities
a.

Nine (9) buildings, 2 stories high, made up of 24 and 32
rooms in eac h--a total of 234 rooms.

b.

Individually air-conditioned.

c.

FFEE TV in all rooms.

d.

Rates are available by calling the Disneyland Hotel,
or at the City Hall and Carefree Corners inf ormation
desks in the Park.

Dining
a.

Coffee Shop

b.

Gourmet Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

c.· · Banquet Rooms.
).

Transportation Accomodations
a.

Rai lroad - Santa Fe

b.

Arilines -American Airlines, TWA, Uni t ed Airlines,
Western Airlines (International Airport,
L.A.), Bonanza Airlines (Orange County
Airport).
Helicopter service between Los Angeles
International Air~ort and Disneyland.
~ 7.00- one way, 2 fare for children under
12.

c.

Bus Lines - Greyhound (Anaheim) and Metropolitan Coach
(Los Angeles), Avis Tanner Tours, and U- Drive.
Bus station at Disneyland's Main Gate.
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DISNEYLAND HOTEL (Cont 1 d)

3. Transportation Accomodations (Cont 1 d)

4.

( ~ 3.25

d.

Limousine - Service from airport direct to Hotel

one-way)

e.

Tram Service - To and from Disneyland Park FREE (re gularly
scheduled every day the Park is open)

Meeting Rooms
a.

Five (5) conference rooms
1) P .A. sys tern
2) Located in Hotel Building

b.

Four (4) Banquet rooms
1) P.A. system
2) Located in Gourmet building

5.

Recreation
aw

Putting green on Hotel grounds

.b.

Shuffleboard

c.

Swimming Pool - olympic size - heated - dressing rooms for guests

d.

Sandplay area, wading pool, and various equipment for small
children (such as, swings, climbing hars, teeterboards)

e.

Many other recreational facilities ~n area for which transportation can be provided through tours. (Tanner Desk in
lobby of Hotel)

6. Service
a.

Hotel Doctor - not located in Hotel

b.

Hospitals - nearest: St. Joseph's and County Hospital both in Orange.

c.

Telegraph - Anaheim, or direct line from Hotel switchboard

d.

Shops - located in Hotel
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GUEST SERVICES Arm ACCOMODATI ONS

Because questions regarding Services and Accomodations are often of an
emergency nature, this section is arranped alphabetically by ty ~ e of service
for quick reference.
BABY S.t:RVICE

Pablum Baby Station

East Plaza Street

1.

FREE facilities for feeding, changinr and for Har ming bottles
and food.

2.

Pablum cereals, Bib baby juices are available for us e at all
tirr.es.

3.

Diapers and milk are available on request for use on the premises

ONLY.

4.

NO baby sitting services nor nap facilities are available.

5.

Station has miniature comModes for baby's convenience, and parkinr
stall s for strollers while baby is in station.

6.

Reristered nurse on duty at all times.

BANK
Bank of America

TovJn Sguare

1.

Is a functional modern-day bank in the-decor of the turn cf the
century.

2.

Open every day the Park is open from 10 a.m. to

3.

.t"~~ Disney~and

4.

Sells Disneyland Money Orders.

4

p.m.

maps for guests.
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CA~~RAS

- Rentals & Developing Service

Camera Shop (Royaltone)

Main Street

1.

Rents both movie and still cameras to guests while in Disneyland.

2.

Sells film for all types of cameras.

J.

Developing service - guests may leave both rrovie and still
camera film here to be developed and mailed anJ~here in the
United States.

CAMERAS - Film
Entrance

- Newstand

Main Street

- Emporium, Camera Shop, Giftware Stands

Adventure land

- Gift Stand, Tiki's

Frontier land

- Frontier Trading Post, Casa de Zorro, Gift Stands,
Gun Shop

Fantasyland

- Merlin's Magic Shop, Toy Fair, Gift Stands

Tomorrowland

- Giftware Stand

CAMERAS - Repair
Eastman Kodak Exhibit
1.

Main Street

Makes minor repairs on all cameras FREE of ctarge and assists
guests in loading cameras of all types.

).2
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FIRE DEPARTHENT
Adjacent to Administration
BuildinP, in Service Area

Disneyland Fire Department

1.

EMERGENCY call ext. 229 or Disneyland operator.

2.

Performs as the WORKING fire department for Disneyland, and
is staffed by: Chief Ben Meister, Lt. Earl Considine, and
six . (6) experienced firemen.

FIRST AID
Behind Red Wagon Inn in
Service area

First Aid Building & Ambulance

NOTE: Summer and Winter Heek ends additional location just behind
service gate between Mickey Mouse
Club Theater and Gifts Stand
1.

EMERGENCY call ext. 247 or 248
Give name and location of caller and location of emerpency.

2.

Registered nurse on duty at all times

~urin~

Park operation.

Doctor - call nurse for doctor's regular attendance rours.
Nurse will make arrangements for doctor for e ~ er~ency
cases.

3. Ambulance and driver available during park operation hours.

4.

First Aid Building has modern medical equipment and

15

beds.

Rest beds for extreme heat and exhaustion cases.

,
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INFORMATION
Carefree Corner

Corner of Main Street
and East Plaza

1.

Operated byinsurance Company of North America Companies.

2.

Information for Disneyland, travel reservation information
for surrounding area, Bus and Helicopter schedules, and
motel and trailer park information.

3. Has Guest Revister Books for all the States . and many foreign
countries.

4.

FREE copies of the Declaration of Independence on request.

Gift Stands

1.

In all L1.nds

Information for Disneyland.

v
City Hall

1.

Town Square

Disneyland information, bus and helicopter schedules and
motel and trailer . park information.

LOCKER SERVICE
Castle Services

Bus Station outside Main
Gate and in Bekins Van &
Storage Bldg. on Town Square

1. Storage lockers for packages and coats - 20¢ & 25¢
LOST AND FOUND

Disneyland Security Department

East Center Street

GUEST SERVICES AND ACCOMODATIONS
LOST PARENT

DEPART~lliNT

Disneyland Safety Department

First Aid Building behind
Red Wagon Inn

MOTELS AND TRAILER PARKS
Information Brochures ONLY

Available at City Hall and
Carefree Corner

Ken-L-Land

Outside Main Gate

PETS

1.

Operated by Disneyland, Inc. and Quaker Oats Company

2.

Ken-L-Land is a luxury hotel for cats, do?.s, birds and
monkeys - 25¢ per cage (including meals) NO overnifht
facilities.

).

4.

Private "rooms" (cages) - fresh air-conditicning - Ken-L
· meals served FREE according to guests instructions.
Staffed by trained attendants.

POST OFFICE
There is NOT a post office in Disneyland.
However, mail boxes are provided throughout tne Park for the convenience of the guest, and the mail is picked up and sorted regularly,
then delivered to the Anaheim Post Office for distribution.
RESTROOMS
Main Gate

Outside Main gate in Bus Station

Harbor Gate

Outside Harbor Gate in Heliport Station

Town Square

Adjacent to City Hall

Main Street

West Center Street

,
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RESTROOMS ( Cont 1 d)
Plaza

To the left of the Plaza Gardens dance area

Adventureland

Between entrances of Adventureland and Frontierland.

Frontier land

Between entrances of Adventureland and Frontierland.
In rear of Plantation House - Second floor
In Building near R.R. Station
At Fishing Dock on Tom Sawyer's Island
At Fort Wilderness on Tom Sawyer's Island

Fantasyland

West side of Mickey Mouse Club Theater - labeled
"Prince" and "Princess"
Back of Alice Ride

Tomorrow land

In rear of Crane Co. Exhibit
Beneath stairs at Skyway Ride
In rear of Art Corner Building

TELEPHONES
Main Gate

West of Main Gate in Bus Station
East of Main Gate in rear of Ken-L-Land

Harbor Gate

Outside Harbor Gate in Helicopter Station

Town Square

In Bekins Van & Storage Building

Main Street

East Center Street

Adventureland

Near entrance

Frontier land

Near entrance in stockade
In rear of Plantation House

Fantasyland

West side of Fantasyland near Nickey House Club
Theater.

Tomorrowland

In rear of Crane Co. Exhibit
In rear of Art Corner Building
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GUEST SERVICES AND ACCOHODATIONS

STROLLERS AND vlHEZLCHAIRS
Castle Services
1.

Town Square

Rents Strollers and \oJheelchairs:
Strollers - regular
Strollers - reclining and double
Wheelchairs

$1.00 per day
$1.75 per day
50¢ per hour ($3.00 max. per day)

TRANSPORTATION
Outside & West of Main Gate

Bus Service and Station
1.

Regularly scheduled bus service to and from Los Angeles, Long
Beach, Anaheim, Santa Ana, and other Oranr.e County Cities.

2.

Bus Schedules are available at Main Gate Security Office, City
Hall, and at Carefree corner.

v

Heliport

Outside Harbor Gate

1.

Regularly scheduled flights to and
Airport and Orange Airport.

2.

Schedules are available at Harbor and Hain Gate Security Offices,
City Hall, and at Carefree Corner.

fro~

Los Angeles International

Adult- One Way- $7.00, Round Trip - $14.00
Children (under 12) ! fare
Tram Service

Outside Main Gate and at
Heliport

1.

Regularly scheduled FREE tram ·service to and from Disne;{land
Hotel. Also throughout Parking Lot durinF peak seasons.

2.

FREE tram service to Parking Lot.

3.7
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ADiviiS SIONS

PARKING
Per Car - 25¢

GENERAL ADNIS SION PRICES
Adult
$h£'5- f, fL,{J
Junior (12 thru 17) --±-.00- I, {).. 0
Children (under 12)
.58 . ~0
(Children under 3 admitted FREE)
COJ PON BOO K PRICES
10-Ride Book
(Includes admission and 10 adventures in Disneyland)
Adult
Junior (12 thru 17)
Children (under 12)

$3-e-5& 3, 76
::3--..oo- 3' J 5

MLr a . 'l.::>

15-Ride Book
(Includes admission and 15 adventures in Disneyland)
Adult
Junior. (12 thru 17)
Children (under 12)

~ ~-76"
~ "/. ~:)

3-e?e' 3. 7~-

INDIVIDUAL ATTRACTIONS
Cash Price

Ride
Alice In Wonderland
Astro Jet

$ .J5
.-35-.JO

Coupon
\\

; I

"E" -0

"E"' .!3

Casey Jr. Circus Train

.20

"S"

Cone~toga tTs~on~

.-3G-

''-GU

Dumbo Flying Elephant

.30

"C"

Fantasyland Autopia
Fire Engines

• 3-5-..:30

' Lf111 (!__.

.10

"A"

Horseless Carriages

.-2G 10

"-.BJ'A

Indian

.30

"C"

.50

"S"

~var

Canoes

Jungle Cr uise

Adult & Junior
Children

.35

"E''

4.1
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ADMIS .' ;IONS

INDIVIDUAL ATTRACTIONS (Cont'd)
Ride
King Arthur Carrousel
Mad Tea Party
Main Street Cinema
Main Street Horse Cars
Mark Twain Steamboat

Cash Price

Coupon

$ .10

"A"

.30
.10
.10

"A''

Adult & Junior
Children
Matterhorn Bobsleds
Adult & Junior
Children
Mickey ?·1ouse Club Theater
Midget Autopia
Mike Fink Keel Boats
~tr. Toad's Wild Ride
Adult & Junior
Monorail
Children
Motor Boat Cruise

"C"
"Arr

.-5€136-

'Y3-UJ"")

.35

11-EJI,/.)

.35

"8"
":3"

.so

.20
.20

.30
.35
.50
.35

.~~D

Omnibus

"E"
" 2"
"C"

"D"
"E"
"E''

lf_t)'t/3
143 11

Peter .Pan Flight

.35

Rainbow Caverns Hine Train
-Rait:i'oo~I Meufitain Stage Go-aches

A

"D"

bC
•.,e. ;j 6

Adttlt & Jun4cr ~0Gffi±rlren
• 3-5--

Rainbow Ridge Pack Nules
Adult & Junior .50
Children
.35
Adult & Junior .?e-.:J-0
Children
.35
Santa Fe & Disneyland Trains
(all four stations)
Adult & Junior .50
Children
.35
Satellite View of America
.10
Shooting Gallery - Frontierland
.25
Shooting Gallery - Main Street
.25
Skyway to Fantasyland
.35
Skyway to Tomorrowland
.35
Sleeping Beauty Castle
.20
Snow White's Adventures
.35
Storybookland Canal Boats
.35
Submarine Voyage
Adults & Junior.50
Children
.35
Surreys
.10

"E"
"E"

Sailing Ship Columbia

"E"
"E"
"A"
"C"
"C"
"D"
"D"
"B"
"D"

"D"

"E"
"E"
"A"

L.2
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ADMIS SIONS

INDIVIDUAL ATTRACTIONS (Cont 1 d)
Ride
Island Rafts - Adult & Jr.
Children
Tomorro~land Autopia
Adult & Jr.
TWA Rocket to the Moon
Children
20,000 Lea~ues Exhibit
Tom

Sa~yer

Cash Price
.5&35

Coupon

''-EU ,D

.JS

~~~D

.50 .30

lltjll ~

--~.30

"·Bl' C,..;

.-35 .!30

"P"e"'

.10

"A"

4.3
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RIDES AND AHUSE:r.lENTS

-~

MAIN STREET U. S. A.
1.

Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad

a.

The Santa Fe and Disneyland Railroad Mainline Comprises a mileand-one-quarter of 36 11 guage railroad and 9 , 000 l't. of trackage
' (including sidings) circling the Park. The Railroad is operated
by a standard book of rules.

b.

Operated by -\.JED Enterprises, Inc., a division of TJ':' alt Disney
Productions.

c.

Route - Completely circles the Park with a view of all the Realms
and includes the Grand Canyon Diorama.

d.

Trains - (3) - Designed by WED Enterprises and built at \val t
Disney Studio.

e.

All Trains are

5/8 scale reproductions of trains of the era

(1890-1910)
1)
2)
3)

f.

Passenger Train
Holiday Special
Excursion Train

Locomotives 1)

(4) -All Locomotives are steaM powered, 15 ton.

#1-C. K. Holliday
Named for the founder of the Santa Fe Railroad.
Type -

4-4-0 (4

front wheels,

4

drivers, no trailin? true~)

Construction
SKETCHC.S, PATTERNS and other DETAIL work was done at t he
Walt Disney Studios; FABRICATION (wheels, fr~es, boiler,
and other like parts) were constructed by outside contractors; Final ASSEHBLY at Disneyland by Round House crew
(insulation on boiler, sand domes and steam domes); CAB
and S1AC~ were made at the Studio.
2)

#2-E. P. Ripley
Named for one of the early Presidents of t he Santa Fe
Railroad.
Type - 4-4-0 (4 front wheels, 4 drivers, no trailing truck)

5.1
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MAIN STREET U. S. A. (Cont'd)

1.

Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad (Cont'd)
2)

#2-E. ·P . Ripl~ (Cont'd)
Construction
SKETCHES, PATTERNS and other DETAIL v1ork was d0ne at the \·Ja l t
Disney Studios; FA8rliCATION (wheels, frames, boiler and
other like parts ) were constructed by outside contractors;
Final AS .SEHBLY at Disneyland by Houncl House CreH (insulation
on boiler, sand domes and steam domes); C~B and STACK were
made at the Studio.

3)

#3-Fred Gurley
Named for tte Chairman of the board of the Santa Fe Railroad in 1958.
~

- 2-4-4-T (2 front wheels, 4 drivers, 4 wheels on the
trailing truck, and tender is part of the engine.

Construction
ENGINE is a rebuilt engine originally manufactured by the
Baldwin Co. in 1894 for a New Orleans Plantation owner.
Rebuilding was done under the direction of Roger Broprie.
ENGINE was located for Disneyland by Jerry Best, Vice
President of the Railroad and Locomotive Historical
Society, and had been haulinf!. sugar cane on the Lafourete
Raceland & Longport Railway in Louisiana.

4) #4-Ernest S. Marsh
Named for . the President of Santa Fe Railroad (1959).

1ZE! - 2-4-0 (2

front wheels, 4 drivers and no trailing truck)

Construction
ENGINE is a rebuilt engine originally manufactured b·r the
Baldwin Co. in 1925.
·
ENGINE was located for Disneyland by Jerry Best, Vice
President of tLe Railroad and Locomotive Historical
Society.

RIDES AND AMUSEMENTS

·MAIN STREET
1.

S. A. (Cont'd)

Santa Fe & Disneyland Railroad (Cont'd)
g.

lA.

u.

Main Street Depot
1)

Composite design 6f station of the era-1890-1910.

2)

Has refreshment stand for soft drinks.

Grand Canyon Diorama
a.

Is· seen as part of trip on all of the Santa F~ & Disneyland
Main Line trains. Gives passengers the sensation of actually
looking down into the famed mile-deep, 13 mile long chasm cut
by the Colorado River in the Arizona Plateau.

b.

Shows the "Canyon" from dawn to dusk with sunshine, snow and
a thunderstorm complete with lightning and sound effects.

c.

Building
1)
2)
3)

4)
5)
d.

Background painting
1)
2)
3)

e.

Three-dimensional painting is 306 ft. long.
Was painted at Grosh & Son Scenic Studio in sections and
installed at Disneyland.
·
Designed by WED Enterprises, Inc.

Rocks
1)
2)

f.

Entrance tunnel is completely covered with earth and
landscaped.
Is 306 ft. long and 45 ft. wide.
Is soundproofed and air-conditioned with controlled
temperature of 74 degrees.
Is ventilated by a special dust percipitator.
Plate glass separates "Canyon" from R.R. tracks.

Typical of formations found in region of Canyon.
Made of plaster in Disneyland Staff Shop.

Trees
1)
2)
3)

Tree trunks and evergreen shrubs are real specimens.
Leaves of quakin~ Aspen are plastic made by a company
in Chicago.
Specimens represented - Ponderosa, Juniper, Pinon Pine
and Quaking Aspen.

,.

,

RIDES AND

A ~r:JSEMENTS

MAIN STREET U. S. A. (Cont'd)
lA.

Grand Canyon Diorama (Cont'd)
g.

Snow
l)

h.

Wild life
l)

i.

J.

Typical of region and made of plaster at Disneyland.

Exit
l)

2.

Are real specimens -Wild Turkey, Mountain Lion,
Skunks, Porcupine, Desert Mountain She ep, Golden
Eagle, Deer, Crows, Rattlesnake, Rabbits.

Cliff Dwellers Village
l)

j.

Snow is ground styrofoam (plastic and fire-pro of )

Composite design of an Early American covered Bridge.

Main Street Horse Cars (Disneyland Street Railway)
a.

Route:

Main Street Depot, down Main St. circle Plaza.
Return trip - Plaza, Main St. to Depot. Serves
as main St. transportation.

b.

There are four (4) horsedrawn street cars.

c.

Hitch:

d.

Built at Walt Disney Studios.

One (l) horse per car.

Surreys (Disneyland Livery Stable)
a.

Route:

Main Street Depot, down Main Street, circle Plaza.
Return trip - Plaza, Main Street to Depot. Serves
as Nain Street transportation.

b.

There are four (4) horsedrawn surreys.

c.

Hitch:

d.

Built at Walt Disney Studio

two (2) horses per surrey.

,
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MAIN STREET U. S. A. (Cont'd)

4.

5.

6.

Fire Engines (Disneyland Fire Dept.)
a.

Route:

Town Square, down Main St., Circles Plaza.
Return trip - Plaza, Main Street to Depot.
Serves as Main Street transportation.

b.

There is one (l) horsedrawn fire engine, typical of the
1900's. (operates in peak seasons.)

c.

There .is one (l)gasoline motor driven fire truck, typical
of · those of the early 1900's.

d.

Built at Walt Disney Studios.

Horseless Carriages (Disneyland Transportation Co.)
a.

Two (2) authentic reproductions of autos at the turn of ,
the century.

b.

Desi~ned

c~

Powered by gasoline engines.

d.

Route:

and manufactured at Walt Disney Studios.

Town Square, down Main St., · circles Plaza
Return trip- Plaza, Main St., to Depot.

Omnibus (Disneyland Transportation Co.)
a.

Two (2) double decker buses.

b.

Route:

c.

Built at Walt Disney Studio. ·

Town Square, down Main Street, through Plaza and
around Materhorn.
Return trip - Materhorn, through Plaza, main Street to
Town Square.

1. Main Street Cinema
a.

Inside Cinema are five (5) small Nickelodean Screens showing
continuously and simultaneously, old silent movies with piano
accompaniment, plus one (1) screen exhibiting old-time tinted
slides.

I
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STREET U. S. A. (Cont 1 d)

8.

Penny Arcade (Main Street shooting gallery)
a.

Has many machines and amus3~ents which are antique, incl uding
a giant Wurlitzer one-piece orchestra - 57 years old.

b.

Ticket books are sold here (with or

wit~·· out

rate adr.lission)

\ J"
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ADVENT~ELAND

1.

Jungle Cruise
a.

An explorer 1 s cruise thrcugh tropical rivers of the vJorld
with an armed guide. Adventures with crocodiles, hi r,pos,
head hunters, etc.

b.

Motif - The motif is that of the tropical regions of the world
with Junfle rivers and bazaars.

c.

Boats - ten (10)
1)

Opera ted by Gray Narine engines on pui :ie rail 1, 6!~ 0 ft.
long - capacity 35 includin~ guide - overall lenP.th
27 ft. - beam 9 ft.

2)

Nomenclature:
Names
Congo Queen
Swannee Lady
Amazon Belle
Ganges Gal
Nile Princess
Mekong Haiden
IrraHadi \-J oman
Orinoco Adventuress
Zambesi Kiss
Yangtze Lotus

c.

d.

Rivers
Congo
Swannee
Amazon
Ganges
Nile
Hekong
Irral-Jadi
Orinoco
Zarnbesi
Yangtze

Conp:o Free State
First Confederata
Brazil
India
Egypt
Siam
Burma
Venezuela
North Rhodesia
Free China

Animals and Natives
~&ithful

1)

animated reproductions of wild life and natives;
crocodiles, hippos, python, cobera, elephant, ?iraffe,
gorilla, lion, water buffalo and head hunters.

2)

Designed by \..fED Enterprises, Inc., and made at
Studios

3)

Are operated by electronic and Hydraulic devices

~val t

Disney

S"nnd Effects
1)

Tape recordinr.s of actual so 1mds in all.

t~venty -fo ur

(24)

,
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ADVEHTURELAND (Cont'd)
1.

Jungle Cruise (Cont'd)
e.

·~

5.8

Plant Life ·
1)

Most plants are real and typical of those found in the
tropical areas of the world. Orchids are both plastic
and real.

2)

Defroster fans are set up on rafts each night during
winter months.

RIDES AND AMUSEMENTS

FRONTIERLAND
The period is approximately 1(90-1876 and represents America's frontiers
from Revelutionary days to the great southwest settlement. Frontierland
includes eight (8) areas or eras of American History.
1.

2.

Shooting Gallery
a.

Probably largest in world - 16 air rifles

b.

Guns have a recoil of 22 calibre rifle.

c.

The peak day to date is 105,000 rounds, 7,000 .clips (15 rounds
to one clip)

d.

The scenery and targets are re-painted after each days operation.

Rainbow Caverns Hine Ride
a.

Trip on mine train through Painted Desert and Rainbow Caverns
with multi-colored fountains and falls.

b.

Approximately 43,387 gallons of water per hour are circulated
to create the eleven (11) waterfalls. (Bridal Veil, Stairway
to Wishing Star, Ribbon Devils, Paint Pot, Geyser Grotto, Angel,
Red Devil, Witches Caldron, Seven Sisters, Silver Threads Among
the Gold, Rainbow.)

c.

Lighting in Caverns is obtained from black light. shininr on
fluorescent dyes in the water.

d.

The three (3) trains of open ore cars are operated by SJO amp
electric batteries.

e.

There are six (6) cars per train

3. Rainbow Ridge Pack Mules
a.

Pack mule ride into the mother-lode country of old 1~Jest on
mules such as were used by gold miners and settlers of the era.

b.

Two (2) packs - one (1) lead horse and nine (9) mules in each
pack.

,
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FRONTIERUND (Cont'd)

4.

Hark Twain Steamboat
a.

Travels around Tom Sawyer's Island on the Rivers of
with a capacity of 300 to 350 people.

b.

Is an authentic scale reproduction of the old Hark Twain
River Boat, designed by WED Enterprises, Inc.

c.

Superstructure was built at Walt Disney Studios - Hull v1as
built at Todd Shipyards, Wilmington - En tire boat 1-1as assembled and co~pleted at Disneyland under the Stipervision of
Rear Admiral, Joseph W. Fowler, Vice President of Disneyland,
Inc., and Director of Construction and I•:aintenance Division.

d.

105 ft. overall length - height: keel to pilot house 28 ft.
- draft 2 ft. 3 inches - beam 26 ft. 6 inches - displace~ent
125 tons.

e.

Powered by its two (2) hur-e steam engines which operate the .
stern wheel, it runs on a guide rail 2,450 ft. long.

f.

Dedication plaque on the Mark Twain:
(Located directly behind the huge engine)

MARK 'IWAIN
of
DISNEYLAND
Christened this 17th day of July, 19S5 by
Hiss Irene Dunne on the Rivers of America
in Disneyland

5.10
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FRONTIERLAND (Cont'd)

5.

6.

Sailing Ship Columbia
a.

Official Dedecation - June 14, 1958

b.

Operates on the Rivers of America, alternately with the
Mark Twain, and has a capacity of 275 people.

c.

Is a 3-masted, full-rigged sailing vessel, and with the
exception of several necessary deviations, is a copy of
the original .armed merchant vessel, "Colwnbia," which was
the first sailing ship carrying the United States flag to
circumnavigate the globe.

d.

Hull was built at Todd Shipyards, Wilmington, and boat was
completed at Disneyland under the supervls~on of Rear
Admiral Joseph W. Fowler, USN (Ret.)

e.

92 ft. overall - 45 ft. bowsprit 26 ft. 6 inches beam.

f.

Is powered by submarine batteries and runs on
2,450 ft. long.

84

ft. mainmast ~uide

rail

Tom Sawyer Island Rafts
a.

Are romantic reproductions of the raft in the Tom Sat-Jyer
story and serve as transportation to and fro~ the island.
1)

Operate from the dock at the
the Indian Village.

Pla~tation

House and from

b.

Are powered by Gray marine engines •• ~DO NOT operate on
guide rails.

c.

Four (4) rafts:

d.

Tom Sawyer Island
1)

Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn,
Injun Joe.

Be~ky Th~tcher,

and

Attractions on the island are FREE
Fort Wilderness:
Contains small museum exhibit, cider bar, lookout parapets
with rifles that may be operated, and an escape tunnel.

...__..,. j
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FRONTIERLAND (Cont'd)

6. Tom Sawyer Island Rafts (Cont'd)
d.

Torn Sawyer Island (Cont 1 d)
Injun Joe's Cave:
A romantic interpretation of the cave in the Tom Sawyer
story.
Indian Village:
Faithful reproduction of war-like Indian Village
Burning Cabin:
}1ade of asbestos, concrete and steel. Gas burners set by
time clock to keep burning. Dead settler with arrmv in
chest lying in wheel barrow in front of cabin.
Fishing Dock:
Guests may fish FREE from .t he dock. Bait and poles are
supplied. (Net in fishing area is stocked with small
fis·h such as Perch, Bluegill and some Trout.)

)

Suspension Bridge:
of wood han?s from steel cable and suspends over
"Smugglers' Cove."

Brid~e

Pontoon Bridge:
Floating bridge is made of barrels and planks and crosses
"Smugglers' Cove" below Suspension Bridge.
Rocks:
A group of rocks (made at Disneyland of plastics) for
children to climb on and play in: Ambush Rock, Pirates'
Cave, Castle Rock, and Merry-go-round Rock.
The Tree House :
Faithful reproduction of huge tree (made at Disneyland
of plastics) with tree house near top, accessable by a
staircase.
)
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FRONTIERLAND (Cont 1 d)
d.

Tom Sawyer Island (Cont'd)
2)

Refreshments are served at Cider Bar in Fort Wilderness.

7. Sarita Fe & Disneyland Railroad Trains ·
a.

b.

Frontierland Station
1)

Composite design of station of the era

2)

Serves as passenger station for Frontierland

All of the Santa Fe & Disneyland trains may be boarded at this
station. (For further information on trains, see DIS~YLAND
PARTICULARS - Section Two)

8. Mike Fink Keel Boats

9.

a.

Actual boats used in the Walt Disney "Davey Crockett" movie
and TV series.

b.

Ride takes you around Torn Sawyer's Island on the Rivers of
America.

c.

Are powered by Gray marine engines ••• DO NOT operate on f-uide
rail.

d.

Two (2) boats:

"Gullywhumper" and "Bertha Mae"

Indian War Canoes
a.

Simulated war canoes, pildted by real Indians, and paddled
by guests.

b.

Trip takes yo,. around 'fom Sawyer Island on the Rivers of
America.

c.

Six (6) canoes (not named) ••• DO NOT operate on guide rail.

5.1)
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1) Casey Jr. Circus Train (Cont'd)
b)

Two (2) trains - each consist of:
1 engine, 1 calliope, 2 animal cars, 2 chariots, and

l caboose
c)

Operated by gasoline engines

2) Canal Boats (Storybook Land)
a) Scenic ride entering Storybook Land throi.1gh the mouth
of Monstro the Whale (taken from Pinnochio)
b) Names of Boats: (12) Katrina, Lady Katrina, \1endy, Lady
of Shallot, Aurora, Nellie Bly, Gretel, Annie Oakly,
Bold Lochinvar, Cinderella, Lady Guenivere, and Lady of
the Lake.
c) Operated by electric motors
).

v

4.

5.

5.16

King Arthur Carrousel
a.

The largest one of its kind in the world.

b.

It contains 72 different hand carved horses representing the
horses of the Knights of King Arthur.

Mr. Toad's Wild Ride
a.

Dark ride in Mr. Toad's antique car through Toad Hall, City
Streets and the countryside of Eneland to a dramatic finish.

b.

Names of cars: (12) Toady, (2) Mr. Toad, Hac Badger, Moley,
Ratty, (2) Cyril, (2) Hinky, and (2) Weasel.

Peter Pan Flight
a.

Dark ride- flight over London in priate pirate galleon, past
the 2nd star to the right to Neverneverland and Skull Rock.
The story of Peter Pan's adventures with Capt. Hook and the
Pirates.

b.

There are ten (10) galleons numbered from 1 thru 10

RIDES AND AHUSEMENTS

FANTASYLAND (Cont 1 d)

6. Snow White's Adventures
a.

Dark ride through the diamond mine with the seven D'\'arfs,

and the castle of the Wicked Witch and the Enchanted Forest •
. b.

There are thirteen ( 13) cars named: ( 2) Dopey, ( 2) Doc,
(2) Grumpy, Sneezy, (2) Bashful, Happy, Sleepy, and
( 2 ) Snow \fui te •

7. Durnbo Flying Elephant

8.

9.

a.

Primarily a children's ride · which is taken from the story of
"Dumbo", the Flying Elephant.

b.

Is a circular swing ride

c.

There are ten (10) flying elephant cars (not named)

Had Tea Party
a.

Based on the theme from "Alice in Wonderland"

b.

There are eLghteen (18) large cups and saucers which serve
as vehicles.

Skyway to Tomorrowland
a.

An aerial trip built on the principle of a ski lift, and takes
you to Tomorrowland, and throu~h the Dlacier Grotto in the
Matterhorn.

b.

Manufactured in Switzerland with the. exception of tr:e buckets,
which were desiRned at .\VED Enterprises, Inc. and ~as assembled
at Disneyland.

c.

Serves as transportation to and from Tomorrowland, as well as a
ride.

d.

There are 49 buckets - capacity 2 passengers each.

5'.17
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FANTASYLAND (Cont'd)
10.

11.

12.

13.

~otor

Boat Cruise

a.

Motor boat ride over the Fantasyland river
Whitewater .rapids.

and climaxed by th:".

b.

Boats are fiberglass and are operated by 1 cylinder rasoline
engines ••• Operates in a controlled channel.

c.

There are fourteen (14) boats named: Jvlinnie }~ouse, Daisy Duck,
Cinderella, Snow White, Pr i ncess Aurora, Flora .Fanna, Queen of
Hearts, Merryweather, Lady, Alice, Wendy, Witch Hazel, Tinkerbell, Slue Foot Sue, Faline, Katrina, and Maid ¥:arion.

Alice in Honderland
a.

Is a two-story, partially dark ride and open air ride,
the story, "Alice In Wonderland."

b.

Trip takes you through the rabbit tole, the upside-down-room,
tr·e Mad Tea Party, and other scenes from the story.

c.

There are sixteen (16) cars - numbered

d.

Capactiy - 4 or

5

b~sed

on

passengers per car.

Mickey Mouse Club Theater
a.

Theater shows Walt's new cartoon hits and Mouseketeer films.

b.

Theater capactiy - 450

c.

Also used for holdin~ large meetings and conventicn
and employee training programs.

rrou~s,

Fantasyland Autopia (Richfield)
a.

Freeway of tomorrow in miniature - true in every detail,
cloverleaf.

b.

There are seventy (70) cars operating on two roadways - one
for children under 48" in height and one for adults.

c.

Operated by one-cylinder air-cooled engines with adjustable ~ov
ernor giving controlled speeds up to 12 miles per hour. Cars
DO NOT operate on guide rails.

d.

Cars: Weight 520 lbs.- length.ll0"- height 28"- interchangeable with cars on Tomorrowland Autopia.

incl u din~
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TGr~ORROWLAND

The period is the year 1986.
to return.
1.

2.

This is the year when Halley's Cnmet is due

20,000 Leagues Exhibit
a.

Interiors are actual sets from Walt Disney's "20,000 Leagues
Under the Sea", featuring Capt. Nemo's Atcmic powered submarine, the "Nautilus," with a personal appearance of the giant
squid in terrifying action.

b.

A ·miniature submarine used in the

c.

These sets won the Motion Picture Academy Award.

filmin~

can; also be seen.

TivA Rocket to the Moon
a.

A science-factual round trip to the moon which is realistically
simulated by seat vibrations and by circular screens or scanners
showing take off and approach of both the planet earth and of the
earth's moon.

~.

Seat vibrations
viewing screens.

c.

Viewing screens or scanners are located on the floor of the
space ship. The 16 mm film · is projected on the scanners and
synchronized with sound tapes and with the seat vibrations.

d.

Nevi and up-to-date film has been adde9 showinr, the recent

operated by air compressor synchronized with

advancements toward outer-space travel t·Iricr include actual
film of the satellites now in orbit.
e.

The departure area is· called Space Port.

f.

There are two (2) Rocket Ships -Polaris and Arcturus .

g.

Capacity of each rocket 102 passengers every 12 minutes.

3. Astra-Jet
a.

A rotary-circular ride with individual up-and-down movements ·
controlled by passenger

b.

Number of jets - Twelve (12)

c.

Capacity - 2 in each jet

·~
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4.

5.

Tomorrowland Autopia (Richfield)
a.

A freeway of tor1orrow in miniature - true in every detail,
including a cloverleaf.

b.

There are seventy (70) cars, operatiO? on two roadways Children must be 56" high to operate cars.

c.

Operated by one-cylinder air-cooled enF"ines v!itr ad,~ ustable
governor ~ivin~ controlled speeds of up to 12 miles per hr.
Cars DO NOT operate on guide rail.

d.

Cars: Height 520 lbs. -length 110" -height 2P". Are
interchangeable with cars on Fantasyland's Jr. Autopia.

Satellite-View of America
a.

6.

Diorama view of tre continental United States as it Hould
appear from a satellite.

Skyway to Fantasyland
a~

Aerial trip built on the principle of a ski lift and takes you
to Fantasyland via a glacier grotto in the Hatterhorn !·:ountaiD.

b.

Built in Switzerland with the exception of the buckets, and
was assembled at Disneyland.

c.

Serves as transportation to and from Fantasyland, as well as
a ride.

d.

There are 49 buckets - capacity two passengers each.

7. Santa Fe and Disneyland Railroad Trains
a.

b.

5.20

Tomorrowland Station
Ul.tra~odern

1)

an

station of the Future.

2)

Serves as passenger station for Tomorrowland

All of the Santa Fe & Disneyland Trains may be boarded at this
station. (For further inforw.ation on trains, see DI~78YLAND
PAnTIDJLA~S - Section Two)

J

I
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I
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TOHORROHLAND (Cont 1 d)

8.

Disneyland-Alweg Monorail System
a.

9.

Is an excitinr ride of the future patterned after monorail
. now in use in Germany.

b.

Trip takes you over lagoons and lakes, over Autopia fr2eHays,
and circles the Matterhorn Mountain.

c.

Trains are electrically ,powered and run on a sinrle bem:-Hay
approximately 3,800 ft • . long.

d.

There are two (2) trains with Three (3) cars eacr., each train
has a capacity of eighty-four (84) passene;ers.

e.

Speed is 20

f.

Opera ted by \4ED

~WH

maximum.
Er.te~prises,

Inc.

Submarine Voyage (General Dynamics)
a.

Nine (9) minute trip circles lagoon, enters flooded huildinp
(with simulated "dive") through waterfall and takes .v-ou thro tl fh
an underwater world of:
Sunken ships and salvage divers; anirr:ated sea life, including
a moray eel, a squid, rare deep vJater fish, a sea serpent, and
mermaids; and an underwater eartf:quake r..-1i t h "firey" lava in the
Continant of Atlantis.

b.

There are eight (A) submarines; named;
Naulitus, Sea Wclf, Skate, Skipjack, Triton, Georr-e Wa shi nPton,
Patrick Henry Eathan Allan.
-

c.

Each submarine has a capacity of 38 passengers.

d.

Building - is steel and concrete and is completely covered v1i th
earth and landscaped (Autopia freeways and Lonorail
Rides operate above)

e.

Water - In lagoon and flooded building- is corr pletely separate
from all other waterways in Disneyland, and is filtered
(as are swimming pools) so that all underwater scenes
are clearly visible.

5.21

RIDES AND AMUSEMENTS

TOMORROWLAND (Cont 1 d)
10.

Matterhorn Bobsleds
a.

Ride starts from near top of Matterhorn Mountain, circlin~
inside and then outside - through pools of water and beautiful
caverns and ice caves - throughout entire descent.

b.

There are 32 cars (or Bobsleds) with a capacity of 4 per car.

c.

Cars are hauled fro m ground level up to start of descent by
electric motors and coast down.

d.

Mountain - is made of steel and concrete and landscaped at base,
"snow" is color impregnated cement
Height - 140 ft. from loading area to peak.
Scale
1/100 actual size of Matterhorn Mountain
in Switzerland.

5.22
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1.

2.

Be ki n~> Van ,~. ~t ora rr e ( !£xhibi t o~1y)
a.

H<.t:l rcpl i ca o.f old 8ekin;, 11an on Di ~' l-1 la,r.

b.

Buildinf' houses f!Uest loc kers wrich are
Services.

op e rat ~d ! ~ ,,r Ca.~tl~

1\furlitzer
a.

Is an exhibit o.f pianos and orrans, and rive::; !.).::; e'.cJ•:tiorJ ~<'
t {;e piano.
:Jisplays r'1an.;: orig i nal pi3.nos o:r- tl e l '~: .~ c 1 ~; j ,·, c l•, ;H:w
a harp piano tvhich "t-Jas manuJ'actured in 1n;8 .

b.

Has a ~. usic Hall where
seasons.

a.

Typifies the old-fashioned concert and marc hirw oa:1d. of t h<;
turn of the century.

b.

Is directed by Vesey vlalker who has lvOO v10rld- :Jide acrlairn £.
a band leac..ler a..'1d consists of 18 top mu sicians from nc..~-:~ f-,:,_n t ·L~;
throughout the country.

c.

Plays over 1,460 concerts annually in To,,m Square an:i in o Lb~:r·
1.
locations in Disneyland, includin.r! Openinr and i.1ctc f~at ce r· c 1.: ·.<-~
in ToYin Square.

d.

Twice dail:r the cand divides into thrt:::2 (;) :-rotl~.s ;

fRE .~

;:-·ivc~~-1

orvan concer ts .:1rc

· :·.Jri:-1;· ~>-~D i ·:

1

1)
2)
3)

4.

EXHI i3ITS, ATTH.ACTIONS & EN'.2 .J.i.'['J.. I :~l\~NT

1
. : .:

Dixieland Strawhatters at Frontierland ~L .. J:\5-v
Keystone Kop Saxaphone Quartet on i .air, ~,. treet
Town Band in TomorroHland, FanJ.: asyland, an ~l ArJ.ve ntl~rt :l an • L

Upjohn Pharmasr. (Exhibit only)

a.

Is a composite desipn of the Apothacarv (Dr~rstore) of
turn of the century.

b.

Has r;e11ui~e leeches on display such as :!ere ,:sed in ri:] i.i ca 1
practice before modern-times-.

c.

'..-Ji th the exception of the woodwork anci

t: B

shot-~ ca ses , t.l i t..'! .['ix~ 11r~':~; ,
equipment a:l<l glass1-.;are are actual a!lti.que ·') ri r• ino.ls; sCJr e of
the glass;-vare is J GO - hUO years ol:l, o.n...i is par'L oi.' a ,,·8 v··.: .L' <-'. 1'~
collection obtained, in l;urt, fro11 re r.o t e corn l!rs ui' t~ e t•!o.:~l . L

FREE EXHIBI TS , ATTrlACTIONS &

HAIN

ST1W~T

4.

5.

6.

7.

ENT~~RTAINHENT

U.S .A. ( Cont' d)

Upjohn_PharmaSl (Exhibit only)(Cont 1 d)
d.

FREE samples of Upjohn 1 s "Unicap" vitamins.

e.

Has FREE Human Cell Display

Yale & Towne Lock Company (Merchandisinr Exhibit)
a.

Primarily an exhibit showing the evolution of tre lock and
key down through the ages, and displays many rare antique
keys and locks.

b.

Sells Disneyland Keys, and tie clasps and key chains with
the key motif.

Eastman Kodak (Exhibit only)
a.

Displays both early-day Photographic equipment and Kodak's
ne\-1est developments (new equipment will be demonstrated
on request)

b.

Guest Service - !·iakes minor repairs on cameras and assists
guests in loading cameras of all types.

c.

FREE informational and instructional folders on photography
guests showing photo vantage points

u.s.
a.

Time (Merchandising Exhibit)
Primarily merchandising. Also has display of old watches ranri~g
from 1905 to 1910 and a copy of the letter from Nark Twain ordering a watch and a copy of the watch h~ was sold.

8. Carnation Company (Restaurant)

9.

6.2

a.

Has Carnation Delivery Wagon Styled as those of the period of
1890-1910 displayed outside.

b.

Interior decor is that of an early day soda fountain, with back
bar fashioned after those of the period.

Insurance Company of North Americ'a Companies (Exhibit and Information)
a.

Has display of actual antiques; Fire Hats, Water Bucket and axes
used at the turn of the Century, as .w ell as model fire fighting
apparatus used during this period.

b.

Interior decor is that of a hotel lobby, with writing desks,
lounges and a "registration" desk.

FR 1~E

EXHIBITS, ATTRACTIONS & ENTERTAI Nt1:EN'r

iY!AIN STREET U.S.A. (Cont'd)
10.

11.

Puffin Bakery (Merchandising Exhibit)
a.

Actual working bakery with the decor of 1890-1910

b.

Guests may watch the baker while he works.

Swift Market House
a.

Has old fashioned pot bellied stove circled by cr.airs and has
old fashioned wall telephone on which can be heard a typical
party line conversation.

,

FRES EXHIBI TS , ATTH.AC TI ONS

f.1.

ENTERTAI NFE NT

J
PLAZA
The Plaza is a hub from which all major realms evolve.
1.

Monsanto Home of the Future (Exhibit only)
a.

World's most -remarkable all-plastic house
plastics in the home of the future.

showiti~

the use of

1) Construction - Cantilevered plastic beams support home.
2)

Floors and floor covering, furniture, drap.e ries and
upholsterine materials, dishes and house itself are
ALL plastic.

3) Incorporates all of the equipment designs of the home
of tte future.
b.

Cooperative Companies whose products and designs are used in
the structure and furnishing of the Home of ths Future are:
American Motors Corp. - Kelvinator Division
Armstrong Cork Company
Bell Telephone System
Chemstrand Corp.
Crane Company
Libby-Owens-Ford Glass Company
Mobray Chemical Co.
National Lead Company
Owens-Craning Fiberglass Corp. - Textile Products Division
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc • .
u. S. Time Corp.
Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.

v

2.

3.

Carnation Plaza Gardens (Entertainment)
a.

A covered outdoor dance area where special entertainment
is presented during peak seasons. (Disneyland Band Concerts,
Date Night Dance Bands, and other Special FREE Entertainment)

b.

Area also serves as an outdoor dining area operated by
Carnation Company• Serves snacks, ice cream products and
soft drinks.

Hawaiian Trio (Entertainment)
a.

6.4

Hawaiian Trio provides entertainment and dance music at the
Pavillian during the summer season.

FREE EXHI BI TS , ATTRACTIONS & ENTERTAI NMENT
)

FRONTIERLAND

The period is approximately 1790-1876 and represents America's frontiers
from the Revelutionary days to t ~ e great Southwest settlement .
includes eight (8) areas or eras of American History.

1.

2.

F~ o n t ierland

Golden Horsehsoe Revue (Entertainment)
a.

Operated by Disneyland, Inc. - sponsored by Pepsi Cola Co.

b.

Interior and fixtures have authentic flavor of the saloon of
the 1840 era.

c.

Regularly scheduled FREE performances of gay-ninties show.

d.

Serves Pepsi Cola and sandwiches.

Mexican Trio (Entertainment)
a.

Regularly scheduled FREE performances b:r strollin.g re;~ico.n
Trio in the Mexican Area during peak seasons, and on ue ckends.

3. Dixieland Band - Strawhatters (Entertainment)
a. ·Regularly scheduled perforJTlances in the "Gazabo" hy the
"Strawhatters" (The Dixie group from the Disneyland Bo.nd)

4.

Magnolia Park Bandstand (Entertainment)
a.

5.

.;.,-

1

Indian Dancers and Crafts (Entertainment)
a.

6.

A shaded "amp hi theater" where bands and special pT0 Jps
perform FREE durinp.; peak seasons. B; nd Concerts dai l y .

Indians from many tribes do authentic Tribal dances - weavinf- and sand painting during peak seasons and on week-ends.

Mineral Hall (f.ferchanclising Exhibit)
a.

Operated by Ultra-Violet Products, Inc •

b.

FREE exhibit of Black Light showing its everyday uses.

c.

Sells ore srunples and fluorescent items.

6.5

FREE EXHIBITS, ATTnACTIONS & ENTERTAINMENT

FRO ~~TIE!tLAND

( Cont' d)

1. Pendleton Woolen Mills (Merchandising)
a.

8.

9.

Davey Crockett Arcade
a.

Exterior is in character with American Frontier days log buildinp.-s and interiors are from "Alamo" sets built
around stories of Davey Crockett.

b.

Has display of early day fire arms and houses sr·ops which
sell merchandise of Frontier character.

El Zocalo (1·1erchandising)
a.

10.

Primarily merchandisin~, h0wever it has exhibit value in that
the interior and exterior is in the motif of a Frontier
general store of the early days of the \•Jest.

Is a typical Mexican market place as in the early days of
the Aztecs when the focal point of all activity was the
market place or El Zocalo - all roads led to El Zocalo, and
people from miles around would bring baskets, pottery, glass
and other wares to sell. During the days of the great Southwest development before the Godsen Purchase, and dm.;n through
the years the custom has been preserved. Here in Frontierland
You'll find quaint and colorful products of Mexico.

Frontier Gun Shop
a.

Has on display, firearms, dating back from the Civil Har up
thru World War II. Also has swords and Sabres of early American
Frontier days. Some of tlle Sabres belonged to t he Spanish
Lancers of California.

b.

All of these items are for sale as well as the gun reproductions
and novelty items.

6.6
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FANTASYLAND

The time of Fantasyland is Storybook
1.

2.

TL~e,

a timeless world of imagination.

Chicken of the Sea Pirate Ships
a.

Operated by Van Camp Sea Food Company

b.

Serves Chicken of the Sea Tuna in many delicio us fo r ms.

c.

Has "real" pirate and talking parrot.

d.

Ship is excellent vantage point for photoeraphers.

Mad Hatter
· a.
b.

Sells and sews names on hats
Displays a huge "Hat Tree"

6 7

FREE EXHIBITS, ATTRACTIONS & ENTERTAIM~~NT

TOMORRO\VLAND
The period is the year 1986.
return.
1.

Monsanto Chemical Co. (Exhibit only)
a.

b.

2.

This is thr year v1hen Halley 1 s Cornet is due to

"Hall of Chemistry" display .:;tm.;s how chemistry affects every
day living - in food, clothing, shelter, and health torlay - and
some of the possibilities chemistry has in store ~or t 0m0rrow.

1)

"Chemitron 11 -eight huge test tubes topped with colorful
statues. Each stands for eight (8) natural materials salt, air, oil, sulphur, phosphate rock, water, limefJtone
from which all chemicals are made.

2)

Individual wall displays show the use of cl-:eMicals in:
health, detergents, fabrics, furniture and toys, stock
feed and fertilizers, food packaginfS, food !J!'od·1 ction 11
Farm of the Future" - plastic pipelines, and purificat-iGn
of salt water for tomorrow's living.

"Home of the Future" is also sponsored by r~onsanto an'_i is
located on the Plaza near the Tomorrowland entrance.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. (Exhibit only)
a.

An educational and entertaining display pivinp the complete
story of aluminum - from beginnin? to the present - and pro2ec~s
into the future.
~

1)

3.

6.8

Display includes the methods of rninin~ the ore,
it, through the finished metal and its use~.

prccessin~

Crane Co. (Exhibit only)
a.

A display showin,; the "Bathroom of Tomorrow" and
of the future.

b.

Has a special plumbing display with water jets and valves that
can be operated by the guests (especially popular with the
children).

c.

Story of "Flow Control" and industrial plumbing.

la · ~n~..ry

rocr.

FREE EXHIBITS, ATTRACTIONS

-

~c ENT ~ R TAI N}lENT

TOLORROWLAND (Cent' d)

4.

Richfield Oil Corp. (FREE Show)
FREE show called "The World Beneath Us." (every
throughout each day the Park is open)

b.

Show includes: a cartoon story (produced by WDP) of t he development of the earth; a diorama model of t he entire Los Anr eles
basin; and a working model of an underground oil reservoir •

. 5. National Lead Co. Color Gallery (Dutch Boy Paints)
a.

6.

JO minutes

a.

(Exhi bit Only)

An exhibit of colors and how they are used.

Thimble Drome Flight Circle (FREB Show)
a.

A small fenced area where Thimble Drome model airplanes, cars
and boats are demonstrated in a thrilling shoH.
'

7. Art Corner
a.

8.

Artists at work drawing pastel portraits of guests.

Mad Hatter
a.

Sells and sews names on hats

9. Mountain Climbers
a.

Two mountain climbers scale the Matt~rhorn }'f ountain t hroug f: out
the day during the summer season and on weekends in t he •,Ji nter.

6.9
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SHOPS AND GIFTI1ARE STANDS
-

~ .

There are more than 65 individual retail shops in Disneyland handling
gifts and guest services. All shops are leased by individual business
men or companies, with the exception of the giftware stands and the Art
Corner shops, which are operated by Disneyland, Inc.
Following is a list by name of store, operator, and scope of sales or
services, as well as particulars about the shops.
MAIN STREET
A typical Main Street of a small town of the 1890-1910 era. Most of
Main Street's shops are operated by companies that were btrsiness
pioneers at the turn of the century, and all buildings and interiors
are designed to fit the decor of this era.
1.

Art Gallery & Photo Studio
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:
2.

Also includes Wonderland Music Store (See Wonderland for details).

Bakery (Puffin's)
Operated By:

Refrigerated Foods Division of General Mills, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

3.

Artist's sketches, souvenirs, Disney character
items, arts and crafts, comic photo studio.

Bakery products and coftee.

Is an actual "working" bakery that may be vie1ved by
the guests - makes fresh b~ery goods daily. Also
serves hot coffee and pastries.

Balloons
Operated By:

Nat Lewis Balloons

Scope of sales:
Particulars:

Helium filled balloons.

Costumed Balloon Boy is stationed in Town Square
(also in Fantasyland's Castle courtyard.)

SHOPS AND GIFTHARE STANDS

HAIN STREET U.S .A. ( Cont' d)

4.

Bank of America
Operated by:

Bank of America

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

5.

Is a functional modern-day bank with the decor of
the past. Open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day
the Park is open. Has FR£E Disneyland maps for
guests.

Book Store
Operated

B.y:·

Disneylanq Inc. and Western Printing & Litho Co.

Scope of ?ales:

6.

Royaltone Photo Service

Scope of Sales:

Eastman Kodak cameras, film, and camera equipment.
Rents both still and movie cameras to guests while
in Disneyland. Developing service - guests may
leave both movie and still camera film to be developed and mailed anywhere in the United States.

Candle Shop
Operated by:

Disneylanq Inc.

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

8.

Children's books and party kits

Cameta Shop
Operated by:

7.

Banking

Candles and accessories from all over the world.

Candles are decorated, and some are hand carved.

Candy Palace
Operated by: A R B Corporation
Scope of Sales:

9.

Old fashioned and novelty candies

Imported Candy Shop
Operated by:

A R B Corporation

Scope of Sales:

Candies from around the world

,

SHOPS AND GIFTWARE STANDS

MAIN STREET U.S.A. (Cont 1 d)
10.

Flower Market
Operated by:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
11.

Crystal Arcade Toys
Operated by:

Toy Fair, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
12.

Sells imported plastic "life-like" flowers of every
description.

(Division of Emporium of Orange County)

Disney character toys

China and Glass
(See Ruggles China and Glass House)

13. Emporium Department Store
Operated by:

Emporium of Orange County

Scope of Sales:

Particulars:

14.

Tin ceiling is original purchase from a Hollywood
Studio.

Glass Blower
Operated by:

Emporium of Orange County

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

15.

Disney character merchandise, jewlery, china and
brassware, and camera film. Also sells service
items - nylon hose, hair nets, etc.

Blown, network, and solid crystal glass items

Glass blower actually makes items in shop

Greeting Cards (Gibson's Card Shop)
Operated by:

John McGinnis for Gibson Art Co.

Scope of Sales:

Greeting Cards, gift wrapping and stationary items.

16. Jewelry Store
Operated by:

Dwight Long

Scope of Sales:

Costume Jewelry and handbags.

7-J
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17. Lock and Key Shop
(See Yale & Towne Lock Shop)

18. Mad Hatter
Operated by:

Benay Albee Novelty Co.

Scope of Sales:
19.

Main Street Magic Shop
Operated by:

Taylor & Hume

Scope of Sales:
20.

Scope of

Lawson

Sales~

Particulars:

En~ineering

Co.

Pens, pencils, and stationary items, leather wallets
and key holders - all of !Jhich can be pers onalized
with name or initials.

Has cherry mahogany writing desk over 200 years
old in actual use.
·

Print Shop
Operated by:

Castle Services

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

7.4

Los Angeles newspapers, magazinec, comic books,
novelties, and camera film.

Pen Shop
Operated by:

\.J

tricks, gag gifts, wigs and masks.

Castle Services

Scope of Sales:

22.

- Ma~ic

News Stands (2)
Operated by:

21.

novelty and personalized hats

Headline Printing

Printing is done on antique line-scribe presses
with Chel tonham Old· English type which vJere f ·o rmerly used to print show card window signs at
the turn of the century.

SHOPS AND GIFTh1ARE STANDS

....)
f·lAIN STR~ l!.'T U.S .A.

23.

(Cent' d)

Ruggles China and Glass House
Operated by:

Ruggles China and Glass

Scope of Sales:
24.

Fine glassware and China

Silhouette Studio
Operated by:

Alex DeGonslar & Nemo Markey

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

25.

~ifts

Cut Silhouettes and frames

Two of the world 1 s finest silhouette artists at

~t! Ot'ko

Giftware Stands (2)
Operated bv:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Disneyland giftware and camera film ani information for guests

26. .Stamp & Coin Shop
Operated by:

Lawson Engineering Co.

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:
27.

Has display of rare stamps and coins

Stroller Rentals
Operated by:

Castle Services

Scope of Sales:
28.

Sells and buys rare stamps and coins

Rents Wheel Chairs and Baby Strollers

Swift's Market House
Operated by:

Swift & Company

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

1890's market novelties

Has pot bellied stove surrounded by chairs for puests
and a typical 1890 telephone conversation may be
heard over the old-fashioned party-line teleph ones

FRE E
_)

Many of the j t ems and equipment on display are
originals collected from all over t!:e world.

,

SHOPS AND GI FTh.ARE STANDS

HAIN STREET U.S .A. ( Cont' d)

29.

Timex
Operated by:

U. S. Time Corporation

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

)0.

The giant TIMEX clock at the ent rance to TomorrovJland
is a landmark, and p.ives the accurate time all over
the world. Also has display of old-time watc hes and
a copy of a letter froM Nark Twain orderirw a watch
and a copy of the watch he bour.ht.

Tobacco Shop
Operated By:

Random Parts, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
)1.

Town Sguare
Operated by:

Tobacco and accessories, as well as aspirin and
other service items

R~alty

Town Square Realty, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
)2.

Watches and Clocks (Timex) Makers of Disne,y land
Character Watches.

Real estate Office

Watches and Clocks
(See Timex)

)).

Wonderland 1>1usic
Operated by:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

34.

shec~~

music and old fashi cned piano rolls

Yale & Towne Lock Shop
Operated by:

Yale & Towne Company

Scope of Sales:

7.6

Records,

Primarily an exhibit. Sells souvenir kevs and
locks, and door knockers, and tie clasps and key
chains with key motif.

SHOPS AND GIFT..JARE STANDS
I

.._)

ADVENTURELAND
The wonderland of Nature's own design.
Jungle River Boat Ride.
1.

Bazaar
Operate~

by:

Lawson Eng i neering Co.

Scope of Sales:
2.

Tropical bazaars and the fabulous

Items primarily of a
or Exotic character.

tropical~

South Seas

Curio Hut
Operated By:

Bernice DeGonslar

Scope of Sales:

Curios of a tropical character

3. Guatemalan Weavers
Operated By:

Ed Jeffries & Marta Cordon

Scope of Sales:

4.

Hawaiian Shop
Operated By:

Waltah Clark

Scope of Sales:

5.

Guatemalan hand woven fabrics, skirts and jackets

Hawaiian jewelry and clothing items

Island Trade Store
Operated By:

Eli Hedley

Scope of Sales:

Jewelry and curio items of tropical naturei and
art treasures of the islands.

6. Here and There Imports
Operated By:

Lela Brenner

Scope of Sales:

Imported items of exotic character

1. Lee Brothers Enterprises, Inc. ·
Operated By:

Bill Wong

Scope of Sales:

Imported Chinese novelty items, china and clothing

7.7

SHOPS AND GIFTWARE STANDS

ADVENTURELAND (Cont'd)

8. Giftware Stand
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Disneyland gifjwares, camera film, and information

9. Tiki's Tropical Traders
Operated By:

Jane & Claire Evans

Scope of Sales:

Tropical hats and novelties

SHOPS AND GIFTdARE STANDS
.._) .

FRONTIERLAND
The time of Frontierland is approximately 1790-1876.
America live again.
1.

The frontiers of

Davey Crockett Arcade
Particulars:

Exterior is in character with American frontier dayslog buildings and interiors are from "Alamo" sets built
around stories of Davey Crockett.
Houses shops which sell merchandise primarily of
frontier character. Also has display of old-time
fire arms.

2.

Bone Kraft
Operated By:

Bonekraft of California

Scope of Sales:

Sells carved bone novelties and jewelry

3. Casa de Zorro
Operated By:

Emporium of Orange County

Scope of Sales:

4.

Jemrocks
Operated By:

Jemrocks, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

5.

Frontier toys and character merchandise and
camera film.

Baroque jewelry

Leather Shop
Operated By:

Deland Enterprises

Scope of Sales:

Leather goods
and novelties

6. Mexican Fiesta Village
Operated By:

Chris Portillo

Scope of Sales:

Authentic MExican merchandise -jewelry, clothing
and novelties

,

SHOPS

A~ID

GIF'I'1tJAiill STANDS

FRONTIERLAND (Cont'd)

7. Giftware Stand
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

s ·cope of Sales:

8.

Disneyland giftware, camera film and information

Sguaw Shop
Operated By:

Deland Enterprises

Scope of Sales:

9.

Womens and children's dresses and; accessories

Birch Bark House (Indian Village)
Operated By:

Bill Wilkerson

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

Authentic Indian merchandise

House is fashioned after an Indian community house.
Also houses a soft drink counter (fire r.-1ater) operated by UPT
Built by Alex Bobidosh, a Chippewa Indian brought to
Disneyland for this purpose.

10.

El Zocalo
Operated By:

Chris Portillo

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

11.

Is a typical open air Mexican market place as in
the early days of the Aztecs when the focal point
was the market place, or El Zocalo - all roads led
to the El Zocalo, and people from miles around brought
baskets, pottery, glass and other wares to
sell. During the development of the Great Southwest before the Godsen Purch ase, and do-vm t hrough
t he years, t r. e custom of El Zocalo has been preserved.

Frontier Gun Shop
Operated By:

Bill Wescomb & Clyde Crouse

Scope of Sales:

__

·.. )

Authentic Mexican merchandise

Authentic gun reproductions, as well as collectors'
actual antique fire arms and novelty items.

7.10
,

SHOPS AND

GIF~'ARE

STANDS

FRONTIERLAND (Cont r d)
12.

Frontier Trading Post ·
Scope of Sales:
Particular.s:

Characteristic merchandise of fr ontier era both Indian and Western, and camera film.

Buildin~

is typical of old lor cabin tradinf post of

the era.

13.

Mineral Hall
Operated By:

Ultra Violet Products, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

14.

Ore samples and phosphorous, fluorescent, and
mineral items.

Pendleton Woolen ¥.ills
Operated By:

Pendleton Woolen l'.ills

Scope of Salest All Pendleton woolen goods, and some leather boots
of Western character
Particulars:

The store is primarily a sales promotion media, and
when a sale is made, the customer chooses his favorite
Pendleton dealer in his home town, who then sha~es
in the profit of the sale.
Interior motif is that of a typical general store of
the early days of the West •.

15.

Giftware Stand
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Particulars:

Disneyland giftwares, camera filln, and information

Stand is located in Davey Crockett Arcade.

7.11

SHOPS AND GIFTWARE STANDS
-

FANTASYIA ND
A timeless world of imagination, toys, crafts, and arts of the world.
1.

Art Corner Stand
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
2.

Arts and crafts of all kinds

Balloons
Operated By:

Nat Lewis Balloons

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

J.

Costumed boy stationed in Castel courtyard
(also in Town Square)

Castle Arts and Crafts
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc. ,

Scope of Sales:

4.

Helium filled balloons

Arts and crafts of all kinds, and artists t-Iill
sketch your portrait.

Castle Candy Kitchen
Operated By:

ARB Corporation

Scope of Sales:

5.

Old Fashioned canides

Fantasy Gift Fair
Opereted By:

Emorco, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Disney character merchandise and camera filr

6. Had Hatters
Operated By:

Benay-Albee Novelty Co.

Scope of Sales:

Personalized hats of all descripti ons - has
hat tree

7.1.3

SHOPS AND GIF'IWARE STANDS

FANTASYLAND (Cont 1 d)

7.

Merlin's Magic Shop
Operated By:

Taylor & Hume, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Magic Tricks and novelties, and camera film

8. Giftware Stands (3)
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

9.

Disneyland giftwares, camera film, and information

Tinkerbell•s Toy Shop
Operated By:

Toy Fair, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

Disney character toys- sturfed ,nimals, dolls,
musical toys and other fine toys.

Includes GEPPET0 1 S WORK SEOP which sells imported
and domestic marionettes and puppets.
FREE puppet shows daily durine peak seasons.

SHOPS AND

GI5'TT:JAHE STA NDS

TOMORROWLAND
Science and industry combine to offer a preview of Tomorrow's living a darinR world of hopes and dreams.
1.

Art Corner
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Particulars:
2.

Interior motif is t hat of "Streets of Par i s"

Balloons
Operated By:

Nat Lewis Balloons

Scope of Sales:

J.

Benay Albee Novelty Co.

Scope of Sales:

Novelty and personalized hats of all descri ptions

Hobbyland
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

5.

Helium filled balloons

Hat Bar
Operated By:

4.

All types of art supplies and especial l y developed lt/al t Disney and Disneyland character
merchandise. Artists' sketc hes

Hobby merchandise - models, model kits and all
Thimble Drome products

Has display of working models and do-it-your self
kits.

Giftware Stand
Operat3d By:

Disneyland, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Disneyland r.iftwares, camera

fil~

a nd information

,
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ReSTAURANTS Al'JD R2:FRESffi·'! ENTS

rtAI N STREET U.S.A.

A typical Main Street of a small American town of
1.

1~9 0 -1 9 10.

Hills Brothers Coffee Shop and Coffee Garden
Operated By: · Food Service, Inc.
Serves:

2.

Hills Brothers' Coffee and light refres hme nts

Refreshment Stand
Operated By:
Serves:

UPT Concessions

Soft drinks and popcorn

Particulars:

Located in lJ1 ain Street Santa !i'e & Disneyland
Depot.

~1. . :~ ,

J. Popcorn Haeons
Operated ·By:
Serves:

Popcorn and Peanuts

Particulars:

4.

UPT Concessions

Located in Town Square and on Center Street dnrinrpeak seasons.

Carnation Ice Cream Parlor ·
Operated By:
Serves:

Carnation Company

Carnation ice cream in everv form,

Particulars:

a~d

lunches.

All equipment and back bai are coMposite desi?n of
an ice cream parlor at the turn of the cent1J ry.
Old-time Carnation delivery truck - complete -vri th
horn - is displayed outside, and is a fav orite
pictnre-takinr prop.

5.

Puffin's Bakery
Operated By:
Serves:

Refrigerated Foods Division of General Vills, Inc.

Fresh pastries and hot coffee, and sells fresh bakery reeds
to take home.

Particulars: · Is an actual "-v1orking" bakery - makes fresh baker y re eds
rip.ht there daily.

,

RESTAURANTS AND REFRESHNENTS
....,,/

MAIN STREET U.S.A. (Cont'd)

6. Refreshment Corner
Operated By:
Serves:

Coca Cola Company & UPT Concessions

Pre-mixed Coca Cola and kinp-sized bottled Coke, and
sandwiches

Particulars:

Is the only

buildin~

in Disneyland r..Ji th a basement.

Has piano player who entertains wi t b old-time sonrs.
PLAZA
The "hub" in a Park setting from which all major realms evolve.
1.

Red Wagon Inn
Operated By:

Red Wagon Company (Swift and Company)

Scope of Sales:

Particulars:

Breakfasts, luncheons, and dinners (ONLY restaurant in Disneyland that serves full-course
dinners)

Most elite restaurant in Park.
dining rooms:

Has four individual

1-Disney Room - where Park staff meetings are held,
and special guests are served
2- Gold Room
3- Green Room
4- Employee Cafeteria
Authentic motif of the 1900's. Many wood carvin~s,
light fixtures and stained ~lass panels are antiques.
2.

Pavillion
Operated By:

Grand Central Concessionaires

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

Buffeteria in Park - with wide variety
of foods.

Lar~est

Is capable of serving 1,000 people per hour • .
One of few buildings with two (2) faces - Front
is 1900 motif facing the Plaza; and rear is
Tahitian motif overlooking Adventureland.

8.2

Has Hawaiian entertainment and dance band during peak
seasons.

,

RESTAURANTS AND REFRESHMENTS

PLAZA (Cont 1 d)

J. Carnation Plaza Gardena
Operated By:

Carnation Company

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

4.

~opcorn

Cafeteria - serves snacks, ice cream products and
soft drinks in outdoor setting.

Area has permanent, covered dance floor and stage where
the Disneyland Band, Date Ni.t e dance bands, and other
special groups entertain FREE during peak seasons.

Wagons & Ice Cream Cc;i.rts

Operated By:

UPT Conces·siohs

Scope of Sales: · Popcorn and peanuts - ice cream bars.
Particulars:

Located in Plaza during peak seasons.

ADVENTtJRELAND
~

The wonderland of nature's own design.
1.

Tropical rivers and bazaars.

f.arlilion
Operated byt

Grand Central Concessionaires

Scope of Sales:
Particularss

Cafeteria -wide variety of foods.

Largest Buf!eteria in Park -capable of serving
1,000 people per hour.
One of !ew buildings in Disneyland with two (2) faces
- Front is 1900 motif facing the Plaza; and rear is
Tahitian motif overlooking Adventureland.
Has Hawaiian entertainment and dance band during peak
seasons.

2.

Cantina
Operated By:

Lawson Engineering Company

Scope of Sales:

Soft drinks and sandwiches.

RESTAURANTS AND REFRESHMENTS

ADVENTORELAND (Con 1 t)

3. Soft Drink Stand
Operated B,y:

Lawson Engineering Company

Scope of Sales:

4.

Orange Juice and soft drinks

Ice Cream Cart
Operated By:

Lawson Engineering Company

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

Ice Cream Bars

Located in area

durin~ · peak

seasons

ti'10NTIERLAND
The period is approximately 1790-1876.
1.

v

Aunt Jemima's Kitchen
Operated By:

-

Quaker Oats Companr

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:
2.

The frontiers of America live ,again.

Features pancakes and waffles, as well as ham and
eggs.

Aunt Jemima is always there to greet guests

Birch Bark House

Operated Byr

UPT Concessiona

Scope of Sales 1
Particulars:

Soft drinks - "Fire Water'!

Located in Indian Village.
. Indian store)

(Building also houses

.3 .- Cas a de : Fri to a · .
Operated B:rr
Scope

Fritos Compaey

ot Sales: Cafeteria - Serves authentic Mexican foods.

Particulars:

BuUding is styled with typical "south-of-the-Border"
atmosphere.

8.4
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RESTAURANTS AND REFRESHMENTS

FRONTIERLAND (Cont'd)

4.

Cider Bar
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Sc.ope of Sales:
Particulars:

5.

Located in Fort Wilderness on Ton Sawyer's I sland

Don Defore's Silver Banjo
Operated By:

Don and Verne Defore

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

6.

Nesbitt soft drinks

Cafeteria

~

barbecued sandwiches, ribs and chicken

Building is old New Orleaps' motif.

Slue Foot Sue's Golden Horseshoe
Operated By:

Disneyland, Inc. (Pepsi Cola)

Scope of Sales:
·P articulars:

Pepsi-Cola and sandwiches

Interior is styled in motif of a western saloon
of the 1840's.
Has repularly scheduled FREE performances of f ayninties show daily.

7.

Ice Cream Carts & Popcorn Wagons
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

Ice cream bars - popcorn and peanuts

Located in area during peak seasons.

8. Oak Tavern and Malt Shop
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Scope of Sales:

Snacks and soft drinks

RESTAURANTS AND REFRESHMENTS

FANTASYIA ND
The time of Fantasyland is Storyoook time.
1.

imagin~tion.

Ice Cream Carts
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:
2.

A timeless world of

Ice Cream Bars

Located in area during peak seasons

Grape Juice Stand
Operated By:

Food Services, Inc.

Scope of Sales:

Welch's grape juice

3. Pirate Ship .
Operated By:

Van Camp Chicken_of the Sea

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:

Tuna sandwiches, salads, pies and burpers.

Ship is a romantic interpretation of Capt. Hook's
Pirate Ship.
Has "real" pirate and talking parrot for atmosphere.
Is also FREE exhibit and an excellent lookout point
for photographers from top d~ck.

4.

Refreshment Stands (2)
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Scope of Sales:

8.6

Light snacks and soft drinks

RESTAURANTS AND REFRESHfviENTS

..
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TOMORROWLA ND
The time is the year 1986.

1.

d~e

to r8t1rrn.

Space Bar
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Scope of Sales:
Particulars:
2.

The year when Halley's Comet is

Snacks and soft drinks

Area has permanent, covered dance floor for Date
Night dance bands during peak seasons.

Yacht Bar
Operated By:

UPT Concessions

Scope of Sales:

Snacks and soft drinks

(
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"P..'TINGF.R, F.d ••••••••• • ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••· ••••••••••• Marketing
FOST~R, Robert•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••Legal .

FOWLF.R. Jo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Vioe President
JOHNSON• Dicko••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••Finanoe
NUNIS. Dick••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••Operations
SAYFRS. Jack••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Lessee Relations
W4L~. T ommy ••••••••••• ~•••••••···~··•••••••••~•Customer Relations

WOODWOHTH.

'

'- ·

Truman~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Maintenance

.

AD~iiSSIONS

General Admission (Jr. not available
after 6:00 p.m. on Sunday)
(Service and Clergy will be admit~ed at
Jr. Prices)

CHILD:

JUNIOR:

ADULT:

$ .60

tll.20

$1.60

Coupons

"A"
"B"

Coupon
Coppon
."C" Coupon
"D" Coupon
"E" Coupon

.10

.25
.35
.45

.so

.10

.25

o35

.45:

.so.

Ticket Books - General Publio

"B 1g 10" (1 nAn & "B" & 2 "C" -

& ·~")

j

"Jumbo lS" (2 "A" & "B" - 3 "C" • •
"STARLIT~

~

"D'' & "E")

"D"

.3.45 '

3.9.$

4

4.45

4o95

s.so

5o 50

3.00

s.oo

.5.00

2.95

3.95

4.50

s.so

BOOKS" (2 admission to park 2 "A"
"B" "C" "D" and 4 "~")
Guided Tour (6 adventures and Tour Guide
Service)

---

Ticket Books - Magic K1nsdom
12 "Special Guest" Books (J, "A" P< "B" 3

"C"

"D" 4

""R")

"C" 6 "D" &

"~")

&

20 "Special Guest" Books (2 "A" & "B"

4

Special

Enchanted T1k1 Room
Parking Lot

.so

o7Q
o2.$

per

car

(yp-~

DIVISIONS

.I

A~ID

J~APTMv.NTS

Number:

ADMINISTRATION AND LF.GAL

15

ADMISSIONS

21

ADVERTISING

80

BAND

61

CASH CONTROL

21

CONSTRUCTIONS (Division)

40

CUSTOM~ R~ATIONS

60

FINANe~

FIR'Ti'

(Division)

(Division)

D~ART~.w.NT

FIRST AID

r'

MA!'TAG~R

ACCOUNTING

70
!t)

GRNERAL Sl4'RVIC'PS AND t-tAINTl"NANC'R (Division)

50

GROUP

81

S~PVICES

GUBST RELATIONS

60

HOBBYLAND

71

INSTJRANO'P
LA~OR

tl

55
54

FOnD S ~VIC~S
G~~RAL

20

Rl4l,ATIONS

so
so

LIDAL

lS

LFSSEE RELATIONS (Division)

10

MARK~ING

So

(Division)

OPF.RATIONS (D1v1s1on)

31

P~SON~

.$1

PFINTI~~ S~HVIC~

ss

PU""LICITY

80

P~CHASING

52

SAFETY

54

( :y

I

-4)

SECURITY & COMMUNICATIONS

$$

SOUND & PRO~CTIONS

44
71

SOUVF.NIR SALFS &

J

I

P~RSONNEL -

SPTi'CIAL EVENTS

60

TALl:'NT

61

TRAFFIC

$4

WARDROBE

S1

WHOLESALE SALES

70

PARK OPFRA'riHG COMMITTEE

CROFT, Vern ••••••• ,•••.•• Manager of Sales

&:

Merchandise Administration

ETTINGF.R, Fd••••••••••••••••••••••••••D1rector ot Marketing Division
FOST~,

Bob••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Res1dent Council Attorney

FOWLFR, Joseph•••••••••••Vice President in Charge

of

Park Operations

JOHNSON, D1ek•••••••••••••••••••••••••••D1rector ot Finance Diviaion
~NCOf1B,

Fred •••••••••••••••••••• Personnel

~Labor

Relations Manager

NUNIS, Dick••••••••••••••••••••••••••Director ot Operations Division
OLS~,

SA~S,

Jaek••••••••••••••••••••••••••Manager or Product Developement
Manager or Interior Displays
Supervision or Retail Lessee Activity
Jack ••••••••••••••••••• Director of Lessee Relations Division

WALKF.R, Tomm1••••••••••••••ooD1rector of Customer Relations Division
WOODWORTH, Truman ••••••••••••••••••• D1reotor of Maintenance Division

(:rp
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RIDES,·AND
ATTRACTIONS
PRICE LIST:
.
.
.
.

~

:..;..J

·;"'(· '

ftl<!e or Attraction

Cou:eon

Alice in Wonderland
Art ot Animation
Astro Jet
. Autopia (Fentasyland. and Tomorrowland)
Big Game Satari Shooting Galler:r
Canal Boate
Casey Jr. Circus Traina
Columbia
Dumbo Flying ~ephants
Fire En~ines ·
Flying euoers
Frontier Shooting Gallerr
Horseless Carriage
Indian War Canoes
Jungle Cruise
King Arthur's Carrousel (All children must
have tickets)
Ma
Mad Tea Party
Main St. Cinema
~ain St. Street Cars
.ark Twain
~Matterhorn Bobsled
Midget Autop1a (All children muet have tickets)
Mike Fink Keel Boats
Mine Train
Mr. Toad's Wild Ride
Monorail
Monorail (From Ho~el to Hotelino atop over)
Motor Boat Cruise
Omnibuses
Pack Mules
Papotin's Revue
Peter Pan Flight
Rocket to the Moon
Santa-Fe & D!sne~land R.R.
Skywat (Tomorrow1and .or Fantasyland
Skyway (Roundtrips two "D" Cou~ons)
Sleeping Beauty's Castle
Snow White
Submarine Voyage
Surreys
Swiss Famil:r Treehouse
Tiki Room
Tom Sawyer's Island Ratts
~0,000 Leagues Under the Se~
I

~

D
B

B

c

c

D
B

D

c

A
E

c

A

c

Ohild

Junior

35
25

45

a5
25
35

35
25

2~

25

25

25

45
25

35
lO

35

10

25

10

2C:..,
10

40

so

35

40

a~

50

Adult

45
2S

25

35
25
45
25

as
35

10

.so
25

10 .

A

10

10

35
.so
10

c

35

.35

35

F.

B

A
D

E
B
.B
D

D
E
B

A

D
F

D

c

E
D
D
A

D
E

A

c

D
A

3.5

20
10

35

40
25

25

.35
35
40
75

25

10

35

40
35 .
35
40
35

35

20
10

20

10

45
so

45

45

45
45

--25

45
50

75
25
10
45

50

ns

50

--25

50
75

25

10

45
50

35
40

45

45
50
45
45
10'
45

35

10

35
75
45

10

35

10

10

50
35

10

35
50
45
45
10

50

10

35

50

35 .

75

45

10

Rides and

Attracti~na

Price List

"A" Coupons
(Total 8)

l -

Fire F.ngines (Main S~reet) _
King Arthur's Carrousel (Fantasyland)
Horseless Carriages (Main Street)
Main St. Street Cars (Street Cars)
Omnibuses (Main Street)
Sleeping Beauty's Castle (Fantasyland)
Surreys (Main Street)
20,000 Leagues Under the Sea (Tomorrowland)

"B"

Coupons
(Total 7)

Art ot Animation (Tomorrowland)
Aatro Jet (Tomorrowland)
Casey Jr. Circus Train)(Fantasyland)
Main St. Cinema (Main Street)
Midget Autopia (Fantasy-land: All children muat havet1ckets-ch1ldren only)
Mike Fink Keel Boats (Frontierland)
Motor Boat Cruise (Fantaayland)

"c" Coupons
(Total 7)

Autpplas (Fantasyland and Tomorrowland)
Big Game Safari Shooting Gallery (Adverntureland)
Dumbo Flying ~ephants (Fantasyland) .
Mndian War Canoes (Frontierland)
Mad Tea Party (Fantasyland)
Rocket to the Moon (Tomorrowland)
Swiss·Family Treehouse (Frontierland)
"D" Coupons
(Total 8)
Alice in Wonderland (Fantasyland)
Canal Boats (Fantasyland)
Columbia (Frontierland)
Mark Twain (Frontierland)
Mro Toad (Fantasyland)
Skyway (Tomol;:'rowland and Fantasyland: 2 "D'a" required for round trip)
Snow White (~· antasyland)
Tom Sawyer's Island Rafts (Frontlerland)

"l4'"

Coupons
(Total 7)

~.,

Jungle Cruise (Adventureland)
Matterhorn Bobsl~ ds (Fantasyland)
Mine Train (Frontierland)
Monorail (Tomorrowland)
Pack Mule~ (Front1erland
Papatln's Revue (Fantasyland)
Santa-Fe & Disneyland Railroad (Main Streetg Tomorrowland, Fantasyland,&
Front1erland)

Special

I

tractions

Monorail (Round trip from Hotel - no stop over
Tiki Room

75~

75¢ adults and juniors

50¢ children

( yp

) ·}

STi'RVICJ:O'S

Xen-L-Land

25st (1noludes Pet Food)

Looker a

25rt

Photos (tun Fotos)

75-

Portraiat
Strollers

l • .$0

: Regular and Reclining
Double

Weelcha1ra

75¢ (I.D. needs to
be left as a
deposit)
1.25

1.oo

.

"

·,.·t'
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l
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~

J
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1

n

•

.A. ' ·

,
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....,uv .-1..1. .. \.'L'

M1cker Mouse Clubehouae

~antaey

in the Sky

~

""'

Throughout Park

Brothers Band · ·IP.laza Gardens

Main Street

Parade, Concert &
Retre~t .

~·111ott

Piaza Gardena

Concert

)isneyland Band
1Ma1n Street
(Parade on Main St. &
Concert in Town Squre) _
Pront1erland (Mark Twain)
Adventure land
Tomorrowland
__ ,.

..

Main Gate

I

Night

Night

~·····

)

Day

Day
Night

Fantaeyland

)1aney Characters

Day

•

.,

...

I

~•
._ ,

...

_,

I

8:30 am• 9100 pm

Various

I

.
I Monday

I

Thflrada.y

Wedneeday

I

'1>n:i ,.Ji'.&: i

['9
,
w~rn,.,saay
f.

~-~·::

'

9100 pm

I

--

-

-

8aOO pm-12a00 (Tu W & Th)l Sunday and Mer.
9:00 pm- 1:00 am (F & Sa)

6:00 pm- 6:30 pm

1:30 pm- 2s30 pm

1.2z00 P.!'l·l2a45 pm

llal5am-lls45 am

I

l

pm
pm

pm

pm

pm
pm
pm
pm

pm
pm
pm

pm
pm

ls30 pm- 2sl4 pm
2:30 pm- )115 pm
3245 pm- 4130 pm
4a50 pm 6zl5 pm
6s45- 7:25 pm
7&45 pm- 8130 pm

am-11:40
pm-12:40
pm-1:40
pm-2:40
pm- 4~20
4:40 pm- 5:20
5:~0 pm- 6:20
6130 pm- 7t00

11:00
12:00
1:00
2%00
3:40

,

pm
pm

•

·-- ·• ,;.,-.~ti •...Uv.u~.

~"

1111)0 8ih-IZ!OO
12:15 pm- 1&15
la45 pm- 2130
3a30 pm-44•14
4:30 pm~ $100
S:lS pm- 6:00
6:16 pm- 6:45

•

'-'•' ...·•b-\ &. 'o,;··· -T··•

I ~ ..J.gfit
Day

-~

Day

!Fantasy~ and

--

!Main Street

/

oke Corner

•

)apper Dans

,

:ourt Jester

Joke Corner Piano Player

'oil~ . Corner F'olk Sifiger ~oke Corner

.. ,

t:

_gnt

~antaayland

apot1n 1 a Revue

Day

I Day

~atterhorn

ountain Climbers

Theatre

Day

Day

Street

Village

~ain

~ndian

Night

eystone Kops Band

dian Village

·root en any (Mondays only) Plaza Gardens

Day

-

~rontierland

x ............

.1nfighters

H .............. _,...

Day

"-'--Ill----

L1ront ierland

HL--

)nzalee Trio

4<1---

Day

I

rrontierland

8~

'lden Horseahow Revue

,~---~ p

pm~

4:45

pm

pm~

Ridge
South Ridge
Fuergen Ridge
South Ridge
Fuergen Ridge
South hi~ge
Fuergen Ridge
South Ridge
Fuergen Ridge

8aoo & 9:30

6r30

~:60

3100
4tOO

llt30
1:00
lt45
2130
)100
3•45
aa30
5a30

i10&30 Fuergen

):00 pm~ 4:00 pm
4130 pm- 5a30 pm

.r to

h
~riday

~onday

' I

~un'-

on hour & i hour
10:00 am- 8:00 pm Tu W & T~~l
10:00 am-11:00 pm F t Sa II
t2:00 pm- Baoo pm Su & M

6:00 pm-12:00

7:00

pm

pm
pm

pm
pm
7:15 pm

11130 ~-12130
lsOO pm- 2t00
2J30 pm- )100
4:00 pm- Ssoo
5:30 pm- 6&30

8115 pm- .100 pm

5:30 pm- 6sl5 pm
7100 pm- 7t50 pm

4sOO

la45pm - 2t30 pm

l.:uu am

2145 pm• 3t30 pm

4tOO

2130 pm
pm
5:30 pm
7&00 pm

1:00 pm

~:uupm-

'

.

Tllurs .

""MENT :

~lARD -SING'l?RS

SWISS YODF'LER

ROYAL TAHITIANS

·POLKA BA~ID

ENT'F. J

.

·

r
&

-r

•

·-Thursday

AY OFF:'

Day

·- ·

~

• 11:10 am

4:50

pm

1:50 pm
2:50 pm
3:50 . pm

ITuesday

... 7130 pm - 8&15 pm
Friday & Saturday
2:45 pm. - 3:30 pm
4&00 pm - 5:00 pm
6:00 pm • 6:45 pm
7al5 pm • 7t45 pm
8sOO pm - 8:45 pm
9s15 pm -10100 pm
On tlie HoU.r Mon Thurs. let show 8sOO
pm Last Show lltOO
Friday & Saturday
lst show 9:00 pm
Last show 1.2t00 am

4&15 pm - 5:00 pm
5a30 pm • 6:00 pm
6:15 pm • 7100 pm

2&30 pm • 3:15 pm

lrOO pm • 2&00 pm

1Sunday

Sun, Tues,. Wed, Thurs !Monday

· Tues, Wed,Thurs, S~n ISunday
8:00 pm • 12:00 am
9t00 pm • 1&00 am
Friday & Saturday

4:10. pm -

1:10 pm 2:10 pm ~
JzlO pm •

lla30 am • 12tl0 pm

10t30

On the Hour 1st ehow ISunday
4&00 pm Laet Show
11100 pm (Monday thru
Thursday) let show at
Sroo pm Last Show
12100 pm (Friday and
Saturday)
11&00 am to 7t00 pm tTuesday

- - SCHEDULE:

Night

ll NIGHT:

3:00 pm - 4tOOpm
4t30 pm • 5a30pm

_J?

Day

1

Golden Horseshoe INlght

Matterhorn

Pavillion

Tomorrowland

Pant asyi' and

LOCATION I

-

_J

'1 ~·NT 2

\

\.

.-

'

Mark Twain
Frontierland

Y0UNG MF.N FROM

'\

Plaza Gardens

~ ORL~ANS

-

"!"'"

UH N.l.LTH'l' 2

.....,.. --.. .

Night

Night

General Dynamics Pay
Pylon - Tomor~owland

LUtiA'l'.l.UN:

(Hosts of Hootenanny)

YACHTSMY.N QUART~S

~T"WR

6:00 pm -

6z45 pm

pm
nm

pm

pm
pm

pm

.
pm
pm
pm

\

Monday thru Thursday
Ssoo pm - 12tl5 am
Friday and Saturday
6:00 pm • 1115 &u

:so

Friday & Saturday
lz45 pm • 2&30
3:00 pm - 3:4.5
4tOO pm - il45
100
.Ssl$ pm 6140 pm - 7J30
8clS pm .:. 9:00
Monday only
iz45 pm - 5:30
pm - 6s86
71 0 pm - 121

Tues, Wed, Thurs
111~0 am • 12120 pm
12:45 pm - 1130 pm
2t00 pm - 2z4S pm
3:4$ pm • 4:30 pm
$&00 pm - St4S pm

SCflFDULEZ
-~-

""~

Y: OFFz

'\.

Sunday

Sunday

T

'

)

,

"".

.I

~V

Do

INSTANT [ACTS?

YOU «NOW TH£ ANSWER TO THESE QUESTIONS?

•••••••ca•••••

THE LARGEST ATT(NDANC£ WE HAVE HAD IN ONE DAY?
WHAT TIU£ THE FIREWORKS Dt8PLAY OCCURS?
WH~RE THE "PEOP~E 10
IS LOtAT£~?

PEOPLE SALUT£ TO MEXICO

MAYBE Y@U DON~Y KNOW THE 4NSWERGj BUY OMR GUESTS EXPECT
YOU TO ~NSW~R THESE AND UANT MORE QU£81iONSo

,

THIS ~~ V~& R~A$0N FOR "INSTANT FACTa".
OUR GUESTS ARE
ALL tN~Ur2!T£V~ ~ND THEY ALL WAY~ D ~ FFE~ENT INTERE8Ta.
MOTHi~ W~WT~ TO KNOW
!JO!~fi Of @N~i'J~t!>w

TH£ "sR£ND NAU£ fO R A

fAT~~R ~ANTS

THE

VE£1 -or,

TO

~NO~

~NUMBER

OF SQUARE

~~~MA~f~n

THE CH 8 ~~R£ f'J •ANT 1·0 8CNOW "&rtER~ TKEY CAN
i'l~T SALLOCN&~"

So

~H~N T~E GUESTS POP THE QUESTION~ POP TH E ANSWER RIGHT
BACK, OR A~ 300N AS YOU CAN VtND IT ~ N THE PAGES OF "INSTANT

FAcTa".

THE CASTING CENTER STAFF

,·,

(

-A

....

..

At Bell System exhibit at left a!'
entrance to Tomorrowlando Shows
20 m1n' s to a.nd 20 min's after the
houro FREE EXHIBIT
AREA:

ADMISSION TO PARK:

Diane ylaiii t a a show and wehave a price for· admission, just
as there is for any form or
entertainmento There are 16
different price plans far visit=
1ng hereo Basic General Admdssion;
Child 60~; Junior $1.20; Adult
$lo60; Guided Tour; Child $3;
Junior ard Adult $Se There are
3 ticket books far .the general
public am 2 ticket _b ooks tor
Magic Kingdari Club memberso For
detailed prices see _"Admissions"
in the ~allow pages section.
ADMISSION DEB\ R~ENT:

Department concerned with the
design and cmtrol or park Adinission plans md media. Located
between Wardrobe and Payroll b7
Harbor Blvdo berm~
.JVENTURELAID:

Theme area of park based on

"Wa.l t as True-Lite Adventure
3er1eso Here's lite in tm tropical areas or tlB worldo •• aa!'ari
o o o he ad hunters o •• jungle riv e rs o

ooexotie storeso •• more than you
might see on moat world to1ra.

ALICE IN WONDF.RLAND: ("D" Coupon)

2 story dar/open air ride
baaed on "Alice In Wonderlandno
Trip through rabbit hole, upside
d.own room, Mad · Tea Part,-, aD1
other scenes trom atcr7o 16
numbered cara, capaal t7 4 or
· S passengers per caro LOcated
just acrose ·rram Matterhorn au:l
storybookland in Fantaa$landn
"D" coupon or Cbild-35-J Junior•

45¢; Adulta-4S¢o

AMERICA"~

BFAUTIFUL1 (Free)
orlg!Dal j600 color motion
~tcture tll.DB d by Walt Diane7
JOdo • l?roje cted onto a circular
~ screen ( 8 • high md qo ' in d1ar
~. eter) by 11 synchronized EasiaanKodak nro je atora.o Ycu get the
sensation or cross-count~ ride
from Boston to Berkeley-o A .
ioneering "first" b We~t Disnoyo

.

Theme "realms·•·· ·o.t\Disneyland
are frequently calla d areas--"Main
Str~et" , "Tomorrowland" • "Fantasyc:>
land,""Adventu't'eland" • and
"Frontierland"o Also included are
the Service Areas ... -Parkmg Lot end
Main Gateo
AREA 0 F

I [ SNEYLPN D:

•ApproXImately 240 acres
inel~1ding 110 acres o!foark1ngo o o
o •• 20 acres tor Pony ;&r.mooolO
acres for Nurse~. Warehouse and
Monorail Shed.
·
ART CORNER:

Unique "Street or Paris" motiro
Imported gifts and portr4d ts painted by artists. Located across
·
from Flight Circle in Tomorrowland o
ART FESTIVAL:
~-Street corner Art Festival on
Main. Street next to Carefree Cornerr..
Artiste dressed in smocks and
berets will draw 1~ portraito
011 paintings are also availableo

ART OF ANIMATION: ( "B" Coupm )
Development or animation art
trom tirat crude renderings or Stone
Age man to excellent nroduct ot
tod&7o Each step chronicled by
sto~board and sound .f1lmo Out'""'
standing biato~ of Walt's development.;ot movie animationo "B" Coupon
or Child-25¢ Junior-25sl Adul t-2S~ o Locat!ed just aa J'OU come out ot
Bell S7atam Clrcarama ~eatreo
("B" Coupon)
Advanced version or Roto _Jeto
Carries 12 jet-like gondolas attached
to central tower b7 a 20~..- ~t metal ·

ASTRO JET1

... Activated b7 an 8S lb comp- ·
reasoro Inc11vidml cars raiae and
lower b7 pilot manipulating laver
1na.1de caro · Cars can attain a - speed
or rt9re tbln 25 mile a per · hour o •
Capao1t7 2 guests ~er jeto

booma o

AT~ENDANCE:

Largest · <J.!e · day attendance was
59~84S on 714tS9oo.total attendance·

to June 1

1 6

2 milli<'n

~~--------~--------------------------~· ,
ATTENDANCE: ( Cont a ')
~arly average 5 Ddllion.

~

I

ATTENDANCE: Total R 1det
Gue ats have taken a combined:
~~ total or 290,000,000 rides since

..

park openedo
AUDIO ANIMATRONICS:

Latest creation of Walt Disney
and star~o Uses advanced spaceage technological developments to
produce natural souni effects, including human voice~ w1 th fully
synchronized movement or any object
eootrees, birds., flowers am
aninals, and even human f'igures.
Latest develoument can be seen at
Enchanted Tiki Room.

1

AUNT JEMIMA o S:

Located in Frontierland/

Adventureland. Snec!alizes in
pancakes ani waffles . Aunt
Jemima herself may refill yoor
coffee cup. (Quaker Oats)
AUTO PIA:

'

'*·

( "C" Coupon)

There are 2 freeways 1n
.lliniature, but accurate in eve17'
detail inclnd1ng "clover-leaf"_
located in Tomorrowland and
J.i'antasyland on eithei- aide or
Sub Rideo 70 cars ·per f'reewar
give youngsters (.and olda·t ers)
actual driving eJCper1ence. Cars
are gasolina powered, weigh S.~O
lba~ 110" long, and 28" higho

Children must be

4' 2"

ror

Tomorrowland Jr. Autop1a; 4•8"
for Sro Autooias in both Tomo~ow

land and Fantaayland.

AVERAGE VI SJ: '1':

Length

Of

BALLOONS:

Found in moat or the lands .from
color£ully dressed balloon meno 35¢
BAND:
·
---- Typifies old-fashioned concert/
march1n~ band of early canttryo
Playa over 1,460 concerts annually
in Plaza Gardens and in other
locations in D1sne~land. including
"opening" and "retreat"· ceremcniea
in Town Squareo Twice daily this
ban~ of 18 tDp musicians · divides
into 3 grou~a •• oDixieland Strawhattera ••• Ke7atane KopaoooSaxophone
Qua.rte to •• and small Town· Band o o •
Entire band was assembled and is
conduot4td b7 Vesey Walker:· o

BAmt, OF AMERICA:

· Actual working band which
featarea a~eo1al souvenir Disneyland
Mone7 Orders. Open till' 4:00 Pomo
ever7 day park operates. Only bank
1n u.s. open on Hollda7a·- am Sundayso
BEAR 00 UN'l'RY:

Section of Nature's Wonderland recreated trom Diane7 True-Life

Adventure Pllma.
BEAVER VALLE!':

Bection ot :Nature' a Wonderlam

recrl.ated traa Diane7 True-Life

guestat visits

from '1. hour to 3 weeka 11
visit 1a 6 hours.

Adventure Pilma.

·

V&r'J'

Average

B

BABD;S:

As t... ar as we lmow, no babies
.ave been born here, but we're
. ~alwaJll rel\dy and Jrepared.
(Free)
Fac!iltie a are available fer
changing baby and for war.mfng baby's
bottle or ~ood. Plenty of highchairs
BABY STATIONs

on hand .for baby' a convenienceo No
baby-sitting facilities~ Curbside~ parking fer strollerao
Has
facilities for up to 150 bati[es 1n
one day and has accomidated up to 300o
Youngest baby at station was 5 days
oldo Located next to Carefree
Corner on Mal n Sto FREE

BELL TELEPBaf E S!S TEM: ( Free )

Plfied With man7 old• ·modern
and tutur1at1o telephone •· •• in the
Satellite Area 7oue11 rind a model
ot Teleatar ••• pbane Chicago, New
York, or San Francisco tor weather
reporto •• aee ~rioa tbe Beautiful.
)60° C1rcarama t1lao Look tor the
Satellite circling the building near
entranct to Tomorrowlalido FREEo
~

a

BERMs
The high earth wall which aurrour.t

Dime7laoi o

tL -

,

~----------------------------------_.·~~~
BIG BAND NIGHT:
Just one or the special event
nights at D1 sneylando Famous name
~~nds entertain in various areas
~:\...la-oughout park.

BIG GAME SAFARI. ffi 00 TI NG GALIERY:
Shoot lions, tigers, elep~nts
with~ caliber _air rifles.
There
are lS roums or ammunition in a

clip and a total of ____

CAMERAS: Lost:
Lost cameras may be picked-up at
Lost and Found located next to tbt

guns~

Bank of America •

. The guns are made by MacGlaEhan.

Located right across from tile
Jungle Ride in Adventure lam o
"C" Coupon or 2S~ cash.

'It

CANAL BOATS:

Scenic ride entering Storybooklend, through mouth c£ Monstro
the villainrus liaale of Pinocchio. or 12 boats: Katana, Wend,-, ·
Ladr of Shallot,; AuroraD Bell1e Bl,-,
Gretel, Annie Oakley. Bold Lochinvar,
Cinderella, Lad7 Guenivere • and Lad,ot the Lake. Boats operate · b7
electric motoreo Contains 1,000.,000
gallons or water am baa guni te

BIRCH BARK HOUSE:
1

ftuthentlc reproduction or
Amer! can Indian Birch Bark House?
It9s a souvenir stand ~iCh
features Indian and Old West
souvenir. Located to your right
as you cone out or the Indian

Names

Village Tunnel.

bottomo· 1,000 tt long, 4 teet
deep.and 2$ rto wide. Located
!lext~ to . P!r•te Ship in Pantas:rlando
"D" oo~on or child 3S~ Junior 45¢

BONE CRAFT:

Located !n Front1erland near tb9
Dav7 Crockett Arcadeo Tie cllpa,
-,a.r~ links, and many other thi~a
\ ,.tah!cned out or bone o

Adult

4Sflo

CARDLE SHOP:

candies and accessories rro.m
all over the world. 1nclud1~ bandcarved candles • • ,. be purchased
here. These unique designs are well
worth a browce and ·a sn1:rr o Located
behhd Upjolm aid next to Flower Marto

BOOK STatE:

Located just behind UPJOHN on
Main Streeto Beaide booka about
Diane,- and Di sne7land, comic books •
and Do-It-Youraelt coloring

l:ooka, it has Walt Diane,- Com1o
books in manr tore1gn languageao

CAli>Y PALACBa

D1snerland eve17 J8&r4

?614-raeb!oned novelt7 candieao
Located on Main Street next to Penn7
Al'oade. (ARB Corp. ) .

BUS SERVICE:

CAREFREE OORJmlc

!lJIBS

OVer

L1sht:

49 ,818 11ght bulb a

used at

••J'

· diii•t•
drop 1n to reoeive ·
tree. antbentlo oop7 or Declaration
ot Independence and ~1t1ag qu1llo
Alao, complete tile or t~let
1ntormat1on. Baa reg1•ter ot· States
and Nationa tor ggeeta to e1gno
Sponsored 'b1 Inam-alice Co. or North
America. Located encl ot Main Sto
near:' Bubo

. (see Tranal)or*a t1on)

-c
CAMERA REPAIRS AND ASSISTAWCE:

At Eastman-kodak. Jerry Ai'zrouni '.
and h1a crew ot trained eng!n'"'er,..,ublic relation men are gem r01a

\

b

to shoot to their marts content.;
lost and hostesses mayhelp with
f'amily group shots when time permits ani if askede Canera Shop .
on _Main Street rents both movie and
atill oamras to guesm while at
Disneyland.

CARNATION ICE CREAM PARLOR:
. Se~e•·; Carnation Ice Cream

~th their aas1fltanoe w1 th minor
:amera repah- a md te·ohn1cal
asa1atanoeo

CAMERAS:

and light lunches.

.

.a .p a~adi~e rcr
shutterbugs and eJleS ts
· inv1 ted
Dlaneyland.~ . s

are

0

Equipment and

backbar are composite design at a
turn-or-the-oen~r ice cream
pa~lor.
Parked outside, the old
time Carnation Delivery trv. ck~

CARNATION ICE CREAM PARLOR:(Cont)

- ~ comole te with hor~, is a ravori te

uicture taking (and hom-tooting)
)roo. Located on Main Street at ·
~~~-~Center Sto ( Carna tt on Co.)
CARNATION PLAZA GARDENS:

Located at the Hub, this
cafeteria serves snacks, ice
cream products, and sort drinks
in outdoor settings. Area has
a uermanent covered dance floor
am stage lbere the Disneyland
Band, Elliot Brothers, · and other
special groups entertain FREE
during peak seasons. (Carnation

co.)

CAROLLERS r
Authentically dressed Caroleers
sing Christmas Carols in Frontierland and Main sto during Christmas
aeaaono
CARROUSEL:
(see

"king Arthur's Carrousel")

CASA DE FRITOS:
Located !n Frontierland near
the Mine Train Ride, this care~
taria serves authentic Mexican
'ooda a Building ia styled w1 th

t',

typical "south or the bordei'"
a tmosohere • ( Fri to•La7 Co. )

. CASEY JR. CIRCUS TRAIN:("B" Coupon)
Little tra.lna take 70u over
rivera, trestles and bridges, aDd
cli"Ylba mountains (with aid or chain
lift) in Storybo okland. Two tralna
and each consist or 1 ens~e, 1
calliope, 2 animal cara, 2 cbar1ota,

CASTLE CANDY ~ITCHEN:
'LOcatyd at entrance 1x> Sleeping Beauty s Castleo Features
old-fashioned candies o~ many
delicious flavors. (ARB Corp)
CHARACTERS: Disney:
At any time a guest mar bump
into a favorite Disney characterD
living ani breathing. They'll find
Mickey and Minnie Mouse a •• Snow Wh1 te
and the 7 Dwarfs, •• Peter Pan,
Captain _Hooko •• the 3 Pigs and the
Big Bad WoltoooPinocchiog Jo · Worthington Fcul.fellow am Gideono. o
Alice, the Mad · Hatter, ·and the
White R_aJSb1to o oGoofyo •• Plutoo o •
Ludwig Von Dr~eo And, ther•re
all willing to ·-pose with our gue sta

for piaFea.

CORPORATION:
A Window. iocated in the Man sant<
Bldg.~ in Ta.morrowland, , showing their
varioua pro duo tao
CHEMIS~D

CHICKEN OF' TBE SEA PIRATE SHIP:
• LOcated in Fantasyiand. You
may e-at Twia Sandwiches, Tuna
Salada, Tuna ·ptea and Tuna Burgersa
Ship is romantic 1ntet-nretat1on or
Captain Hook's Pirate Ship. Has
a real pirate. talking parrot aai
a rook patloo Top deck is excellent
lookout point for photographerso
(Van Camp ·Chiaken ot tbe Sea)
CHilLED WATER PLAM':
dintril Afil Com1t1ohlng Plant
which · aelda air, co&led by chilled

wate~.

and 1 caboose. Located near
Pirat·e Ship in Fantas7laldo

t}m)\J8hpipea to cur various
ride,, attractions and exh1b1tso
Air 1• eooled b7 circulating Chilled
water and during w1nt er air is ·

CASH CONTROLs

heated by a1rcul.at1ng hot watero
Main part or qetem le tvo 350 ·
Carrier Ceo tr1 tugal C 01\l)re aaoza • o

"B" Coupon ar

25J

Department d the park which
handles al1 monies.- Looated on
Main Floo~ or Wardrobe Building
near Harbor Blvd. Bel'lll.

CASTING CENTER:
Hosts and Hostesses Who
~appear before our auiience are
{ /tested tor peraonalit.J, poise,
abilit7 m t1 t uniforms, math
ability and other qual1f1cat1ona
for their roles in the show at
our Casting Ce~tero. Alao,
" - " " ' ' ""'"""""'"'"''"

A1nereo.e.e

ft-a

,.,..,...:..,.,.+al1

F1ral ooet eetiated ·at oloae to

taoo.ooo • .

CHORAL OROtTPS& ..

C&ii=ai grou,e .trCD vert oua

hlgh aohoola and oollegea ·per.torm
here 1_dm-1ng man:r ot our •peoial
evenli
da7a o
·

'

CIDER BAR:

LOcated at Port Wilderness and
at the dock on Tom · Sawy~rta Islaaio
Serves aott drinkao (UPT)

,
CITY HALL:

WRT JESTEll:

Exact duplicate of City Hall
~·,ring the 1910' So
Guest problema
.: • J.l be aMwered here coureousl,~. · ~d poli tel,-.

Our Court Jester. as talented
as an1 Court Jester of yesteryear_
mny be found ina ide Casale or near
drawbridge of Fantasylando His
tricks or juggling and magic will
thrill you, especially those
done . While he rides his unicycleo

)

COCA COLA REFRESHMENT CORNER:

Located at end of Main Sto
near Hub~' and\1s the only tnilding
on Main St. 'w1 th a bsemento
Serves Coke and sandwiches. Piano
player entertains 'with old time
songs and comm.unity during our
s'tlliiD9r season and at might folksinger Ell tertainao

' WOOD SHOP:
CURIO
Here you'll find many curios
from tropical Jlandso Located in .
Bazaar 1n Adventurelando
CUSTCM!m RELATIOR3s

, Denar&ient resn onsible rcr
tours ror. beade or states. nres1dents. and apeo~al attractionso

COKE CORNER:

., (See

"Coca Cola Retreahman t Corner")

CDLUMBIA: ( "D" Coupon)
Officially dedicated on 6/14/58.
?. Operates on River of America, alter·~ nately w1 th Mark Twain.
Capaoit7
;.~ 215 passengers.
3 masted, full
rigged sail ng vessel. Is a cop,.,
with exception ot necessary changes,
or original ~ed uerCbant veaael,
. ""!olumbia", the first aa111ng ship,

t

~ying

the

u.s.

flag to circum-

D

DAPPER DAl'fSI

Talented

male barbershop

quar1tet aer~nadea gueata up and
d~ Ma1n Street eltbtr on tc»t
o~~n

b-071• bQ1lt

~or

rouro

DAVY~ CEOCKETT ARCADE:
.
l&terlw !a ln character w1 th
Amerloan Frontier Da71o Log buildings and intel'lora are trom Alamo
aete . bull t aroum atone a or Dav,CZ'Ookett. Baa d18pl&J'8 or early
da7 tire araa aad hcus ea abopa whioh
aell •rch&Dd1ae ot 1-ront 1e r
charaote'ro Also contaiaa a •bar"
"b•u" ehaot1ng gallel7o

davigate the Globe() Boat vu
. completed here at Dlsne,-lando
92 fto overall, 4S tt. bowsprit.
84 fto mainmast, 26tt beam.
·
Powered b7 submarine batteries
and runs on guide rail 2.450 rt.
longo Located at Mark Twain
Dock in Frootiel'l&ndo "D" oo~on
or child 3S Junio~ 4S Adult 45o
COMMUNITY SINGING:

For those ot QUI' guests who
like to a1ng,_ suggest vial tlng :
e1 ther Coke Varner on Main Sto
or Pepsi-Cola Golden Boraeahoe in
Frontierlamt.

~

1ESIG1f1

or

CONSTRUCTION':
Department responsible tor keeping our park growing o Darlng
winter and aut~~er mc:ntha. thia
denar1ment keepa ba.q ba.1ld1ns
new ride·s and 1mprov~ pt-eaent
om s411 Since park opened there's
>t been a time lit en e1 thez- ~w
lde_ new attractim. cr mw
exhibit baa not been in wrkp
~ellow

~ate

new one.

:JIOJf!TARIKS 1
~

PcreAp1 ·

Dli ne71iDI 1 • on agenda ot moe t ·

:rore1gn dlsn1tar1as wbD vial t Calit o
Prime M1n1ater BehN. Preao
·
Fer1k Ibrahim Abba~~d ot Sudan. Prlnoe
Ak1h1to and Prinoeaa M1ch1ko ~
.Tapm, King Prederlok IX aDi Queen
Ingrid·~ Denamrk l:ave bean our
gueata. A 11at would btr'jve 1»
include ·9 kings and queens; 10 ·
president• and prime ministers. am
10 pr1noes and pr1noaaao

COUPONS

(See

.

. Dime7l8bd · was dea1SIJI4 b7
WED 8Dterpr1•••• Ino •• under peraonal
sUperv1e1ca ot Val t Dtaae7. Each
area deelgned to z..,roduoe an era

pages)

v

F1rrURF.

scap

,"Disneyland will nevor be completed 11

-G
G~P~TOS CLOCK SHOP
Located .1 ust insid~ Sleap1ng
Beauty's Castle. Features fantastic clocks of all typesQ Artist available for portraits~

GIF'r STANDS

1

In all lands, in appropriat~
atmosphere, are stands where
gifts and souvenirs of all types
may be purch~sede
GLASS BL0\4l"RS
Disneyland glass blower actually
makes items in the shop~ You
may purchase blown network, and
solid crystal ltemso
'JLOBAL VAN LINF.S
Operates public lockers in
Warehouse on Main Street.

t

GOLDRN

1

HORS~SHOF.

(See Pepsi-Cola's Golden Horse-

shoe Revue)
GONZAL~S '!'RIO
This Spanish trio sings modern
music as well as the typical
Spanish songs in our Mexican

$ )9-l-J~t'

GOURN?l'

This restaurant, at the Disneylan9 .- '?otp.t. serves the f !nest
in dfnner·s as well as snacks.
/ /-·,

,.

scap1ngo Is 306 ft o long and 45
fto wideQ Soundproofed and airconditioned with controlled temperature of 74 degreeso It is
ventilated by a special dust percipitatoro Plate glass separates
"Canyon"from R.R. trackso Th~ 3
dimensional painting is 306 ft~
long and was painted in sections
and installed herel) The rocks are
typical of for•mations found in
region of the Canyonp made of plast ~r
and were created in our plaster
shop. The tree trunks and evergreen shrubs are real specimenso
The l~aves of the quaking Aspen
are plastico Spec~en represented
Ponderosa, Juniper, Pinon Pine,
and Quaking Aspeno The snow is
ground stryofoamo The wild life
is real specimens--Wild Turkey.
Mountain Lion, Skunks~J Porcupine,
Desert Mountain Sheep~ Golden
F.agle, Deer, Crows, Rattlesnakes,
Rabbits. The Bliff Dwellers Villag~
is - typical of region and was made
of plaster at Disneylando The exit·
is a com9osite design of an early
American covered bridgeo

.

i

GRAND CANYON DIORAMA

Seen as part of trip on all of
the Santa Fe and Disneyland
Main Line trainso Gives passengers the sensation of actually ·
lookihg down into the famed
mile-ddep 13 mile long chasm
cut by the Colorado River 1n
the Arizona Plateau. Shows the
~anyon from dawn to dusk with
> ,unshine, snow and a thunderl storm complete with lighting
and sound effe'cts ·~ The entrance tunnel is completely
covered with earth a nd land=

GRAD NIGHT
The-night when graduation parties
from over Southern California take
over the park. unt11 the wee hours
of the morningo
GROUP SF.RVIC'PS
The department of the park which
handles all the special parties
for groupso
GUAT~~LAN

w~AVBRS

Guatemalan hand woven fabrics"
shirts and jackets can be found 1n
this shop in the Bazaar
GUEST: Foreign
Disneyland has played hosts to
visitors from over 100 foreign
countrieso
·

GU'RST: STATE
Disneyland has played hosts to
visitors f~om all 50 stateso
GUNFIGHTFRS
At any time of day in Front1erland
our Hestern Hero and our destern
1

Budmun

&Pl:'

~ ~: ' . ,

l :;_Phl e to sta_; e a h old· ..
: _,·
i i ··',iJ. ' -~ h E: G::. _
;_r· .:· ~1 ~{ c) ..··~~ ··

HALLHARK COMMffi,TI CATION C ~TT'RR
.•eeting cards, gift wrappings and ·
·, 4ationery items at this shop on
· Main Street. Also has a "peopleto-People" Patio.
~-t

PFRSONS
Since most of us feel Disneyland
belongs to everyone, we do our
darndest to make it possibl~ for
everyeAe handicapped person to
enjoy everything possible hore.
HANDICAPP~

HATS
All kinds and types may be pur1chased at various stands and shops
throughout the park.
HAUNT'RD HOUS'E
Located in Frontierland. Openscheduled summer of '65'·

SHOP
In the Bazaar in Adventureland,
you'll find a Hawaiian Shop with
· · "Waiian Jewelry and clothing
HA 1.~AIIAN

f

HOLIDAYS
All though everyday is a Holiday at
Disneyland we treat Holidays extra
special with extra-special events.
HORSELBSS CARRIAGSS
Our two authentic reproductions of
autos from the turn of the century
were designed and manufactured at
Walt Disney Studios and are powered
by gasoline engines.

HOSTS AND HOSTBSSRS
All employees \-tho are "on stage"
and who are hosting our guestso
HOTELS
Beside the Disneyland Hotel the area
surrounding Disneyland abounds with
good hotel accommodations.
HOURS: Operating
{See Yellow Pages)

.;ema.

1

T-fAl.Vl\IIAN TRIO
Daily except Monday this Hawaiian
group performs at the Pavillion
in Adventureland.
HF.LIPORT
(See Transportation)
HIGH ~HOOL BANDS
An extra added attraction during
our special events is the marching on Main Street of Various
high school bands from all over
the country.
HILLS

BROS~

COFFF.~

HOUSE

Our small coffee shop on Main

Street features Hills Brost.
Coffee and light refreshments.
HOBBYLAND
Across from our Flight Circle in
m~morrowland you may purchase all
J~es of hobby merchandise, modals,
~odel k1ts4 Has display of working
' ,nodels and do-it-yourself kits~

ICE CR~AM CARTS
Carts operated by UPT Concessions
can be found in all areas of the park.

INDIAN STORF.
The Indian Store in our Birch Bark
House sells souvenirs of a western
or Indian nature.
INDIAN VILLAGE
Like a page out of our past, our Indian
Village mirrors the culture and history
of the Indian. From burial grounds
to buffalos, reproductions are
authentic, as well as the dancing
circle where our Indians perfo~.
INDIAN WAR CANOES
SimUlated war canoes, piloted by
real Indians 1 and paddled by guesta·ca
Trip takes you around Tom Sawyers•s ·
Island on the Rivers of America. 6
canoes which do not operate~ on guide
rail.

I WFS Tf!fPrJT

The original ~nv e stment in Disneyland totaled ~ :·17 milliono The
Present investment is $43 million.

are tape recordings of actual sounds
the plants are
real and typical of those found 1n
the tropical areas of the world.
Orchids are both plastic and real.
Because of the tropical nature of
some or the plants, defroster faas

24 in all. Most of

"

~

are set up o~ rafts each night during
winter months. Latest additions
were a ruined temple and an elephant
pool. Th1a ride contains 3,000,000
gallons of water and has a ~unite
bottom. It 1a 1,640 ft. lo~ and
the width averages 30 rt. wi:t h a
depth or 5 rt.
·

JliNITORIAL

Usually one of our least known
departments, Janitorial is responsible for cleaning up the
p~k.
It takes over 300 people
to keep Disneyland spotless and
in perfect operating order at all
times.
J.B. ALL'P.N

K

Tne construction company responsible for all the new construction
in the par,k~
~RY -. SHOP

KEN-L-LAND
.
Opwrated by Disneyland tor Quaker Oats
Compan7Q Ken-L-Land 1a .a . l~ hotel

.

Located o.rt ·Main Street and features ·
for cats, dogs, and birds, mon.Jceya alae
. all types:-":.;6 f jewelry.· including
~: ·: . 25¢ per cage (including ,meal·a1o No
Dl sne,-land:·_.c:Q,arac t er mel!chandise.
;, ;,;,: overnight accommodations. Private
. f"/~ ·.
cages. fresh air-oond1t1oning. · Een-LJUNGLF.... CRUISF.
Land meals served FRF.E acc~r.d1.ng to
~n explor~~r' s .c ruise through tropguests instructions~ started by
,, . !cal ri ve.I,-s ·o f the world w1 th an
trained attendants. Average· animals
armed guide-. There are 10 boats
cared for each year, 7000 •. : ..
opera~ed by _gasoline. engines on
a guide r·~il, ·1,640 ft. longo
KING ARTHUR'S CAHROUSEL ... .
Capacity Qf _.boats -- . 35, 1ncludThe largest one ot Ita kind in the
ing guide~ :, Overall length of boat
world~ Contains 72 different hand
is 27 rt •._
,:. ·beam is 9 ft. The boats
carved horses representing '.' the. horses
are nanied. CONGO QUF.EN, S":JANNEE
·or the Knights ot King Art~ur~.·
i.

: .· .•

IADY, AMAZON BBLLF. 1 GANGlrS GAL,
·. ·. ···
NILR PRINCP,SS, MF.~ONG MAIDEN,
:./: : .· ·
IRRAW.4DI W0:\1AN, ORINOCO ADVl=liTURF.- '. _: ..
'PSS, ZAMBFSI MISS, YANGTZ'F LOTUS,
I

• .

•

lid the b.oats travel down the
_;_:·.· . . .
rivers named for them. You see
faithful a·n imated reproductions or
wild life and natives, crocodiles,
hippqa, pythons, cobras, elephants, ·
giraffes,. gorilla, 11ona, water
butfalos , ..·head hunters and egen a
desert

te.mple~

They are designed

by ~ - ~nterprises, Inc- and were

made at ~fjalt Disney Studio. Oper_ated by electronic and hydraulic
-vstema. · The sound effects heard

J

L

LAFITTE'S ANCHOR
Imposing and Impressive this : anchor
1s supposed to be trom on of LaFitte's
ehipa. but as the plaque on it · says:
" ••• don't believe everything you read•"
Located in Front1erland across from
the Golden Horseshoe...

(
(

LANDSCAPING
With rare exceptions all of Disney. c land's plants were purchased in L.A.
·. .~;} 1ge, San Bernardino and San Diego
~ :.r--,tinties.
However, nearly every
·
1 ~{.'~"'rner of the world is represented
and every type of plant obtainable
has been utilized wherever possible
within the area th~y best represent
.· and in perfect scale with that area.
Plants are used to camouflage ant· imation, screen service areas. crowd
(. control, erosion control and frost
control.
LA~GUAGFS: Foreign
Many major foreign languages are
spoken by our tour guides as well as
our Main Gate attendants. Anyone
with an unusual language problem
should be sent to the City Hall re~~ception desk.

Q~

L~ BROS. FNTF.RPRISRS INC.

· Located at Bazaar in Adventureland,
sells imported Chinese novelty items.
1
-· china and clothing.

LF.SSF.E RPLATIONS
department which acts as a liason
· _~tween Exhibitors and Lessees to
handle their requests and needs.

~ ~e
t.

LIGHTING FIXTURF.S
All are designed to correct motif.
· Many are actual authentic antiques.
, Main Street gas lights were taken
from actual us in Philadepphia,
t
Boston, and Los Angeles. Purchasing
Department went to great lengths to
find suppliers who could deliver
· glass chimneys for these fixtures.

: c~.

LIVF.STOCK
park operates a 10 acre Pony
( Farm where 20 head of livestock are
quartered (horses. mules and ponies).

~ ~:~::··The

LOCATION
Why was Anaheim chosen--place near
Los Angeles--other factors: population
trends, freeway patterns. enviromental
characteristics. size, desirability
neighborhood, availability. to~~raphy. and accessability.

LOCKF.RS
1 ~blic Lockers are located next to

t he Emproium on Main Street.
LOS ANGF.LF.S AIRWAYS
(See Transportation)

LOST AND FOUND
Articles found are turned into this
department which is located on Main
Street next to the Bank of America.
LOST CHILDREN
We do not have lost children at
Disneyland. See Lost Parent Dept.

LOST PARENT DRPARTMFNT
Main Street near the Red Wagon,
lost parents may check in to be reunited with the children they ran
away !'rom.

orr

LUNCHES
We ask that our guests do not bring
lunches into the park because of the
sanitation problemo We do not want
half-eaten sandwiches, paper bags.
and wrappings to mar the Disneyland
scene.

r1AD HA'r'l1 ~:H

Stanos located in Fantasyland_
Tomorrowland and on Main Street feature hats of all description. Many
are based on Disney Characters.
MAD TFA PARTY
Based on the 0 partyK in Alice in
Wonderland. this ride has 18 large
oups and saucers which serve as
vehiclese Besides the cup moving in
a circular movement. the table itself

also moves in this direction.
MAGIC CARPFT BAZAAR ·
Located In the Bazaar in Adventureland
features merchandise from Egypt and
India • braeawares. jewelry. silks.
cottoms, etco

·~

MAGIC KINGDOM CLUB
.A club which enables members or
business and the Armed Service to
:rchase tickets at a savings. There
~~e approximately 355,908 ~embers ·or
·, .~·~ this

club.

MAIL BOX14'S
Located throughout the park 1n
_strategic locations.

MAIN

STR~

A typical American small-town street
which might have existed in the period
of 1900-1910. Main Street is made up
of Town Squa~e. the .Plaza, the Town
Street itselr, which is compoeed of
, shops and e tore!! run by many of the
largest and most familiar business es~
tablishments 1~ the u~s.

MAIN

STR~ CIN~A

MAIN

STR~ D~POT

Inside are 5 small N{ckelodesn screens
showing continously and stmultaneoualy,
plus one screen exhibiting old-time t
tinted slides~ ,
lmposite

des~gn

~ra 1990-1910~-

lor soft

of station of the
Has refreshment stand

drin~s~

MAIN STR~ MAGIC SHOP
Features maglc:ctrlcka, gag gifts,
wigs and mask~, plus souv~n1rs~
. I

MAINTFNANCV:.The-departmen,t(

WED Enterprises, Inc. Superstructure was built at Walt Disney
studios. F.ntire boat was aseembled
and completed at Disneylando 105
rt. longl height: ~eel to . pilot
house, 2~ tt., draft 2 rt 3 inches,
beam 26 rt. 6 inches,; displacement, 125 tons. Powered by 2
hugh engines whloh operate a
stern wheel, it runs on a guide
rail 2, 450 ft. long. Dedicated
on· Julr 17th. 1955 by Irene Dunneo
MAR~ING

The department or the park which
handles all public relationso

MATT14'RHO RN.
Our mountain ls made or concrete,
wood, ' and steel, with a landscaped
base. "Snow" 1s color impregnated
cement. Its height is 147 ft.,
a 1/100 scale size ot the Matterborn in Switzerland. There are
u waterways made up ot Glacier
Lakes and waterfalls. It contains
40,000 gallons or filtered water.

MF.RCHANDISING
The department of the park .wh1ch
handles all the merchandise which
ia sold throughout the Dian,yland
stands.
· ... -..
MF.RLIN 1 S MAGIC SHOP
Maglo :trlcka and novel1t1es

..i
. . i

an~

. ·camera t1lm mar be toun in thiaJ
~;; 1 : ah~p in Fantaarland~ :
.

or

the parl( respon-.
si ble to keep! f.~he park in working c rder. ' ..
MF.RRY-GO-ROUND
·~.
Disneyland baa;··, it ' ·s own Carpenter' a
Mill, sheet · m~t~l ~ ~hop- painters,
~·( _(~ee .*1ng Arthu~'a Carrouaei)_· ··:';
plasterers, pl:wnbe;rs,l : c:af1>enters ~
WxiCAN FIESTA VILLAGE . - . ..,
garage men, e ~~eh~n!st, welders, truck
dr1 vers, elect::r.1.c.1 e.ns • millwrights,
·Located in our Mexioan Village,
and sound tec~ri!~ran~q
·
.guests
ma1 purchase authent1~ Mexi.; ... . : .
can merchand1se-~jewelry .. cloth•
MALT SHOP ~~· · .·.
· ing ~nd novel1t1es~ :
~
Located at th~ · ~ etart ·6r the New
' ~ICAN VILLAG11 ·
OrleanE eectio;n .o·r :Frontierland~
Part
Frontleriand duplicatio·n
Features malt~; sandwlohe' and
our Southwest or over 100 1ear~
light rerr~s~~-~ts~
~

~

or

:1 -

MARK Tlt/AIN

.

t-::' .

- ~avela aroun~ . Tom Sawyer's Island
~a the Rivers ·qr America with s-cap~

~city

of 300 ~9 350 people~ An
authentic ~epr6duction or the old Mark
Twain riverboat~ It was designed by

ago~

(

(
MICI~ MOUS~

~

(:

CLUB

A club for fans of the Mickey Mouse
Club on television.

~ ~;;,.
·i

~

r1ICKPY MOUSli' CLlJB'HOUS'C'
{.·.)Includes filming of the Mickey
Mouse Club TV series and the sets for
"Babes in Toyland". Location is on

a lngle beamway approximately 3,800 fto
long. Maximum speed is 35 mph. There
are 3 trains with three cars ~ach,
each train has a capacity of' 84 passongers. Designed by WED Inc., and
were built at the Studio. Trains are
constructed of steel and aluminum and
run over a concrete beamwayo

Main Street.

MONSANTO HA r,t 0 F CHfMISTRY
Display which shows how chemistry
(.
A smaller version · or our Autopia, for at:.f ecta everyday 11 v1n6--1n food, cloth·
our
smaller gueats. · ·. Care ,:: operatE' over lng, shelter. and health today. Some
(guide raile up. ~ills, through oovered of the possibilities chemistry has in
bridges.
··
·
atfore for tomorrow. Features "Chmit~~'n"--e1ght huge test tubes topped :
MIV FINK'S K:E:P..r:. ·:BOATS
wttlf colorful statues. ·Each stands.t
, Actual boats .used · fn .: the Walt Disney
f~~·.::'One·. c,f. eight natural: materials~ .'
"Davy c·rocket~~~ . :.~,q.~l.~.S.. :aq_~ TV series. s~~'~· ~ .,. ~:~~·~ oil, sulphur.: phosphate~~;
Ride takes yo'l\.\ ~o.urid>. Tom :·.~awyer' s
r~o,~,- .~. ! wa~:~r, limestone-~rrom ·W hich·· ~1
Island on the :J~.t:v.~·~~ . of 4inerica~ Pow~ a~:~ :~~th~ · .;q~em1oals were ~ad~ • . Jnd1.~\
~ (!;;~~, ered by marine{~.; engines • . ·D.oes not op•
v+.q;.u~l. .·wa.; l displeya sh~w the use .o f
! ~s.l" erate on guidei rai~· · . Two~,· boats,
c~e.lJlicals in:
health, d·e terg.e nt.s, : :~
ij e~ Gullywhumper ~PP ~~r..~.~a · f1~e~
f~lir~os, furniture and t :o ls, et.oek '
. t::.::-; ·'. ::~ :/; •.-. .·, , ·: : :~
r~~d .·and .fertilizers. tqod packaging,
MINr.' RAIL ~r:~<: .:· ·..· -.:
fq()d ' production--"Parm of the Future",
Operat6d by t~.~..)~.~.1nl:>~l>! MTh9un t a1n Min• pl;&;s·~1a pipelines. and pur.1 f1cat1on . ·
1 8 railroad of ' salt water tor tomorrow' a liv-ing.
1ng and Exploz;..at-i~n .·..co~
·ith its open ~:qre · · . ea:rs. takes passen~
· ·- .· · · ·
· ·
·
· ·>-,gers on a ~r.itf·'i:;hrough . the Painted
·. MONSANTO'S HOUS~ OF ·Tlw. FUTURE ·
w Desert and Mp~her~lode country of the World*s moat remarkable all-plaetio
Old West. ' Tl)r.o ugh Rainbow Caverns with house showing the use or plastic in
its multi-c.o lo·r·e d .fountains and falls. the home of the future. Canti-levered
Trains are ·powe.red by ~30 amp elecplatic beams support home~ Floor
trio batt erie~~ ~· . ~ese t r~ins, which
and floor covering. furniture~.. drap!were designed :and built a~ Walt Disney erles and upholstering materials,
studios, have ~·, $· capac! ty t;>f' 64.
d~. shes ancl house itself are all plaa1.:.·;' . :.: ,_
t~:~~. :· Incorporates all Q.f .t~e equip.~
MIDG'C'T ATJTOPIA

' .J

t .

: (~:~

MINF'RAL HAL'·L .

.

:

.

m~~~ designs of the home.-

ot

th~ · ,.~i;;~eo

Operated by Ulitra.-.V.iolet 'P roducts,
:<~· ~ :·. .
·.
·. .~
Inc. FREE exh1Jblt . of. Blaok Ligh.t_-ahow- '. · : :MOT~S
.
1ng its every~ay · · ·qs. es~.~ · s.·~lls ore
~e·a surrqunding Dianey~and at?o~.n.dll
samples and t).tQu.res.t ;ent 1~ems.
w!;th acQ.o~odat1ona at m.atela~ .

MR. TO AD'S }vlLD . RID F.
': MOTI·F · ;
.
Dark ride in HJ:':•. To'ad 1 " antique oar
EQ.ch
the
realltlS ot Disneyland baa
through Toad Jtall •. City S·t reets and tl'B :been cle.~1gned with a motit or the
eountr1side of F.ngland• to a dramatic e~.a lfhfeh ,-it represents~
finish. Name of' cars~·To~dy. Mr. Toad• ' ·
·.
·
MacBadger, l.fol;.ey., . 'Ratty, 9yril, W1nky,, . :.. rJ!OTnR BOAT CRTJIS~
.
and Weasel.!
· Rides over the Fantasyla~;~d river and
is ·c·limsxed by the white water rapids!'
MONORAIL
Boats are fibe~glass and are operated ·
l.
'"!,leek Monorail ~raine of the future
by 1 oycllnder gasoline . engines~ Opt>atterned after those now in use 1n
erates in a controlled channel. There
t) Germany. T~1p ta~es . you over lagoons, are lL boats and each has a capacity
Autopia Freeways., and c1r.c les the
of 3 people~ The namee~-Minnie Mou$e,
Matterhor~.
Operated by the DisneyDaisy Duck, Cinderella, Snow White,
land-A.lweg Monorail System. Trains
Princess Aurora, Flora Fauna, Queen
are electrically powered and run on a of Hearts. Merryweather~ Lady, Alice 9

or

s

,
(

( Wendy, Witch Hazel, Tinkerbell, Slue
Foot Sue, Faline, Katrina, and Maid
Marion. Contains 1,000,000 gallons
..
water and has gunite bottom. It's
:~agth is 1, 900 ft., width 30ft.;
'"~ ~~~pth

4

ft.

NF't~SSTAND

MOTION PICTURES
ManY' original ·ae.ts and props are in
(" use ad D18neyland from Walt Disney's
motion pictures.•
I.
(.

MOUNTAIN CLIMBF.RS
Our mountain climbers, Hans and Otto,
( scale our Mat~erhorn several times
( a da1.
'·
, MO~S~~R TOY SHOP
Located on Mairi . Str~et next to the
Mickey Mouse Club-. you may find toys
(. which feature .m embers of the Mickey
~~,~~. Mouse Club.

~
~

~-~f

I

.

~

~ t~~-

MUSIC BOX
Located next to the Mickey Mouse
Club, this sho.p · features _music boxes
•ot all types ~nd descrlpt ion •.

-~

NATIONAL

L~AD

CO. COLOR GALLBRY

Operated by Dutch Boy Paints, this ex~.
c.

.

·hlb1t shows col.o rs and ho"' ther are
used.

(
NATUR~•s 1t10ND~FLANO
(.· Animals, In th~lr · nattiral . settings
are all recre~~ed in this part of our
1 . Rainbow Caverq•·s Mil;le Ride and our
Mule Pack rid~~~ -.·
~

'. ~l-~~• • • •

~ ~J:\::

NF.Ttl ORL14'AN•·s SQUARl4'
-- The New Orleans of the period up to
~ ;~ the Civil War ts. r~created here~
In
· ( construction ·il,J :a recreation ot the
days or the Pf~at. es~
f

•

·,

•.

•

NF.W YORK WO'RLD'S FAIR liXHIBIT

l

i-nvitation :t o ·visit the New York
~rld's Fair is the purpo~e of this
exhibit located in Tomorrowland~

Jllti.w
w

\

•

w:'W 'PARS . . . . · ·
Diene1land brl~ge in the New Years
with a special. _party with great music
and special eve~ts~

~

NEWSPAPERS
1 )ur own name can appear on the head•
lines of the newspapers printed at
the Main Street Magic Shop.
Our newsstand, located just inside the
entrance to Disneyland, features comic
books, souvenirs and local Los
Angeles ~apers.

NICKNAm'
"The happiest place on earth" and
"The Magic Kingdom" are just two of
t~_e Disneyland nicknames o
' NORTH AMFRIChN INSURANCF. CO.
Operates Carefree Corner. Furnishes
information about hotels, motels,
along with registration books for each
state and foreign visitors. Gives
awa1 recreations ot the Declaration
o~ Independence.
NURSERY

Contains 2 aores next to the Pony F~
on Winston Road. Grows a total or
over 100,000~000 individual plants.
Approx~atel1 100,000 annuals. 5,000
perennials. 20.000bulbs abd 20 lbs.
of seed were grown in one year for
use in the park. In one year. 73,500
pounds of high analysis plant foods
are used. In preparation or soil
and nursery work. 15,00cub1c feet
of wood shavings are used in one 1earo

0

.. OAKS TAVF.RN

This food stand loca·t ed next to . the
Golden Horsehoe in Frontierland
serves sandwiches, a few hot toods ·
a~d drinks.•

. OBSOL~F. RIDES
The old muat give way to the new and
the better. People w111 look for some
rides which were in use the firat time
they were _here.

Two

OMNIBUSFS

doubiet:decker buses travel up and
down Main Street. Each bus . has a
capacitY' of o Built at Walt Disney
st.udioe.

(

,

(

PHANTOM OF THE OPF.RA
.
Ie he a statue or living? This 1s
{.:- "'tl,lit the people on Main Street want
: ~.:,';. :
know when they see him outside .
~ ~~~in Street CinP.ma. And even _they
.: --~·~·· · .... ren' t 8Ure un~ 11 he move~ • or doe a
'r' he?
·

:·:tsneyland is your land. Here are
relived fond memories or the past •••
a.nd here youth may savor the challenge and promisee of the future.
Disneyland is dedicated to the ideals
the dr,qma, and the hard faote that
have created America •• w1th the hope .
that it will be a source or job abd
PICNIC ARFA ·
inspiration to all the world. July,
(': Outside In LeMon Park where picnicers 17, 1955. "J MAil; STRTt:Ji"!' ••• 11 Main St.,
( _ may eat their picnic under shade..
u.s.A. is America .a t the turn or the
centur1--the crossroads ot an era-PIRATP SHIP
the Gas Lamp and the Electric Lamp,
(See chicken of the Sea Pirate Ship)
the Horee-drawn Car and the Auto Car,
Main st. is everyone's home town-PLANTS
The Heartline ot Amer1ca •• •J TOMORIn Adventureland y-ou'll find plants
ROWLAND ••• "A visit into a world or
ot the Nile River of Africa, the Ama• wondours ideas, signifying man's
·. ~zon or South · America. In Frontier•
achievements •• a st·ep into the future,
land, you'll find plants native to
with predicitions ot constructive
the Mississippi River region ot
things to come. Tomorrow offers new
i ~'f North America..
ideals. The At~m1c Age •• The chall•
·
enge or outer space •• and the hope
' ~~:·
PLAQUPS
tor a peaceful and unified· world• "J
You'll rind maay plaques in man7 plaoesLaFITTE•S ANCHOR ••• "Said to be from
· at Disneyland: MARK TWAIN ••• "Christen~a pirate ship commanded by Jean
·. ed this 17th Day or July, 1955, b1
LaFitte 1n the Battle o~ Hew Orleane,
~•ss Irene Dunne on the Rivere ot
-~ai'''•·'R
~rica
in D!sneyland."J ADVENTURE~and Jan. 81 1815. It 1e also said that
11
· ~ 0 Here is Adventure. Here is RoLaFitte's privateering ships left a
..ance. Here ie Mystery. Tropical
wake of blood from the mainland to
Rivers - sile~tly flowing into the
Barataria Bay ••• but don't believe
unknown. The unbelieveable splen•
everything you read."
dor of exotic flowers ••.• the erie sounds
of the jungle ••.• with eyes that are
PLAZA
·· always watching. This 1e AdventureThe Sub 1b the park setting from which
land.''; FRONTI"PRLt\ND ••• "Here we exall major realms evolve. For those
perience the story of our country's
of you who have lost your aenae o~
past ••• The colorful dram ot Frontier
direction, there 1a a compass created
America in the exQiting days or the
in f~owers which ahow the d1rect1ona-oovered wagon and · the etage coach. •.•. north, east, south and west.
the advent or ,the Railroa~ •.• and the
rf~i:~ romantic riverboat. -Frontlerland is
P.O.O,
- a tribute to . the faith, courage and
The Park Operating Committee is the
({;.~,, ingenuity of the pioneers who blazed
policy making department or the. park.
tJ. the trails a cross ~eric a. n J. • .FAN(See Yellow Pages tor 11et1ng.)
TASYLAND •• , "H~re l .s t~e world or im4!'
agination, hopes and dreams. In
.· PONY FARM
.
this t1rele8s Land or Enchantment
A 10 acre far where 200 head ot'l1ve~
the Age or Chivalry. Magic and Make
stock are quartered. (Horeea. mules
Bel1evei are ~eborn . - and fairy tales and ponies). Ages ot an~ala range
come true. Fantasyland .is · dedicated
from 3 yrs. to 16 yrs. Averag$ agel
to the young who believe that when
10 years. Disneyland horsea punch
~ wish upon a ·s tar 70u.r dreams come
ttme oards--no horae, mule or pon1
-u.t'ue."; MAIN 4!NTRANCR ••• "Here you
is allowed to work over 4 hours a day
~-ave
todav
and vis! t the
wor·ld of
"8
J
.
If
or more than 6 days a week• and each
yesterday, tomorrow and fantasy~ 1
ia signed "in" and "outa by- the t~e•
TOWN SQUARE •• o"To all who come to
keeper, Two kinds of horseshoes are
this hap~y place; welcome.
used on Disneyland stooko Iron shoes
1
.

for the horses and mules on unpaved
areas in Frontierland. Rubber shoes
for the horses and ponies on paved
P~~as of Main Street.
All animals
~~~_, .
th~ir quarters are inspected reg~~arly by officers of the SPCA.
74
~~ livestock handlers are required to
. maintain the Disneyland stock during
peak eeasons c3·4 ·: _ d~ivers and 40 harness eleaners ·and·~ . st· ablemen. Over a
ton (25 bales >;:.]ot ·~·:hay~ 1/2 tons of
al:r aldfaband mof.~~r ss~s.., , _ a~dd 4dOO lba.
ro 11 e
ar1 ey '. a~e . CQnsum~ .· oily during peak seaso/!._iJ..-..·:· · ·

~·

. -~:t ... ' >'.. ; .. ·· .· -~

POPCORN l-JAG;i'}NS . ..·"

. '·•

Reproductio.n oJ..;. :~ol4!1'f.t1me _p opcorn
wagons are loeoifl;t,ed . ; ~n Town Square
·. and in Frontl~~}-~~~ . ~:
~~-:J.~ .

.

. .·

POPULARITY f(.:· .

.

.

... As tar a a repe}J,.~ v1s1 .~~rs are eon~t.feerned, the Sf\~t. a-Fe an~ _pisneyland
f~::· i• the moa~ p~)?.ular . r~ae. ; Based on
public opinion. :poles, the·· Submarine
' . Ride is the most popul~r attraction
.
:- at Disneyland.~.-. '
l' ·. :· · .. " ...~·
. .. · ..
. .::
PORTRAITS : ~.-:-...· · . . ::
:1:
~ ... lets avail~~le for partrait paint.{_.Jg at the Art: . G~stival on Main
Street, the A~~ - _verner in·: Tomrnorowland., Gepetto t;s . Cloc~ Shop in Fantasy..land and the W~n~~rl.ar:td _M.u s 1c Shop
on Main Street;·iJ~c,rq~ls.: .:_fro,m Town

~

PROBLTi'MS:

Guest

·i·~

department is responsible for
getting oorrect props for all the
lands in Disneyland.

i
!. ·

~-

\\

: J~

Q,"JAK"P.R OATS

Sponsorer or Aunt Jemima's Kitchen.·~-;·
and Ken-L-Land.
· . :.\
.
.!!
.·. : ~ -~;~;,i·.-. :_:\~!:._ ~·.
··
>

::.·.-·. ··:·.::I.
~~·RAiL1 vAYs

· .. · :· , .~·. ~. ·. ~-~~ :~

E~arglng . :· a b.obby which · beg~~ · ~~ -~~·~~i
t~l?.-i: e . top
gauge railway-.., _·p~:~(;j~~~~i
g~~a.s_i. ng . .~o a larger baQ_ky.ar~q)~~-t~~

'"o"

t~1~g_. ·:'t o _tour 1= to_n opera.t1o.-x~.i;1._8:tt~
nq,~- ..~ ~'·: ~hing moat

\(~;t.h ·. W:alt ··Diener,

men would · ~tt·~~P~:~.~

however., 1t ;:tf~8 ·;.~:pe
thing to do~ Walt Di~.q,j.·::<;~~met .t~~~ _e tta at the throttle - of': :~~~- .-;~~
F..!~~-~i:~~pley to take the 'tra1rl. ·:0_p : ~~~
t~H~.w .arQund the park~ Dianeylalld.::haa
·rQ.~ :·,'S/8 scale steam locomotive's
.:;·
OR:t~,..,~~-~g> :on the Sante-Fe &. D1~-~~:fl
l'f~d .~ .·~ -~a. c,ke surrounding :the _par._
k • . _·;<:
thr.e~.· .~! a:.reek Monorail trains of. tne,.<f
l;Ut.ure, ~wo Western mining trains~\
and .two . ~aser Jr~ Traina:. 'J'otal
··
fo_~ .t~g~ : ot railroad t rao·k its D1sa.e;r•
lm~· <t'S · ·14,189 teet.
.·
. ;t.~ 'l' .:.·;. · .
..
IJ
na1;~al

.

~,:. MINBOW CAVERNS

.

.

..

.·

All.pr.oxiDlatelJ" 43~387 gal,loaa or · ·wat~:r
-:~(·;, .·" ·
per. hour are circulated to create the
POST 04'l"IC~~~\::·'.· :,·..·. ·:·. ... · · .-~:.
ll.-)iatertalla ~~Bridal Vei"l·., St.airw~J
There is no p~~~- .of~ice in Dieneyoland., to the Wishing Star., Ribbon Devil., -~·
but there ar~ .~a$.1 . Qc;lX~s . where lettera.,Witches Cauldron, Paint Pot• .Geyse~.:
· properly etamp~dJ.. _w 1ll be . picked up
Grotto., Angel, SevP.n Sisters., S. ~lv~r
and delivered >to . t}le ~naheim Po at
Threads Among the Gold, ·Rainbow. ·: ·
..,· Office.
~ ,- , · ·
Lighting in Cavern is obtalried :troili·
t:'·~
~:~L ·..·: . ·.·
bl_ac~ ~~ght shining oa tlourea~~n~ . ~,:1
~-,·..
PRl4'SI'D14'NT8 ':\".... ·. : ·
.
d;res. ·1n the water.
. · :. · · ·~
" Three prea~d~n;t.. ~ ·have visited the
.:,"::.
.
.
t Magic K~ngdom~< '!'rum~., li'1senhower•
:.! RAINBOt-1 OAVT.'RNS MINING TOWN . .
and President ,K_~nnedJ~
Bu_l lt In miniature wltb .forced per-·
·
spec1;1ve on the side ot Raibbov Mt.PRINT~SHOP :/<
··· ·
an4:.:1a designed with the tlavo~ ·or ·
'Located at Main· .Street Magic, you
th_e Mother-Lode countrr ot the per1.o d.
may have you.r ·n~e put on posters
Bes1~es natural props, it has natural
or in the ne~aper!
sound effects.

' Square.

G~~--·.~-:- ~_:_:'.:i·.· ·: .

PROP DTipARTMENT
'J · .is

RAINBOW Dti'S'F'.RT

, tr guest With a problem will have it Part of our Mine Train Ride, th1a
~ attended

to if they 1uat drop into th~ dese~t is filled with all the "Natural"
City Hall and talk with the reception- wonders including "human cacti"•
!at there~
·
balapc1ns rocks and geysers.

R~"P;SHM~Ts ·

RIVERS OF

See Restaurants

~ICA

Jperating on this waterway are 5 water
ridea ••• Mark Twain and Columbia, 2

R~ABS

q

Keel Boata,

Rafts, and 6 War Canoes.

~. ll our exhibits and rides and attraot-Th1a is the busiest waterway in
~\~lone are given . periodic check ups
Disneyland. Represents .t he Mississippi
':·< and painting _and r~_pa1ra,. .
_
and the Missouri Rivera :~ot the 1840's

and circles Tom Sawyer•a ·.Island. Landsoaped with trees and ah:rubs typical
See lnd1v1fiual' ·11st1ngs under AUNT
ot the old shanty town at Fowler's
~MA'S ••• CARNATION IC~ CR~AM PARHarbor which marks the spot wher~ both
LOR ••• CARNATI~N PLA?A GARD~S ••• CASA
the Columbia and the Mark Twain were
o~ FRITOS ••• CffiC~Ti'N OF TH-ct 3.,..1\ PI~built.
and serves at! dry dock f9r the
.
RAT~ SHIP~ ~ • CID~P. BA:R ••• CO'ft14' COHN • R ••
two crafts. Contains 9,000,000 ga~~
F~NTASYLAND . FOOO ST~NDs ••• FORT ~~LD~~ 16~s or w~ter and has clay bott6m.
NC'S~ ••• GOTJRl'-1~ ~ .•. ~ijtLLS BRQS' COFFEE s· If •·a· .length is just short of 1 mile.
SHOP ••• INDIAN S~ORR ••• MAIN STR~
It:r.,s ":W·i .dth averages 100 rt. and 1 t is
D'fi'POT ••• MALT SHOP~ -- ~OAKS TAVFRN •••
S it~et ; deep.
~ p~sr-coLA•s aoto~ · aoR~FsHoF. ••• sPACE
.· ROCKBT TO THE MOON
BAR ••• sUNKiST dl~Rps · ttous~ ••• SONKIST-I PRT4'SUl~ ••• SWiFT'$· .RFD WAGON INN •••
This Douglas Rocket to the Moon is a
TOM SAWPRtS IStAND,. DOCK.,.Wlf'LCH'S
sci~nce-!"ra~tual round trip to the moon
~~l} GRAPTf' JUIC~ AP.BOR~.. ~-..~YACHT.
BAR.
wbich
~!a · '; realistically simulated by
:
RT:tSTATJRANT~f .

·

~

• 0.

•

R'P.STROOMS
. .
Located 1n each and every land.
.

.

· Rtn'RF.AT
· ..·.
·., the day begins t ·o · end
band ·
..t . . ays Retreat ~t our ·flagpole lo( ~ated at Main Street Town Square.

·our

RID~S AND ATTRA.CTII')NS

(.

•

•

: ·

·

••

•

•

~

•

l

seat ·v.l.brationa and by c1r.cular

sc:~eeris or so anners showing take off
at1~ ·a pproaok ot both the planet Earth

an• 'of

the Earth's Moon.

The a eat v1air oompr.eaaora synchronized with viewing
so%'eens. Viewing roreens· or acannera

b~at1ona

are operated

b~

are looeted on the floor or the space
ah1p. The 16mm t1lm is projected on
the ao nnnera and syn· chronlzed with
sound tapes and with the seat vi-

See individual listings under ••• ALICF.
(. IN WOND'C'J?LAND t! , ART 0F ANI~l\TION •• ASTRO brat1ans • The departure area ia
( ,. Jli'T ••• ATJ'TO~IA (F'natasylan~ and Tommorl'l-called the space port.
There are 2
land) BIG GAMlil B~~F\ni· SHO.QTIN'1 tJALtTot~Y rqeket s}lips, the Polaris and Arcturus •
••• CANAL BOATS~.C~STi'Y .TP.. CIR~TTS TP.AINSC$paclty- of rockets, 102 passengers
••• COL~BIA ••• DT~E~ ••• FI~~ ~'IN~~ ••• eV.~ry ·12 minutes.
FLYIN'J

«·

. · ~ · .· . . .
GALLl:'RY ••• HAUNTTt'D HOUS..,. ••• H!1RST:'t,T-'SS
ROUNDaOUS~
C ~RRI AG"'S ••• INDI ~N ~-/AR CANO'r.'S ••• JUNGLR Probably the only square or oblong
CRUIS'C' ••• KINQ ARTH!JR' S CARRO!JS~...
"roundhouse" in the world. Located
SA'!JC~S

••• 'PRONTI~

SHO~TING

~~:,;:~ MAD T~A PARTY ••• MAIN STR~ CIN~A •• •

in service area ott West Street. Serves
as garage tor the 4 ateam locomotives
o~ the Santa-Fe !: Disneyland Main
BOATS ••• MI~ ~RAIN ••• MR. TOAD'S WILD
Line Ra1lroade Tb1a is where the
RIDE ••• MONORAIL ••• MOTOR BOAT CRUISE. • • boilers are a teamed up every morning.
OMNIBUS'lf'S ••• PACK MULES ••• P~~ PAN ••• and a tter the day'a run. · the machine
ROCKl"l' TO ~ MOON • .-.SANTA-F"' &
ahop crea begin their daily inspection,
DISIPYLAND RAILWAYS~- •• SKYWAY. • .SL~cleaning. lubrication, and :repair•
ING B~AUTY'S CASTL~ ••• SNOW WHI~...
it necessary, on all of Disneyland's
STR~~ CARS ••• SUBMARIN~ ••• sunp~s...
rolling stock. Not more than 30
~WISS FAMILY TR~ous~ ••• TIKI ROOM...
minutes in lost oper~t1on time on the
·t SAWY'VR'S RAFT ••• 20,000 LWAGTJ'PS
train since the park opened.'

~:·r7- MARK TWAIN ••• MATTlf'RHORN BOBS1:'LDS. • .•
-·l'.' MIOO~ AUTOPIA ••• MIKF FINK'S K~

/
l

}ID~

THF. SF.A.

(

(
(

•f Wells Fargo Express & Daggage Car,
ROYAL TAHITIANS
,This group, appearing at the Tahitian ~ Navajo Clift Car. a volorado
Rockies Car, a Land Pueblos Car, a
Terrace at .the Pavillion, features
.
- ·land dances,_ including fire walking. Painted Desert Car, and a Gran Canyon Observation Car. The Holiday
. RUGGLBS CHINA & GLASS SHOP
.
Special is authentic reproduction or
~--. Ruggles is located on Main Street
train of this era. Capactiy, 300.
and features fine glassware and ·chiba lrla.de_ up or 3 cattle cars, 2 gondolas,
gifts.
~-' · - :
·· · - : an·d ·· 'a Caboose Car. The ExcUI'sion

(

C<-

~~~~-

T~~in . ~as designed especially to

r·

carry ·passengers through the

s

Grand

Canyon Dior~a, and is patterned after
the
_Narragansett Cars whi'oh carried
(.
SALUTF TO MRXICO
passengers on excursions to the
Eastern United States around the turn
Located just off C•nter St., on Main
Street next to Swift's Market, this
of the century. Capact1y, JOO. Made
"Salute to Mexico" 1s sponsored by the up ot ·S c ara ot the open N&rragansett
type.
·.
Mexican Travel Bu~eau. On theetreet
~ in front of it 10u may p~ohase auSCAL~S
(· · thentic Mexican C_¥,.1os_ ~
Lower bulld1ngs ••• 9/10ths; Second
-·. ·...
SANTA-Fli' Pt: ·nts,~AND RAILWAY
floors~ •• B/lOthe; Third flool's •••
7/lOths; 'Mark Twain authentic scale;
~ (Jtf} W1"D Enterprlsea~ . · ~no,, a :d1v!P1on or
Autop1a Cars •• S/9tha of modern sports
~ (~::0 Walt Disney P~()auc_tl~q _na, owns end op: . erates all of .'t.~~·'; ~aqta-~e and Disney- O$-r·s J Santa-Fa & D1E"neyland Railroad ••• 5/8tha.
. land trains, apq ,:~1~s .about 83 "WH'D"
_ -~. payrollees working · ·as· e _n gin• crews
and ticket · sellers~ . Addi-t ional rail~ S'RCURITY
-ad crews : and .personnel ·a re made up
Tne uepartment responsible· for the
( ~ ~ Disneyland • Inc~- , personnel from
safety and well-being of···ow.- guests •
vur Operations Division. The Santa··
·
r Fe & Disneylanq Main Line comprises
SF.RVIC~
- ( a · mile and one q~arter of 36 1n~h
There are many and various ae·rvicea
. suage railroad and 9,000 ft. of track such as Portrait Painting, Photos.
(including sidings) circling the Park. s~r.ollersj Wheelohalrs, Lockers. etc.
(,. The Railroad is operated according to ($~9 - ~ :..Yellow Pages for detailed ·
a standard book of rules. There are
l~$t1ng-.Jll'id prices.)
·
· 4 5/8 scale, 15 ton., steam loco!llot· ·;<·: · · ..' ·
l.
ivee or the type in use during 1890
~ ·. SHOFSfiiNE BOYS
to 1910, in Disneyland'e Rolling
Lo~ated near the ~ickey Mouse· Club,
Stock. #l ••• c.K. Holiday, named for
our shoeshine bora will anterta1n .
(_ the tounder . of the Santa-Fe Railroad. you with an old-fashioned ~Buck ·and
: ..;.. #2 ••• 'F.o P. Ripley-, n:amed for a pres1~ Wing" while ah1n1ng your _shoes for
·: (t:) dent ot the Railway~
#.3 ••• Fred Gurle7, the price of 10¢~
·. ,:-;",·. named tor one _pt . . thit Chairmen or the
~ ,,. Board. It was or1u1n ..lly manufao•
SHOOTING GALLl?RI~S
tured by the. Baldwin Oo. 1n 1894 tor
(See · Slg Game Shooting· Galler~ and
a New Orleans plantation owner and
F~~~tier Shooting Gallery)
was rebuilt, J{ad b~.en hauling sugar ·-- ·~-:- . . __. . .
~ cane on the LaFoure~,. ·- -Rao .e land and .
·..- SHOPS
Longport - Rail)t-.y · tn ; Louisiana. #4... Th~re . are more .than . '...1'nd1v1dual -..-- .12'rnest S. Ma7'-_a p, nailed for a pres1retail ·shops in Disneyla~d;, handling
d~Dt . O'f, f;he · ~·~ta-Fe Railroad.
A
«ifts and guest services·.. All ~hopa
~~bq1~t eng.it'f;:(>I'igi._eally ·mrg. by
are leased by 1_nd1v1dual · buainesaea •
. . _ ~ Baldwin .ig.o,~ .· .-..- ~n 1924,. There are
or companies, M~ith the exception or
.... }~ tr~ ~s . .~n · t~~ne:yl~nd' s ~ol•ling Stock thoee shops which are op,rated by
which are pt.t.l;lt~ - - by.;;_~~e 4 eh~.ines.
Disney-land.
(
Passe~"lger t · f~!~:.D 1J!:·-~~thentf~ ·, re·
produotiot': : Q
·f . t_rl\1~~'??~'~:~~-fa with
SILHOUFTT.., SHOP
.;.
wooden type cat'~ ll ;·st"eel ·u.l'_ld~!ramed
The old-fashioned art of cutting your
(

-

I

~

•

.

• ..

for safe~y l: . · c·a.p ~~-~ t.j.,~'P JOQ .• ~!Vft1cl0..,JJ.p

portrait in silhouette is r: :.; 111 in

/

(
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j

existence in this shop located ·on
Main Street.
SKYWAY

.:,"J

SPECIAL EVENTS
·oe individual listings under BIG

BAND NIGHT, CHRlSTMAS, DIXIELAND
AT DISNP.YLAND, EASTER, GRAD NIGHTS.

aerial trip built on the principle
a ski lift and takes you to FantasySPECIAL PARTIES
-~· land or Tomorrowland via a glacier
At various times organizations take
grotto in the Matterhorn Mt~ Built in over . the entire park, exclusively
Switzerland, with the exception of
f~~ their use, for a night.
the buckets, and was assembled at
r Disneyland. Serves as transportation
STOCKADE
(. to and from Fantasyland as well as a
A composite design of 1790 log stock- :
ride. There a~e 49 buckets ••• capacity ade. All logging material was brougtt
(. of 2 per bucket. Operated by the
from Lake Arrowhead and was assembled
Disneyland-Alw_eg Sy~t .em.~
by Oregon Loggers.
4

(~~..~t'

SL~ryiN1

B-r.:I\ITTY' S. CAS,TLTi'

STORYB00KLAND

walk-througij sho.wlng· th~ a tory of
All settings are in miniature (one
' Sleeping Beaut.·y wit~ the beautiful
inch to the toot) ;.and represent in
ending of "yoqng love's f~r_st kiss~"
detail, stories from Walt's full- ·
The scenes wert!,.de~igned at walt
length cartoon hits. including a
Disney studios and are in 3-dimengiant patchwork quilt design. Each
~fj. sional miniature~ The Castle is
setting has appropriate musical backfi;f built in f~rcetd per.speet~ve and is ot
g'round on tape. Geppeto' s Village.
· the French · and I?atavian influence.
Sleeping Beauty's Castle • Three Little
The gates of tht!t Caetl.e s erve as the
Pigs ·and scenes from Alice in·
. entrance to Faritesyland. Drawbridge ia Wonderland and Cinderella. Monstro
the Whale ia recaptured in full '
· authentic and ~etu...lly works (used only
· ~ opening day . when "Fantasyland was
size · and a erves as entrance to C'Xmal
.1 pened to all. the ·children of the
Boat .· ride~ Landscaping ia scaled
'Jorld.'"• The moat around the Castle to the miniature settin6s• Leaves
18 typical or M~di.eval times and is
and flowers. even blades of grasses
(. the home of both white and black
are as fine as can be obtained.
swans.
A

(

STR?.~

CARS

SNOW WHIT~
Operated by the Disneyland Street
This dark ride takes you through the
Railway, rhere are 4 horse-drawn
adventures of $now White and the
Street Cars. One horse per car and
Seven Dwarfs.
cars with a capacity of they were bull t at the s tudlo.
each.
Capacity per car~
SPAC'ff' BAR .
STROLLF.RS
,. ,.:. Operated by ~~.. Concessions and a erves Rentea at entrande to Disneyland.
{·::~.~ snacks and sort drinks.
Located in
Prices -- Regul~ stroller,
a dar.
:-:,',_. Tomorrowland end h8..s permanent covReclining and double.
a day.
ered dane e flo.or for Date Night
e dances during peak a easons ~
SUBMARIN'P. VOYAGE
. ::·: ' ,· .
.
9 minute trip clrciea lagoon, enters
SPAC~ COUPL~
·
flooded buildin3 (with a~lated "dive"
Our tall coup~ can be seen in Tommorw-through waterfall world o~ ••• aunkedn
land in what w~ll be worn by the well- ships and salvage divers; an~ated
dressed spao~en and women.
sea lite, including amoray eel, a
squid, rare deep water fish, a sea
SPACF.M~ BAND
serpent. and mermaids; and an under, ;h muslo,up...-to-date aa possible,
water earthquake with "fiery" lava
, )li8 band plays at the Space Bar
in the Continent of Atlantis. ~here
dance area during peak seasons.
are 8 submarines name Nautilus,
Sea Wolf. Skate. Skipjack, Trit1on.
G~orge Washington, Patrick Henry,
·.c

F.ach sub ha·s capacity o
TF.L"P"PHONF S viiTCHBOARD
Building is steel and
The lifeline of our communications
eoncrete and is completely separate
ln the park and serves 280 extenfrom all other waterways in Disneysions and 30 trunk lines.
_.·· land, and is filtered (as are swimming pools) so that all underwater
TP.LEVISION SHOWS
scenes are clear. This is the · 8th
S~ERAL television shows have been
filmed and broadcast live at the park.
largest submarine fleet in the world
and is the only submarine fleet
Includes WALT DISNEY'S W0ND~RFUL
built exclusively for peacetim~ useo
WORLD OF COLOR, HICKTiY MOUS~ CLUB,
·contains 4,00J,OOO gallone of
and MEFI' ME AT DISNEYLAND.
filtered water and is completely
gun!ted. Lagoon is 750 ft. long,
TICK~BOOKS
140 ft. w1de and 10 ft. deep. The
See Admissions.
undergroud river ie 800 ft. long, 70
rt. wide and 10ft. deep.
TIKI ROOM
Using Audlo-An~atronics, this new
STTNT\IST CT'TBUS B'OTJ~li'
attraction features more than 200 inLocated on Main S+.reet, this Citrus
dividually controlled "personalities"
House features Sunkist Orange Juice,
in a 17 minute fantasy. Presented
Sunkiet Frozen Juice Bars and oies
3 time each hour, this show uses a
made or Sunkist products.
tape recorder or the same type used
in the Polaris Submarine,
~

Ethan Allen.

38

passenge~s.

SUNKIST-I-PR~Stn~

Located in Adventureland, this
· "Watering hole" in the jungle, features fine Sunkist products.
SURR1'"'YS
Operated by the Disneyland Livery
Stable, our four horsedrawn surreys
travel up Main Street. Two horses
per surrey with a capacity of
•
SWIFT t S I·JfARKr."T
Haa old-fashioned pot bellied stove

circled by chairs and an old-fashioned wall telephone on which can be
heard a typical party-line conversation. ·

TAHITIAN

T~RRAC~

One or the dining areas or the Pavillion, the Terrace features authentic
native entertainment.

TIKI SHOP
Located in the Bazaar in Adventureland. Features tropical curios and
souvenirs.
·. TIMP.X

See

TALl:'NT SCHlrDULli'
J(See Yellow Pages)
T~~HONF S~RVIC~

Public Telephones are located
throughout the park.

Time.

TINKF.RBFLL
Her appearance and flight signals the
start or our summer "Fantasy in the
Sky".
TIN~RBELL TOY SHOP
Features Disney character toys •••
stuffed animals, dolls, musical
toys and other fine toys• Includes
"Geppeto'a Work Shop" which sells
imported and domeet1c marionettes
and puppets. Free puppet shows daily
durlng peak seasons.

TAL~T~ART~T

Thflt department responsible for· the
creation or our live entertainment.
They provide 6,494 minutes of enter~
tainment every day, which is the
equivalent or 5~ Broadway shows.

u.s.

See

TOAD FIDW'
Mr. Toad's Wild Ride.
'r()BACCO

~HOP

Located on Main Street, this shop
features all types or tobacco and
smoking products. Has one of the
largest stocks of imported tobaccos
and cigarettes in Orange County.

TOM SAWY~R•S ISLAND
Like a world apart, Tom Sawyer's
Island sits in the Rivers or· Americao

l ··

Contains Fort ~vilderness, small mus t .un figure, the natural chemistry of the
exhibit, cider bar, lookout parapett . plant will make it grow to fullness 0 1
w1 th rifles that may be operated anc.t
and around the wire d esi6n•
an escape tunnel, Injun Joe's Cave, a
·
romantic interpretation of the .c ave
TOURS
in the Tom Sawyer story; Indian Village
For those who have never been to
a faithful reproduction of war-like
Disneyland this is th~ way to a ee
Indian Village; buring cabin~ made of the park. Our expert guides, versed
concrete and steel burn continually.
in many languages, point out the most
Gas burners set by timeclock to keep
important parts of Disneyland.
it buring. Dead settler with arrow
in chest lie~ near whePl barrow in
TRAILERS
front of cabin. Fishing Dock where
Situated around Disneyland are many
guests may fish free. Bait and poles trailer parks.
are supplied. Net in - fishing area is
stocked with small fish such as perch
TRAM SERVICE
bluegill, and some trout. Susp~nsion There is frequent service to the front
Bridge of wood hangs from steel ceble gate from the Parking Lot, via our
ovftr "Smugglers' Cove". Pontoon Brj dge Trams. Also ;approximately 10
made of barrels and plants crosses
minute service from the Hotel via
"Smuggler's Cove"., beneather Suspen- Trams.
aion Bridge. Rocks made of nlasti~
TRANSPORTA.TI0N
at Disneyland for clidgren to climb
on and play in: Ambush Rock, Pirate's Bus Service-regularly scheduled bus
Cave, Castle· Rock, and Merry-gp-Round service to and .from Los ,Angeles,
Rock. Treehouse ls a faithf~l reLong Beach, Anaheim, Santa Ana, and
production of huge tree (made at
other Orange Count~ citie~. Bus
Disneyland of plastic) with tree:!chedules are available at the Main··
house near top; accessible by a stair- Gate Security office, City Hall, and
osseo Refreshments are served at
at Carefree Cornero Heliport-regularCider Bar at Fort Wilderness and
ly scheduled flights to and from Los
Angeles International Airport and
shanty on Dock.
Orange Airport. Schedules are available at Main Gate Security office,
TOM SA~R'S RAFTS
City Hall~ and at Carefree Corner.
Romantic reproductions of rafts r rom
Adults (one way)
: (round
the Tom Sawyers tory and operated on
trip)
• Children under 12
the Rivers or America and a ride and
half-fare.
as t ran sport at ion to end from Tom
Sawyer's Island. There are u rafts:
20,000 L~AG~S UNDF,R TH~ SEA
Tom Sawyer, Huck Finn, Becky Thatcher
Interiors are the actual Academy
and Injun Joe. Powered by ~arine
Award winnings ets . from Walt Disney' a
engines and do not operate on guide
"20,000 Leagues Under the Sea"~
rails. Capacity 45, including
featuring
Captain Nemo's Atomic
operator. Built at Disneyland.
powered submarine, the "Natuliue"
Dimension are 23 ft., 6 inches by
with a personal appearance or the
14 feet.
giant equid in terrifying 40tiono
TOMORROWLAND
A miniature submarine used in the
The time or tnia area is 1986~
filming can also be aeon•
when Halley's Comet is due to return.
TOPIARY GARD'RN
Seen only from the Santa Fe & Disneyland Railway, our garden features
~lants grown· and trimmed in the shape
•
Jf animals.
Starts with an artist
_. . .~· rendering of the desired animal.. The
Landscaping Staff proceeds to build a
metal framework on which to tie the
main portion of the yonng plant. Add-

UNIV~~ITY

u
OF

DI~N"J:YLAND

The department of the park re~pon
eible for the orientation of all hosts
and hostesses in the special needs
and requirements of Disneyland.
UP.TOHN PHARMACY

(

(

,

.

(

(drugstore) of the turn ot the century. Has genuine leeches on display
such as were used in medical practice
~efore modern times.
With the excep<~;'il
ion of woodwork and showcases 1 the
;~~ --rilltures, equipment, and glassware are
~~
actual antique originals. Some of
'
the glassw~e is from 300 to 400
(
years old, and is part of a very rar~
collection obtained, in part, from
remote corners of the worldo
FREE
(samples of lJpjohn "Unicap 11 vitamines are handed out. Has Hu~an Cell
(_ display.

(
(

.I

(

U.S. TIMRX CORP.
Sells Timex watches and also has a
display of old watches from 1905 -to
' 1910, end a copy of the ~etter from
( -_' Mark Twain ordering a watch and a
r. . copy or the watch hew as sold.

(
(

~ ~1~

-v

~ c~~

V~CATIONI.AND

A tourist magazine published by our
Dep~rtment~
Distributed
~hroughout Arizona, Nevada, and Caliornia with a circulation or 855,000~

. ( -~
~

WATFRWAYS
We have 9 water rides operating on
6 man-made rivers and lagoons (including Glacier Lakes on the Matterhorn.) All of the various rivers
and waterways except 2 are joined
together forming a continuous flowing gravitational water system.
The high point of the system is in
Fantasyland and the low point is in
t~e Rivers of America in Frontierlando
From Front1erland the water is pumped
underground baok .up to Fantasylando
The two exceptions are the Submarine Voyage and the ~atterhorn
water system. They are independent
c1eoulat1ong filtered water systems
with an operation similar to a swimming pool. These waterways represent
a total of over 22,000,000 gallons
or water.
W'C'LCH'S G RAP,.. .fflC't:' A~BOR
Located In Fantasyland next to the
Fantasyland Theatre. Thta stand
serves Welch's products.
WH~Ti!,CHAIRS

May be rented at the Stroller shop

near the entrance.
for a day.

Rental is

\.

w

-

WILDLIFF

Most of the wildlife at Disneyland la
(.
WARD SING1<'RS
not wild nor is it live; b11t the
This choral group sings during the
results of the combined efforts and
( '· summer season at night at the Golden
talents of studio artists aae
(
Horseshoe o
"life-like" reproductions of real
anilmals.
However, some of the
(··
WARDROB~
.
Disneyland animal lite is real. Wild
Our Wardrobe Department furnishes everygeese mallards and other birds around
costume, authentic as possiblet which the island and the mainland ln
is worn in the park. There are anyFront1erland migrated here; and the
where from $00 to 600 different coswhite du~ks on the Rivere of America
tumes in our Wardrobe Department.
were raised by Disneyland.· The white
and blackswans residing in the moat
WAR'C110'!TS~
around the Fantasyland castle were a
Such a large organization as Disneygift from the Hollywood Turf Club.
land must have adequate storage space Many small tieh are planted in the
for all equinment which 1t uses. Our Rivers of America, so that Disneywareno~se covers 140,1)6 square feet~
land's small fry anglers may have the
50,891 covered and 89.136 open. We
chance to really catch fish from the
have 21 d1st1nct storage areas and we Island's dock.
carry about 7, .0 0 different items. We
, 1ve everything from Alphabetizer to
WISHING W'!:LL
l
·~ebras.
All proceeds from this wishing well
go to the variety club. The figures
(
of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs
are made of Italian Marble. Snow
White can be heard singing with an
echo coming from the Wello
(

.

.;

WONDERLAND MTTSIC
piano rolls and records may be
'- nurchased at this tore located on Main
.. · ~~~eet next to the Mickey Mouse Club
~1 ~adquarters.
Artists available to
2~{' ·sketch portraits.
~ld

(.

WURLITZ'C'R

(
(...
(·

~mSIC

HALL

Haa a music hall where FRF.F. organ
concerts are givP-n during the peak
seasons, plus information onWurlitzer
pianos, org~nz, and .Tuke boxes.

(.
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X
( ,In Algebra, "~" equals the unkown
·., quantity. At · Disneyland, all our com( ponents -- talent, administration,
(. knowhow, imagination, employees all
-~~. equal "X", the unkown quantitY', or
~~ until 195S it was unkown.
(1:::
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YACHT BAR
( · • ,ated in Tomorrowland acro~s from
( .1 -~ Submarine Ride. This stand fea( ~~.~urea light sp«:!cks, sandwichers, and
·· hamburgers.
(-

.
YACHTS~N QryAPT~~T~
(:. Playing from tlie Plyon in Tomorrow( .. land, this singing group entertains
both with folk music and modern
·music.
( .

YAL~

AND TO'-.TN LOCK COMPA!\TY

( · Sells Disneyland keys, tie clips,
(.. and key chains with the key mottr.
t:~''· Primarily an exhibit showing the ev\:::::· olution or the 1 oC'k and key down
(~i~: through the· ages~
Displays many rare
antique keys and locks,

YOUNG ~ FBOM ~N ORLEANS
Our dancing and aloglng walters ·on
\ the Mark Twain eerve our version or
the Mint -J•lep.

I
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ZOCALO I

14!,

-z

( A typical open air Mexican Market Place
(

l

as in the early days of the Aztecs
when the focal point was the market
place, or El Zo«alo. All roads led
to the ~ Zooalo, People from miles
around brought baskets, pottery,
glass and other wares to sell. During the d evelopment of the Great
Southwest, before the Gadsen Purchase,
and down throu6h the years, the custom of El Zocalo has bee preserved.
It features authentic Mexican merchandise.

